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BURRILL

the

NATIONAL

BANK

l
V

o
4% interest In Savings Department.
214 % interest on balances of >500 on deposits 5
2
subject to check!
BOXES

DEPOSIT

■

--...

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

in its new quarters on Main street, offers every
torsmodem facility tor
Hancock Co

SAFE

.-

-i

RENT.

EOF*

%

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TBIS WEEK.
Exec notice-Est Wm B Bacon.
Probate notice
Est Maria T Scammons
et als.
Exec notice—Est Robert F Trim.
J A Haynes—Cash market.
North Brcoklin:
W J Oott—Portable saw mill wanted.
Sorrento, Me:
Manuel Rogers—Dory found.
Manchester, Conn:
C R Burr A Co—Man wanted.
Providence, R I:
Providence Brokerage Co.
Boston:
Friend Soap Co.
—

.-

—

SELL
YOUR
REAL
ESTATE.

8CHEDULE OF MAILS.
AT ELLSWORTH POST OF KICK.

In

buy for you.
will certify the title.

We will
We

We trite all kinds of insurance.

i

us

immediately

and we will call on you

C. W. & F. L. MASON,
First Nation}: 1 Bank

Street,

Mrs. L. J. Backus is visiting friends in
Bangor.
T. F. Larkin, of Waterville, was in the
city Monday.
Miss Minnie Tapley, of oalais, was the

Bldg.,
Ellsworth, Me.

SALE

FOR

guest this week of her cousin, Charles E.
Alexander.

of land situate on south side and at foot of Sea street. Northeast Harbor,
shore and title given to lowwater mark.
Maine. This lot of land Is on the
Acres fine shore properly. East Blttehlll, Me.
House and lot Oak Point, Trenton, Me.

The woman’s auxiliary of the Congregational church met yesterday with Mrs.
L. A. Emery.

Apply to C. W. k P. L Mason.

Real

TAP LEY,

Insurance,

and

Estate

1AIX ST.,

good buildings—Two dwellings in
—A mercantile property.

town

Lake

City,

W.

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

....

Mrs. Annie Hurley and daughter Mary
were called to Brewer Friday by the
death of James Landers.
A.

Mrs. Annie M. Smith announces the engagement of her (laugher Carolyn, of Salt

HAS FOR SALE
A farm with

m.

POSTOFFICE.

Going West—10.46,11.30 a m; 5.30 and 9 pm.
Going East—6.30 a m; 4 and 5.30 p m.
No Sunday mail.

is«m feet

W.

From West—7.18 a m; 4.39 and 6.08 p m.
Fhom East—11.07 a m; 12.06, 6.66 and 10.52 p
MAIL CLOSES AT

Write

Main

effect Oct. A, 1908.
MAILS RRCBIVBD.

B.

Larnone

lire,

has

to Roy Cropper, of Chicago.
Mitchell, whose house on the
road was recently destroyed by
bought the Avery house on High

street.

lAYNES HAS A BIG SURPRISE——

A. B. Walker and Miss Sophia
moved into the Hamlin house on
Bridge hill, which lias been undergoing
extensive repairs.
Mrs.

have

OR TEA DRINKERS AT 25c. A LB.
Oolong Tea
quality, and with
It’s

an

price
gain.
if it

a

And

can’t be beat.

particularly

of

flavor that
a

grance and deliciousness, then

!

judge

and

simply

to

:

and
frano

of tea.

loan and

building association will be held

next
Monday evening, at 7.30 o’clock,
at the office of the association in the First

HAYNES, 8 State St.

A.

.

—

'•Cash Down” Market and Grocery.

national bank building.
The members of Philip H. Sheridan
council, K. of C., will have a sociable at
their hall next

Friday evening,

for

mem-

bers, their families and invited guests. Refreshments will be served.

George H.

A WELL-KNOWN INSTITUTION.
Established

Changed to

a

as a

Trust

National Bank In IMT with

Company In <007 with

surplus of 550,000 and total

a

resources

a

capital of •50,000.

capital ol 5100,000 and
ol

over

a

51,000,000.

We are LARGER AND STRONGER than ever.
existence our aim has been
to extend to our patrons the best possible service. Our
steady growth is evidence that the Hanking Institution which throws out the greatest safeguards
around its business, in order to protect its depositors,
merits the confidence of the public. If you are not a
customer of this bank, let this be yonr invitation to
become one; our relations will be mutually profitable.

During the 20 years

|

of

our

ELLSWORTH,

It

ME.

Always Pays to Pay by Check.
It eliminates the possibility of having to pay a bill
twice, as sometimes happens when settlement is made
in currency. It is so convenient, inexpensive and
easy to send a check by mail.

This Bank

2%

Invilea

Eastern Trust & Banking Co.
MAINE.

BANGOR,

1>VERTISERS
r?AVE

Old

at

Town,

AND PUBLISHERS

TIME and MONEY

fallpn’c
alien a

by using

labor saving
record books.

'uled. Printed and Indexed for
Muck Entry and Reference.
'option Record, Advertising Record,
'User's Record, Job Printer’s Record.
1

Sample pages sent on apPlication. Published by
A.
133

&

w.

Wtlliams’St.,

E.

CHILD,

New York.

on

will

occupy it.

Mr. Grant takes title to the Kief store on
Water street and the Kief house on Deane
street.
A business meeting of the Village improvement society will be held next Friday afternoon at 3 o’clock at Mrs. Edward K. Hopkins’ house, Hancock street.
AH members are cordially invited to be

K. of P. lodge, of which Mr. Milliken is
and a massive silver candelabrum
from the masonic lodge, of which he is a
trustee. Mr. Milliken is a native of Ellsworth, who left here twenty-seven years
ago. He has many relatives and friends
in this city and vicinity.
Thu first and second girls’ basket ball
of the high school played a game at
Hancock hall Saturday evening. The
teams were made up as follows: First
team—Marguerite Drummey, captain and
centre; Alice Dresser and Ernestine Shea,
forwards; Ella Hawkes and Jessie Morang,
guards. Second team—Marion Woodward,
captain and centre; Helen Holmes and
teams

Mo.,

Maohias,

Me.

George

P.

Smith,

financial secretary; E. F. Small, treasurer.
The board of registration of Ellsworth
will be in session at the aldermen’s room
in Hancock hall, Feb. 23 to 27 inclusive,
Yrom 9 a. m. to 1 p ra., 3 to 5 and 7 to 9 p.
m., for the purpose of registering new*
No
names and revising the voting lists.
new names will be registered after 5 p. in.,
on Friday, Feb. 26.
Leo J. Ward well was injured in a runaccident last Friday afternoon.
Driving down State street after dark, his
wagon collided w ith another, and he was
thrown upon the cross-bar. The horse ran,
Wardbut was stopped before going far.
well was severely bruised, and is still confined to his house.

NOTICE TO TAX-PAYERS.

union services

inaugurated during
To the Mi-payers of the City of Ellsworth. the week of prayer were continued through
An act of the Legislature of 1907 the present week. Last evening there was

that all real estate on which
the taxes remain unpaid shall be sold
by the Collector on the first Monday of
February, following the date of commitment.
An act of the same Legislature requires the municipal officers to cause
to be printed in their annual report
the names of all delinquent tax-payers
and the amount of tax due. Mettle
at once if you wish to save costs, and
avoid having your name appear in the

provides

city report. J. H. BRESNAHAN,

Collector of Taxes.

Coughlin, forwards; Phyllis

Maoomber and Doris Halman, guards.
Two fifteen minutes halves were played.
The second team won by a score of 8-4.
Dancing followed. The proceeds from admission will be used for the purchase of
suits.

The

service at Ellsworth halls. The service
this evening will be at the Methodist

a

church; Thursday and Friday evenings at
the Baptist vestry, and Sunday evening at
the Congregational church.
Frank H. Milliken and wife, of Stoughton, Ma s., celebrated their silver wedding anniversary Jan. 2, when about 400
friends assembled to do them honor at
Odd Fellows hall in that town. They received many beautiful presents, among
them a gold and silver service from the

j
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BANK ELECTIONS.
and
Burrlll National Bank.
At the annual meeting of the stockholders of the Union Trust Co. yesterday,
the following officers were elected: President, John A. Peters; vice-president,
Henry W. Cushman; treasurer, Leonard
treasM.
assistant
Moore;
Henry H. Higgins; executive
urer,
board, J. A. Peters, H. W. Cushman,
L. A. Emery, A. W. King, M. Gallerl, J.
O. Whitney.
M. Y. McGown was continued as bookkeeper; A. A. Joy, discount
clerk; Mary E. Holmes, stenographer;
Hazel B. Holmes, assistant stenographer.
Mr. Moore, who succeeds Mr. Cushman
as treasurer, is a native of Prospect Harbor, a son of the late Capt. B. O. Moore; he
came to the bank in 1891, starting at the
foot of the ladder as clerk, later becoming
bookkeeper, then teller, then assistanttreasurer, and now becomes treasurer in
place of Mr. Cushman, who resigns to become president of the Merrill Trust Co.,
of Bangor.
Mr. Moore’s election iB
everywhere regarded as a well-deserved
promotion and the natural result of hard
and faithful work, unflagging interest and

Changes In Union Trust Co.

Masonic Elections.
The several masonic bodies of Ellsworth
have elected officers as follows:
Martin Ah'
Blanquefort commandery
Moore, E. C.; John O. Whitney, gen.|
John A. Haynes, C. G.; W. 1,. Pierce, S.
W.; Harvard C. Jordan, J. W.; Edward F.
Robinson, treasurer; William H. Dresser,
recorder; Thomas E. Hale, prelate; F. Car*
roll Burrill, Joseph W. Nealley, John H.
Brimmer, tinanoe committee; Arno W.
King, trustee.
Acadia Royal Arch chapter: F. Carroll
Burrill, H. P.; Abie L. Friend, K.; Georga
B. Stuart, scribe; Arthur W. Greely,
treasurer; William H. Dresser, secretary;
Harvard C. Jordan, C. of H.; Thomas B.
Hale, P. 8.; Marks Hertz, R. A. C.;
Thomas E. Hale, F. Carroll Burrill, Mar*
tin M. Moore, finance committee; Arthur
W. Greely, trustee. Officers will be in*
stalled Feb. 2.
Lygonia Lodge, F. and A. M.—Herbert
H. Ash, W. M.; Harry C. Austin, 8. W.;
Abie L. Friend, J. W.; George A. Parcher,
treasurer; William H. Dresser, secretary;
Leon E. Rowe, 8. D.; Edward F. Robinson,
jr., J. D.; Thomas E. Hale, Henry L.
Moor, Fred B. Aiken, finance committee;
Thomas E. Hale, trustee; Henry L. Moor,
—

Friends and relatives here were grieved
learn of the death last Thursday night,
of Louise, the six-year-old daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. William I. Olmstead, at
North Reading, Mass. Death followed a
short illness of scarlet fever. The eighteen- months-old son of
Mr. and Mrs,
proxy to grand lodge.
Olmstead is now ill of the Bame disease, unswerving loyalty.
Mr. Higgins has been with the bank for
but word received this morning was that
about ten years, and bis election, too,
COMING EVENTS.
he was improving. Louise was a particuis in the line of promotion. For several
ELLSWORTH.
larly bright, attractive child, and during
months past Mr. Higgins has been in
Wednesday to Monday, April 7-12her summers here many learned to know
Lubec setting in motion the wheels of the Sixty- second annual session of East Maine
and love her. The parents have the sinmachinery of the new trust company of Methodist conference, at Ellsworth.
cere sympathy of their many friends here.
that town, holding the position of asMrs. Olmstead’s mother, Mrs. G. W. Masistant-treasurer. He expects to return to
Business Notices.
son, and sister, Mrs. A. K. Cushman, left
PARKER PIANO CONTEST.
Ellsworth about Feb. 1.
for Massachusetts last week. Mrs. Mason
Following Is the standing in the piano conine union lrust uo. was organized in
is with her daughter in North Reading,
test at W. R. Parker Clothing Co.’s store aft
over the business of the First
1907,
taking
and Mrs. Cushman is in Boston.
noon to-day:
national bank of Ellsworth, which was
1. Miss Annie Emery, Ellsworth.
A change in the management of the
organized in Dec., 1887, with the late
2. Harvest Home grange, West Ellsworth.
New England Telephone & Telegraph
Chief-Justice Wiswell as president. On
3. Bayside grange, Bayside.
Co.’s business in this section has gone his death Arno
W. King, now an associate
4. Pamola grange, Hancock.
into effect. George H. Grant, of Ells5. Arbutus grange, Surry.
justice of the supreme court, was elected
worth, has resigned as manager, and is to the presidency, and remained in office
6. Mariaville grange, Mariaville.
succeeded by John C. McFaul, of Dover,
7. Nicolin grange, Nicolin.
until the bank was changed over into a
who will have charge of the Ellsworth
8. Methodist church, Franklin.
trust company.
and Bar Harbor exchanges. It is underThe Union Trust Co. is one of the most
stood he will make his headquarters in
&tiliertignnnus.
flourishing banking institutions in Maine,
Bar Harbor.
Mr. Grant
retires after
and has among its directors some of the
teletwenty years’ identification with the
keenest financial minds in the banking
phone business in this section, and has business.
watched and promoted its growth from
The stockholders of the Burrill national
small beginnings to its present magnitude.
Mr. Grant was the pioneer in the tele- bank held their annual meeting yesterphone business in Hancock ,county, start- day, and elected the following board of diing business in Bar Harbor in 1881 with a rectors: Charles C. Burrill, S. J. Morrison,
few instruments, and coming to Ells- F. Carroll Burrill, O. W. Foss, Lewis Hodgworth in 1883, where he opened an ex- kins, C. R. Burrill, F. O. Silsby, J. H.
change with five subscribers. He sold out Patten. Charles C. Burrill was elected
his line to the New England company in president, F. C. Bnrrill vice-president,
1890, but remained with the company as and Edward F. Small cashier.
Mr. Small succeeds Jamc9 E. Parsons,
business manager here until the present
time. Mr. Grant will now give his entire who resigns on account of ill health, after
attention to his real estate and insurance a faithful term of service of twenty-one
to

The
secure an estimate of the power used.
estimate is being made by this company
with the possibility in view that the time
may come when its wires will extend into
Dexter and surrounding towns. In addition to visiting Dexter, Mr. Austin also
visited the neighboring town of Corinna,
spending the larger part of the afternoon
there. There seems little doubt but that
a great deal of electric power would be
used by Dexter manufacturers were it possible to obtain it. It is understood that
Mr. Austin was assured that this was a
fact, and that he seemed pleased at the
prospects. Electric service for twentyfour hours per day is what Dexter people
have b- en clamoring for, and what they
will ask of any company that proposes to
come here.
It is probable that this matter
will be given another airing before the
board of trade during the present winter.

Odd Fellows and Rebekahs.
was a joint installation of officers
of Lejok lodge, 1. O. O. F., and Nokomis
llebekah lodge last Friday evening. Officers of the Odd Fellows were installed by
now open.
District Deputy B. E. Bridges, of BrookPearl, son of H. C. Fletcher, of No. 8
assisted by E. J. Bracy, of Brooklin,
plantation, cut his right foot severely lin,
The Rebekah officers
as grand marshal.
with an axe one day this week. A deep
were installed by District Deputy Alice H.
gash was cui between the toes and runof Brooklin, assisted by Mrs.
ning nearly to the instep. Dr. H. W. Os- Stanley,
Belle C. Blake, of Brooklin, as grand mar*
good dressed the wound.
shal.
The Dirigo club at its annual meeting
A supper and social time followed the
last Wednesday evening elected the folinstallation. There was a large attendlowing officers: E. C. Osgood, president; ance and the
evening was thoroughly enJ. F. Knowlton, vice-president; J. A. Cun-

away

Capital, $175,000.00.
Surplus and Profits (EARNED) $410,151.63.
Branohet

house

Capt. John O. Kief, who
Asa part of the transfer,

ningham, secretary;

Yonr Acconnt, Subject to Check.
interest paid on check accounts.

Cordially

Grant has sold his

Franklin street to

present.
The schools of the city, the opening of
which w as deferred one week by order of
the board of health as a precaution against
an outbreak of diphtheria,
opened last
Monday. All the schools of the city are

UNION TRUST COMPANY,

■■

Donaqua lodge, K. of P., will install ofthis evening, District Deputy Charles
H. Leland acting as installing officer. A
banquet will be served after installation.
The fourth and last in the series of priyears as cashier of the bank, following
business.
vate dancing assemblies, announced to be
seven
of
service as
cashier
years
The De
held last evening, was postponed to to'\correspondent of the Bangor
of
tne
business
C.
banking
morrow evening, oo account of the severe
Commercial t.ays: L. A. Austin, of the Bar
oJ^
C.
Burrill.
Mr.
Parsons
in
was
Harbor & Union River Power Co., was in
st or in.
Mr. Burrill’s employ for nine years
The annual meeting of the Ellsworth Dexter Jan. 7. and visited all of the manua continuous associafacturing establishments in an effort to previous, making
ficers

bar-

I’m

occupy it after the Cushmans
Bangor about Feb. 1.

will

move

at the little

really
it's

a

Capt. Charles P. Dorr has bought the
Henry W. Cushman house on High street,

choice

lb.;
great, big
pound home with you,
doesn’t surprise you with its
of 25c.
Take a

W. F. Aiken left yesterday for New
York city, where he has taken a position
with a large furnace and stove house as
travelling salesman.

■

trustee,

Marguerite
We will sell for you.
We will rent for you.

--

There

joyed.

The officers of Lejok lodge are as follows:
W. Joy, N. G.; George S. Hagerthy, V. G., Fred P. Haynes, secretary;
John A. Cuningham, treasurer; Fred L.
Mason, H. C. Jordan, J. P. Eldridge, trustees; L. E. Treadwell, warden; H. C. Austin, conductor; L. C. Dennett, chaplain;
John A. Moore, R. S. S.; Arthur Studer,
L. S. S.; Walter Dodge, R. S. N. G.; Frank
Moon, L. S. N. G.; W. M. Foster, R. 8. V.
G. ; H. E. Scribner, L. 8. V. G.; L. j!
Wardwell, I.|G.; George Wood, O. G.
The Rebekah officers are as follows:
Alice Jordan, N. G.; Ida Bellatty, V. G.;
H. K. Giles, secretary; Letitia Brown,
treasurer; Amanda Leland, R. 8. N. G.;
Lena Holmes, L. 8. N. G.; Maud Floyd,
warden; Bernice Dunham, conductor;
Sarah Holmes, chaplain; Susie Moore, R.
8. V. G. ; Annie Powers, L. S. V. G.; Alice
Goodwin, I. G.; Jessie Brown, R. A. 8.;
Cora Moore, L. A. 8.
Wivurna encampment on Monday evening installed its officers, Grand-Chief Patriarch Charles F. Allen, of Bar Harbor, installing officer, and Herman E. Hill, of
Ellsworth, acting as grand-marshal. The
officers are: John Moore, C. P.; W. A. Alexander, H. P.: George 8. Hagerthy, 8. W.;
William E. Joy, J. W. ; Fred P. Haynes,
ffuide; Harvard C. Jordan, first watch; L.
W. Jordan, second watcn; Frank Moon,
third watcn; James B. Holmes, fourth
watch; Leverett Bellatty, first guard of
tent; W. M. Foster, second guard of tent;
Frank 8. Call, scribe; Walter J. Clark, jr.,
inside sentinel; W. C. Bellatty, outside
sentinel. Supper was served at 6.30.
Charles

Look prettiest.
Assorted

tion of thirty-seven years With Mr. Burrill. On his return to Ellsworth he will
be connected with the bank in an unofficial way in an advisory capacity.
Mr. Small has been with the bank for

nearly ten years, and has by faithful service, worked his way up from office boy to
the responsible position he now holds.
The Burrill bank is comfortably settled
in its handsome new quarters on Main
street, and since its removal has made
handsome gaips in its business.

most

Taste test

literally

CONFBCTIONS

&

Q. A. PARCHER,
Ellsworth,

^

Maine.

^ |

G. A. K. Installation.

Wm. H. H. Rice post, G. A. R., and the
woman’s relief corps held a joint installation of officers Monday evening. In addition to the members of post and corps,
with their families, a few guests were
present.
The post officers were installed by Past
Commander M. 8. Smith. The officers are:
Commander, William Small; 8. V. C.,
William J. Connick; J. V. C., John O.
Kief; Q. M., William H. True; chaplain,
I). L. Fields; sergeant, A. W. Richardson;
O. D., George F. Haskell; O. G., Nahum
Murch; patriotic instructor, John O.
Kief; adjutant, Irving Osgood; sergeantmajor, John W. Armstrong; quartermaster sergeant, A. W. Curtis.
The corps officers were installed by PastPresident Ella A. Dunn. The officers are:
President, Georgia N. Leland; senior vice-

president, Mary Laffin; junior vice-president, Julia Gray; secretary, Maria Armstrong; treasurer, Nancy Beckwith; conductor, Lizzie Deane; guard, Mrs. Clifford
Royal: assistant guard, Mrs. Ella Dunn;
color-bearers, Mesdames Benjamin 8. Stevens, Amanda Young, Mary Jordan, Kate
Foster; assistant conductor, I^ouisa Goodwin: patriotic instructor, Lizzie Moore.

YOUR
PROTECTION
of
successful
of our greatest
your guarantee of hon-

Thirty-six years
banking—that is one
assets—and

business
est,
straightforward
methods.
Our resources over liabilities are
more than ten (10) per cent (earned).
The Board of Trustees declared dividend No. 71 at the rate of four per
cent, on the first Monday in Dec-

ember,

1908.

Hancock Co.
16

Savings Bank,

State St.,

ELLSWORTH,

MAINE.

After the installation there was a supper
and social time. Among the speakers were
Revs. R..B. Mathews and W. F. Emery.
NORTH

ELLSWORTH.

W. B. Maddocks is seriously ill.
George Salisbury, of Bar Harbor, is
working for his brother, Jame6 Salisbury,
cutting wood which is to be hauled to
the hardwood factory.
Owing to bad travelling, the entertainment given by the ladies* aid society in
the hall Saturday evening was not largely
attended, yet they were fortunate in disposing of all their fancy articles, candies
and cooked food, so that on the whole
they feel that they did fairly well.
At a meeting of the Farmers’ club held
at Agricultural hail Saturday evening, the
following officers were elected for the en-

suing
docks;

year:

President,

AJvin

I

E. Mad-

secretary, Carl W. Maddocks;
treasurer, Vincent Carter; trustees, George
E. Davis and Hoyt E. Austin.
Is was
voted to hold the annual fair and cattle
show

Sept.

15 and 16.

GREEN LAKE.
Miss Maud Danico has been confined to
the house with a cold.
Ice boating and skating have never been
better than for the past week.
Henry Hatch and wife, who were working for M. Quinn, left last week, as Mrs.
Hatch was taken ill.
This weather is rather discouraging fov
the men hauling wood.
Several have
gone home to await snow.

F I*

OWF RS
FOR THE

NEW YEAR.

The Ellsworth Greenhouse
TELEPHONE CONNECTION.

Subscribe for THE Amlk.l.vn.

By REV. S. H. DOTLE.
Topic.—"Pilgrim's Progress" series—I.
Rjoaving the City of Destruction. -Acts
»et, 26-34.
Une of the ‘nteresting features of
the Christian Endeavor topics this
pear will ue the study of Banyan's
"Pilgrim's Progress." Next to the Bible no book ever written lias bad such
wide circulation and has resulted in
Prethe salvation of so many souls.
paratory to this study every Christian
Budeavorer should read the life of
and in connection with
a

John Bunyan

U study carefully and prayerfully the
wonderful story which represents the
this
Journey of a Christian through
aluful world. Bunyau has been called
the "prince of dreams," and his greatdream is the "Pilgrim's Progest
tess," which is far more than an im-

agined dream, though related as one.
Bunyan was confined at different

times for about twelve years in Bedford jail for preaching the gospel
tontrary to the legal statutes of his
Bay. Here it was, among other things,
that he penned his imperishable dream
•r allegory, which we are to study.
Uke Faul and Silas, he was imprisBut he was
oned for Christ's sake.
wot disheartened. Like Paul and Silas,
he praised God, and, like them also, he
■sed the opportunity to lead souls to
Christ.
The principal character in ~rngri:u *
Progress" is called Christian. In his
dream Runyan first saw him as “a
man clothed with rags, standing In a
certain place (the City of Destruction!,
With his face from his own house, a
book in his hand and a great burden
•pon his back." The "rags" represent
human sinfulness. His “face from his
•to house" signifies that the convlcted sinner must give up the dearest
things in life rather than risk the loss
•f his Immortal soul. The "book” in
his hands is the Scriptures, which tell
•s of sin and of destruction unless we
•scape from them through Christ. The
“great burden upon his back” represents the sense of guilt and the fear
of wrath which press those convicted of this sinfulness by the Spirit of
God. The entire picture is one of a
■Inner convicted of his sinfulness,
fearing the wrath of God and yet not
knowing what to do. And this conviction of sin must be experienced by
•very human soul before it can be
Unless convicted of our sin■aved.
fulness no one will cry out as Chris
tlan did. as the Jesus on rentecost did.
■s Saul of Tarsus did, as the Philippian jailer did, "What must I do to be
If you have not felt this
•aved?”
burden of sin, study the work of God,
pray unto the Holy Spirit that you
may feel it. Then you will have taken
■ great step toward the salvation of
your soul.
The next step in Christian's experience was the telling of it to his family. They did not believe him, but
“thought that some frenzy distemper
bed got Into Ills head.”
By various
ways they tried to cure him of it, but
were most unsuccessful.
His agony
Increased, and he wandered down in
the fields, praying and reading. One
Hay as he read he cried out, “What
•hall I do to be saved?" In his agony
•nd crying a man named Evangelist
came to him and said. “Wherefore
dost thou cry?”
In man's darkest
hour of despair God sends him help.
Christian explained the situation and
his perplexity as to what to do. Evangelist gave him a roll on which was
Flee from the wrath to
■written,
come.”
He pointed out a wicket
gate and then a light, which Christian saw dimly. Evangelist told Christian to keep the light in view and
run to the wicket gate, where he
would receive Instruction as to what
to do. In spite of the cries and mockeries of his family and neighbors he
ran toward the light.
On the way he
met two companions. Obstinate and
Pliable.
Obstinate represented self
sufficiency and Tliable its opposite.
The former tried to persuade Christian to return. Pliable was easily persuaded to accompany Christian, aud
thus he came to the Slough of Despond, our next topic. In this portion
of the dream we see God's willingness
to help the convicted sinner and the
opposite influences that are brought
to bear upon him in his start upon the
Christian life. These are common human experiences, but should retard no
one who has started from the
City of
Destruction toward the Celestial City.
BIBLE

HEADINGS.

Gen. iii, 14-24; iv, 3-15; Ps. 11, 1-10;
Isa. i, 1-6. with 16 to 20; iv. 1-7: Matt,
xi, 28-30; John xiv, 1-6; Acts ii. 36-41;
Rom. x, 8-15; Luke iii, 7. 8; Heb. x.
26-31.

Message From Dr. Clark.
Characteristic of the thoughtfulness
of the founder of Christian Endeavor.
Dr. Clark ou the eve of sailing for his
campaign in Europe sent this message
to the biennial convention of the New
York state union:

Helpful and Hopeful

Its Motto?

*

I

writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address

communications tQ
The amepicaw,
Ellsworth. Me.

CREED.
there are those who trust

MY
for

me;

I would be

pure, for there

are

those who

I

1

care;

I would be strong, for there is much to suffer;
I would be brave, for there is much to dare;
I would be friend of all—the foe, the friend-

When shown positive and reliable proof that a certain"
remedy had cured numerous cases of female ills, wouldn’t

less;
I would be giving and forget the gift;
I would be humble for I know my weakness;
I would look up and laugh—and love—and
lift.

any sensible woman conclude that the same remedy would
also benefit her if suffering with the same trouble ?
Here are two letters which prove the efficiency of Lydia

_

Dear M. B. Friends:
The poem above just received from Aunt
Emma is a gem indeed. It is a “creed”
many will commit to memory, for it appeals to the best in our natures, and there
is so strong a note of sincerity in it, it is
More than that, everyone
an inspiration.
may find a thought in it among the many
rich thoughts which it contains, for his or
her own special need and use. It will bear
study. There are not only many direct
statements as to what we should be and
do, but there is a reason given why we
should possess these virtues.

E. Pinkham’s

^

pound.”—Mrs. Willie Edwards.

holiday season has passed, and I preyou all were made happy in giving and
receiving from those you hold£most dear. I
was generously remembered at that time, and
I appreciated it so much; how nice to have
friends. I thought of everyone and wished
from my heart I could have sent some little
token of remembrance.
I must tell you that I tried the Oiled
cookies, and found them very nice. Have
made some twice. Have enjoyed the letters
E. A. ti., I am glad you envery much.
joyed your post card shower. Wish you
them
often. Hope \ou are as well
could have
as usual. Janet, I am glad you are better;
hope to have one of your„nice letters soon.
G., you gave us a tine letter; come again,

(

j

more

proof

can

any

i^^F

guided

Mm. Pinkham invites ail sick women
to write her for advice.
She has
thousands to health free of charge.
Address Mrs. Pinkham, Lynn, Mass.

The little helps given from time* to time in \
regard to our housework are very helpful, but I
I feel I must smooth out quite a number of
the pieces, even if they would keep just as
well without.
Some time ago one of our number asked for
This column is devoted totheOrange.es-;
advice in governing her child. I would just
pecially to the granges of Hancock county.
say be firm, and never promise unless you
The column is open to all grangers for the i
mean
always be careful in telling what discussion of topics of general interest, and
you will do and will not do. I do not believe for
reports of grange meetings. Make letters
much in whipping these litttle ones, but you
short and concise. All communications must
can soon teach them thatiycu mean just what
be signed, but names will not be printed exyou say. and the battle is"won. Never punish
cept by permission of the writer. All comin anger; always avoid that. It certainly remunications will be subject to approval by
quires lots of patience to bring up a child to the editor, but none will be rejected without
years of understanding, and (we can just do
good reason.
the best we can and le&ve.the rest to a wiser
hand than ours.
DATES.
Meb, we were very glad to hear from you
after so long a time. Hope you will be very
Saturday, Feb. 6—Meeting of Hancock
prosperous in your new home, and can make Pomona grange with Narramissic grange,
your visit next season sojas to be at the re- Orland.
union.
VERONA.
Will send a poem with^this] letter entitled
At the regular meeting of Verona grange
“My Creed”, and I wish that all the readers of
this paper might adopt it for their very own Jan. 2, officers were installed, Bro. R. A.
for the year 1909. What la lovely world we Whitmore acting as installing officer, asshould have, and it would not be so very hard sisted
by Bro. H. J. Harriman and Sister
i after all. I think it is so nice, and I felt that Jennie Whitmore. At recess a flue supper
i every one ought to see k.
was served.
Forty members and several
I Good bye, with best wishes to all, from
visitors were present.
Bro. Freeman
Aunt Emma.
read a
Smith, of Pleasant Valley
Many thanks to you, Aunt Emma, for poem which was very muchgrange,
enjoyed, esthe poem and helpful and wise words in pecially by the male members.

j

3mong t!)c ©raitgrrs.

it.^and

j

_

letter. I have feltjthat the;sister who
asked for advice about the child might
think no one was interested enough to
answer her request.
For myself, I have
your

An
of

FLORAL, NORTH BUCKSPORT.
session for the installation

all-day

officers of Flora grange

was

held at the

PENOBSCOT.

Penobscot grange met Friday evening,
Jan. 8. Nearly all the officers and about

members, including

one

visitor,

present.

being absent, no program was presented, and after remarks by members,
closed.
Next Friday
the grange was
evening, being the evening set for installation, all members are requested to be
present.
LAXUlitEi.

Lamoine grange held its regular meeting Dee. 29, w ith a good Attendance. The
worthy master, Jesse Young, being absent Bro. Newell Hodgkins occupied the
?hair.
business the third and
After
fourth degrees were con (erred on two candidates after which an interesting procarried out. The question,
gram was
•‘Which is better, to train the observation
Dr to study books?” was opened by Tbadrteus

Hodgkins

»bly

discussed

and

by

Eunice

Coggins,

cluding six visitors from Pamela and Bayside granges. Only seven of the officera-

gram
Floral

was

a

selection,

resume

of

the

of the

and

only twenty-three,

in-

were

The

installing

officer

Deputy

history of

from its inception and
grange,
growth, up to the present day, by C. E.

A.

RAINBOW, XOHfTH BROOKSVILLE.

Rainbow grange held its regular meetiug Jau. 7, with eighty present. Officers
were installed
by Past Master Joanna
Visitors were present from
Durgain.
Brook 1 in, Penobscot and East Bluehill
granges. A fine program was rendered,
consisting of readings, recitations, dia-

| logues and songs. Supper

j

was

served.

But

sound and

any

Aunt

practical,

Emma's

advice

and would

apply

Smith who acted as marshals. The fol- Harriman w'ere not allowed to excuse
lowing officers were installed for the enyou will take Foley’s Orino Laxative unsuing year: George W. Chipman, master; tilIfthe
bowels become regular you will not
Joseph L. Gordon, overseer; Mrs. N. J. have to take purgativts constantly,
as Foley’s
positively cures chronic conRobinson, lecturer; Charles H. Lowell, Orino Laxative
stipation and sluggish liver. Pleasaut to
steward; Samuel 8. Rich, assistant stew- take. (1. A. Pabchkk.
ard; Mrs. Maria W. Lowell, chaplain;
Horace E. Kilburn, treasurer; Mrs. Sara
T. Reed, secretary; Howard H. Avery,
gate-keeper; Mrs. Annie C. Gordon, Ceres;
Mrs. Sara J. Parker, Pomona; Mrs. Lida
E. Chipman, Flora; Mrs. Helen E. Rich,
lady assistant steward.
After a song by the choir, the worthy

is
to

case.

An

enjoyable personal

letter has

been

from Alexia. I believe 1 mentioned she had suggested that we might
have sort of a “roll call” rennion, which
iBagood idea. She says: “My idea was
to have
each member respond to her
name in some way within a
|given time,

received

which you might
as there are some
the

pleasure

changejto^suit yourself,
of

us

whir

have I

never

of

attending thej reunion;
and as it is the tenth anniversary of the
master declared a recess of an hour and
column 1 thought it might be
interesting one-half for dinner. One of the finest
and appropriate.”
dinners ever prepared by the members of
I see only one objection
tojthis, and Al- Floral grange was served, and that is sayexia will not mind if I mention it. I
my nieces would all wait until called

fear ing much where there are so
many notable
upon ! cooks. With not only the finest of New
byname
sending their contribu- England baked beans, with the usual adtions to the column—a good deal like some
; juncts, there were daintily prepared salads,
old-time prayer meetings, where there
roast pork, and a bewildering array of
would be silence unless individuals were j
delicious cakes and pies of every known
called
on
to
take
some part.
personally
I variety. The
manner in which it
before

j

was

Aunt Madge.

a

Harsh physics react, weaken the
bowels,
cause chronic
constipation. Doan’s Regulets
operate easily, tone the,stomach, cure constipation. 25c. Ask your druggist for them.Advt.

With

dainty
deserving

of

special

men-

fine

der,
:

letter'

<?f.he/,,ttree,!:olumn8

served is

damask and silver the
tables made a worthy setting for the dinner that followed.
When the grange was again called to or-

tion.

j

a very entertaining
program was listened to. First there was a march
by ladies
in white, with sashes and rosettes made of
the grange colors, yellow and
Mrs.

bine,

Russell and Miss Ethel Thompleaders. Miss Jennie 8. Avery presided at the organ. This was followed by a
song by choir; song, Mrs. Justina BurAnnie M.
son

Many little lives have been saved by Foley’s
Honey and Tar for coughs, colds, croup and
whooping cough. It is the only safe remedy
for infants and children, us it contains no
opiates or other narcotic drugs, and children
like Foley’s Honey and Tar. Careful mothers
keep a bottle in the house. Refuse substitutes.

G.

A.

Pabchku.

and pleas ng manner. Following the installation, a short program was given:
Recitations, Leslie Johnson, Mary Davie;
readings, Ida Patterson, Leslie Johnson;
singing, a medley with banjo accompaniment, Teresa Saunders, Mae Ridley and
Dora Biliings, singing, Teresa Saunden,
and Mae Ridley;
recitation, \\ inHeld
Patterson.
_

HARVEST HOME, TO

RLLSW

OKTH.

Harvest Home grange held its regal*
meeting Jan. 9. After business opea
grange was declared for installing ofSren,
which was done in a creditable manner bj
Clara 1. Carter, without ritual, assisted b;
Henry \V. Class and Hattie H. Carton
After installation, candy, apples and jetnuts were served. I-ecturer Lettie- A.T

Guptill presented a tin program of -ongt
recitations and dialogues. The public as
■

then dismissed, grange
and closed

in

smiling faces,

form.
all had

a

called

to

order

Judging from
good time.

the

Greenwood grange held its regular meeting Jan. 9, with W. M. Pearlie Wilbur a
the chair. The officers for 1909 w ere inRefresh
stalled by P. M. W. B. Clow.
ments

were

served in

the lower hall.

A*

tocomehcfoa
this meeting, the program was omitted.
there

much

was

business

SCHOODIC,

FRANKLIN.

Schoodic grange helds its regular meeting Jan. 7, with twenty-seven member!
present. The officers for the ensiling e*r
were installed by Dallas Tracy, assisted
by Mrs. Sadie Butler and Pearl Coombi,
refreshments wen
After installation
served. All report a good time. The next
regular meeting will boon Jan. 21.
BAY

VIEW, SALISBURY COVE.

installation of officers was held
Jan. 6. Julian Emery was installing muter, assisted by Brother George Fogg.
There was a large attendance.
The

GOOD WILL, AMHERST.

Good Will grange opened in form, witl
MASSAPAQUA, SOUTH BLUEHILL.
MasBapaqua grange met Jan. 7. Bro. the worthy master in the chair. The pro(Continued on page 0.)
John Wood, of East Bluehill grange, installed the officers in an able manner, assisted by Bro. Melvin Henderson and SistUfomisracnte.
ter liulda Henderson, of North Sedgwick
around
in
a
march
the
grange. All joined
hall, led by Assistant Steward Herrick,
then to the dining-room, where supper
was served. The literary program follows:
ReciUtioco, Thebe Candagc, Flossie Hen-

thought over the question (many, many grange hall Tuesday, Jan. 5. Notwithtimes, and perhaps others felt as I did— standing the severe storm, there were grange could offer nothing liner than the derson; songs, hoy Henderson; illustrated
while we might have theories and even ex- present fifty-three members and visitors. dinner that had been served.
reading, ‘The Courting,” four patrons;
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Harriman and Allan music, banjo and zither, Alice Eaton and
periences of our own, they might not An opening song was followed by the inapply in this particular case, and the coun- stallation ceremonies conducted by Past H. Smith received a rising vote of thanks Clara Henderson; recitation, Floyd Hamsel might do more barrathan'good, because Master Hiram E. Harriman. assisted by for the very efficient manner in which the ilton; farce, “Who. Me?” original readBro. and Sister ing, Edith Candage; tableau, “Rock of
Mrs. Hattie Harriman and Allan H. officers were installed.
we did not understand all the circumstances.

Then the gysnge
and their
families with visitors partook oi a bountiful dinner. After dinner officers were installed by Deputy Mary Burrill in an able

was

I. Foss, of Pamola grange, who
was assisted by Bro. Johnson, of the same
grange, and llazle Archer, of Lamoiiie
grange. After the installation, cake and
coffee were served.

pro-

Parker. Floral grange has the honor of
being the first instituted in Hancock
county. In 1875, thirty-three years ago,
Floral grange was given a charter. There
charter members, of
were twenty-two
which there are only four living, the
others having joined the great grange
above. To Mrs. C. E. Parker and Mrs.
Maria W. Lowell belong the honor of bestowing the name of Floral. The grange
was honored by having for its first master
the Rev. Zebulon Davis. This is only a
short summary of a report that held much
of interest to all. It w as followed by an
instrumental duet by Mr. and Mrs.,Russell, who responded to an encore with
solos w ith banjo accompaniment.
Remarks
This concluded the program.
for the good of the order were called for,
and many of the members and visitors
spoke briefly, all expressing their pleasSome were firmly
ure in the exercises.
convinced
that
the State or national

w as

present. These were: W. M.,
W. S., A. 8., secretary, gate-keeper, Flora
elect

and L. A. 8.

portion

Century granges were present. The next
regular meeting will be held Saturday
evening, Jan. 16.

GREENWOOD, EAHTBROOK.

the

the attendance

another

lively discussion^

a

and

regular meetiug Jan. 5, Bro.
Hodgkins again tilled the chair. It was
installation night, but ow ing to the storm
At

Mrs. Lucie Bennett; song,
Florence Reed Taylor, who responded
“An Inventor’s
to an encore; recital,
Wife” by Mrs. R&ss.'U, who responded to
with

out

decided in the affirmative.

LAKE VIEW, IIAPPYTOWX.
There w as a short special
meeting of
Lake View grange Saturday
forenoon,
Jan. 9, after which a bountiful dinner wee
the
members
by
grange
enjoyed
and their
families. After dinner thcro was a public
installation of officers, with Histor
Muj
Burrill, of New Century grange, as installAfter
officer.
installation the leeing
turer furnished a short literary program.
from
Harvest
Home and New
Visitors

the grange.

Mrs.

encore

;

turer

'Ss^Y^lA^E^TNKR?rKP*^

song by choir.
A very interesting

j

was

was presented: Readings, ChrisLake View grange held an all-day sesHatch, Mary L. Grindell; remarks, sion
Saturday. There was a short busiworthy master; story, Annie Hatch; clip- ness
meeting in the forenoon when two
pings, A. L. Saunders; reading, Retta
applications for membership were read.
Lowell. Number present, thirty-five.
members

rill; reading,

an

; and

It was voted to extend an
invitation to Bro. J. B. Wilson, of Highland grange, to install
officers Friday
evening next. It was also voted to have
refreshments on that evening. The lec-

For 30 years Lydia E. Plnkliam’s Vegetable
Compound has been the standard remedy for
female ills. No sick woman does justice to
herself wild will not try this famous medicine.
Made exclusively from roots and herbs, and
lias thousands of cures to its credit.

please.

men," brought

j

sent to her family and also to Thb Ellsworth
American for publication, and our charter be
draped iu mourning for thirty day.
Lbna A. Spkhry,
Bkrniecb Phillips,
Committee.

were

ask ?

one

of a faithful member, one who bad the interest of the organisation at heart, and who did
all that she could for its prosperity.
That we extend our sympathy
Resolved,
of these
to_ her afflicted family, a copy
resolutions be placed on record, that one be

thirty

—

What

hopes

numoer

a

tena

We will pay a handsome reward to any person who will
prove to us that these letters are not genuine and truthful
or that either of these women were paid in any way for
their testimonials, or that the letters are published without
their permission, or that the original letter from each did
not come to us entirely unsolicited.

sume

out

program

—

sired.
The

intowtiixr

lion was received and one member reinstated.
After business the following

Hampstead, Maryland.—“Before taking Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound I was weak and nervous, and could not
be on my feet half a day without suffering. The doctors told
me I never would be well without an operation, but Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound lias done more for me than all
the doctors, and I hope this valuable medicine may come into
the hands of many more suffering women.”
Mrs. Joseph U.
Bandy.

West Franklin, Jan. 6, 1909.
Dear Friends of the M. H. C.:
The old year has flown and^left us its
memories; to some they have been joyful,
while to others very sorrowful,'and to each
we extend our heartfelt
sympathy, hoping
that the new year may be all that|could be de-

«*n

HIGHLAND, NORTH PENOBSCOT.

Vegetable Compound.

Red Banks, Miss.—“Words are inadequate t® express what
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound has done for me. I
suffered from a female disease and weakness which the doctors said was caused by a fibroid tumor, and I commenced to
think there was no help for me. Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound made me a well woman after ail other means had
failed. My friends are all asking what has helped me so much,
and I gladly recommend Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com-

boM

Highland grange held a pleasant meeting Friday evening, Jan. 8. One applica- j

Lydia

I cannot be with you in Albany, as I
would like to do. but I shall think of you
and pray for you ail. and I wish you
have thought of making this call come in
would give my sincere remembrance to
New York Dndeavorers. and may I give I alphabetical order, taking all the A’s and
as a special message to the convention
B’s for January, and it seemed a little sinthe sixth verse of
the tenth chapter of
gular that just at the time Alexia’s sugEphesians, "Finally, my brethren, be
gestion came, herself being an A. We
strong in the Lord and in the power of
His might.”
heard besides from Ah, Ann, Aunt
May the coming year show
Emma,
Aunt Jana. So 1 am
how great things the Lord can do for the
proposing to you that
Endeavorers of the Empire State when one column in the month of February be
they are "strong in the power of His devoted to a roil-call of the B’s and C’s,
and we want them to
FRANCIS E. CLARK.
might."
respond by
*
recipe, short quotation of poetry or prose
or other method as
they like bert, and the
International Brotherhood Idea.
of the month must be
The deputati
of German Endeavfed
by all of us in general. How does
this arrangement
orers who visited England on the inappear to each of you?

vitation of their English brothers did
lot of interesting sightseeing. The
international brotherhood idea found
expression on their departure by the
whole company joining hands and
singing "Blest Be the Tie That Binds.”

Owing7"
dj!

lor,
goodly
was
prPW,,
sion Friday evening, Jan. 1, with visitors The usual business was
transacted. Tl»
from Harvest Home, Hast Bluehill, Buy- fifth degree »«« wcrkcd in ?ui;
;M
side and liangor granges present. Bister a
very interesting and instructive
e,!dr«,
Clara I. Carter, of Harvest Home, installed i was delivered
by State Lecturer \v. j
1
the officers in a pleasing manner. One Thompson.
In the evening
Scdgwfcg
candidate was instruced in the final de- grange held its regular
meeting, win,,
gree, and a treat was served.
full attendance and a good number
of
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.
visitors from the Pomona
meeting,
HTierro*. The Divine Reaper has again eninteresting
program of singing, roeitatered the field and taken from our midst our
tlons, dialogues and charades was given
beloved sister, Nellie Candage, therefore.
The question, “Resolved,
That women
ReBolved, That in the death of Hlster banare better fitted to train
children then
dage. Arbutus grange has sustained the loss

communications, and its success depends largely
in this respect. Comon the support given t
munications must be signed, but the name of

I would be true

SKDOWICK.
Jan. 8 Hancock Pomona held its
rer_
l»r meeting in Sedgwick ball.
the rough roads, the attendance from
tant grange
was not as
large as

__

erronw

by visiting patrons.

der

ARBUTUS, SURRY.
Afhntm

Remarks Jot the good of
the *"

Age*."

earnest, helpful

•

present.
The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated In the title and motto—It is for the mutual
hnnefnl.
♦/* h« helwfnl »mi
haneftt *nd
Being for the common good, ft Is for the com
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information mu ou^gowtlou, a tu.*dluiii for th-ln
terchangeof Ideas. In this capacity It solicits

all

their

words were listened to wiih the closest
attention. A song by the choir closed a
red-letter day for Floral grange. Fortytwo members and eleven visitors were

“AUNT MADGE"

BY

EDITED

Prayer Meeting Topic For the Week
Beginning Jan. 17, 1909

themselves, and

Sbbmacnunta.

fflutnal Benefit Column.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

You would not delay talcing Foley’s Kidney
Remedy at the first sign of kidney or bladder
trouble if you realized that neglect might result in Bright’s diaeaae or diabetes. Foley’s
Kiduey Remedy corrects iregularities and
cures all kidney and bladder disorders. C- A.
PsMPIr*.

_

#od!ment of Justice into law that we
shall not fail to Justify our service alike
to our consciences and to our constituencies.

GOVERNOR’S MESSAGE.

A

August#,
to

message

ernor Fernald says:
here today In
The oath of office taken
of Maine has
presence of the people
binding them
covenant
solemn
become a
thc.

^behind

a
prous both, as a guide and
Is the constitutection of that covenant.
the
legislaMaine, which bpth
tion of
of
tive and the executive departments
now sworn to obthis government have
the
Under
provicherish.
and to
that constitution, the powers
sions of
divided into
of this government were
distinct
departments, legislative,
,lir,.,.
the exexecutive, and judicial, with
therein that no person
press declaration
shall exto one department

serve

belonging

were

the

ji

cowers

belonging to either of

regarded ns performing a duty strictly
enjoined upon me by my guide and directory In the discharge of my duty, and
ask and drtdre for my views no other
as they may
be entitled to upon full and sober conIn my opinion, the great
sideration.
characteristic feature of our government
.is to be found in this careful
and Jealous distribution of power and
this solemn and decisive admonition to
each department to keep strictly within
its own limit and to beware of Infringing upon or assuming the power rightfully belonging to another. With an undoubting assurance that the rights, powers, and responsibilities conferred on the
executive will not upon your part be interfered with or assailed. 1 can assure
you that it will be my pleasure, as it
is my duty, to leave the legislature and
all other departments to the free. full,
and uninterrupted performance of the
duties enjoined upon them.”
I

weight of Influence but such

Lot Morrill’s View.
Exactly fifty years ago, to a day. GovLot

M

Morrill

also

stood

in

this

place, and said:
"The checks provided
not only in the two distinct branches
of the legislature, but also in the participation of the executive indicate with
what jealous care these important func-

tions have been guarded."
Governor Enoch Lincoln In 1827 referred to duties appropriate exclusively to
his office, and Governor Hubbard went
farther than this and even declared that
"opinions form»>d and acted upon under
the influence of party dictation or under
that of affiliated societies, whether political. moral, or PinaLra! are dangerous
to our liberties and subversive of democratic principles."
If these quotations
from the fathers of our state serve to
give us a clearer understanding of our
tespectivv
line
of
duties,
they have
served my purpose.
Starting out, therefore, with this understanding that you do
your work and that 1 do mine, each in
helpfulness to the other, let us consider what are the
duties that press upon
us. and the Importance of our consecration to a high estimate of the same.
I
do not believe It
is necessary for me to
suggest that these duties are solemn
Vou know, as well as I,
that the consequences of vicious,
hasty,
and ill-advised
legislation may be a blight
upon n state for years and years to
come; while the fruits of wise anti beneheent laws make states
hax>pier and better.
I beg of you. however, to consider
nis phase of
It
your duties seriously.
here be any man here who looks
upon
8 08111 of
office taken before God and
P!an- as of small account, let me beg
revise his views.
If any man
...m
nere be who assumes his first
duty to;
e to his
political party and his second i
uty to his state, let me
beg him to I
oesist.
This Is not the proper field for
n
exploitation of party prejudices or of
ant* political ambitions.
The
Rravity of the duties here imposed calls !
a *d^er
of
o«tihate
our service than
tM 8
ami constitutes an appeal to the
ni
overy man, in such degree
thA»
wil1 ungrudgingly sink hlms. If
s
1>artv» in a devotion to the service
nt
or
the whole
people.
not say that large issues confrrvnt
ur.
Rarely has a legislature faced
complexity of problems in both
cc°nomic fields of legislation
tha«
8 does
yours.
Your solution of some
1
them mav Rataxml.-
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$0,298,252.48.

The total expenditures for the same
years were $6,227,689.06.
The estimated ordinary receipts for
1909 arc $3,958,410.82.
The estimated ordinary receipts for
1910 are $3,809,393.82.
The estimated ordinary expenditures
for 1909 are $3,856,343.29.
The estimated ordinary expenditures
for 1910 are $3,736,751.42.
It should be remembered that while
we have a large rash balance at this time
much of this will be used in the next
few months for current expenses, or before the state receives revenue from any
available source.
While it is a matter
of gratifying pride that we are increasing rapidly in wealth, we should practice
the same careful economy that has won
approval of the citizens in the past. In
using this term "practicing economy,” I
wish you to understand that I employ it
In the broader sense which means to
"deal liberally with all," to stint no institution or state function but to keep
within the reasonable limits of our ability; to expend our money wisely; to see
that we get a goad return for our expenditures and to Jive so that we may
pay our debts without placing heavier
burdens upon the tax payers.

|

ana
this principle or gooa government,
and powers
further to define the duties
under
those,
department
of the executive
to a distribution of ;
sections which relate
attention
the same, may I call to your
a few of the earof
expressions
the apt
our
state upon
lier chief executives of
which
question,
this same Important
us so fitly both
seem to me to serve
I
that
beg
you
admonish
to counsel and
the voice
to hearken to them today as to
of wisdom from out the past,
Standing here sixty-eight years ago
alike
today Governor Kent, distinguished
said to
as a lawyer and an executive,
“This
both branches of the L/Oglslature:
provision for the distribution of powers
between the distinct departments of the
the definitions
go- ernment of Maine, and
o' the functions of the same would restrain me from attempting to dictate or
direct the subjects or the course of legislation. but the constitution of Maine
also makes it the duty of the governor
to
give the legislature Information as
to the condition of our state, and to
such
consideration
Its
to
recommend
measures as he may judge expedient, and
in fulfilling this direction I wish to be

ernor

Prosperous Two Years.

It is hardly necessary for me to Ray
that our state has been very prosperous,
the past two years, and that our finances are in excellent condition.
Our total
bonded Indebtedness is but six hundred
thousand
ninety-eight
dolars ($698,000),
no part of which will fall dur during this
administration.
On December 31, 1908,
there was $568,534.44 cash In the treasury. We have paid three hundred ninetyfive thousand dollars ($395,000) on the
bonded indebtedness in the
two
past
All but two hundred sixty-eight
years.
thousand three hundred dollars ($268,300)
of our present beaded Indebtedness is
bearing interest at the rate of three
percent and while none of our bonds mature before 1911. I would advise purchasing them, from time to time, as we can
make the purchases on a reasonable basis
The present valuation is $428,212,465.00, showing an increase of $33,479,475.00 over that of 19l>6.
The total receipts for the years 1907-S

his
In
7.
Me., Jan.
the legislature today Gov-

j

conservation of Our Resources.
Since the legislature of 1907 adjourned,
the Supreme Court of Maine in response
to a request of the Maine senate, has
published an opinion affirming that the
legislature can regulate the cutting of
logs on wild lands. This opinion was welcomed by the president of the United
States as an Important and formal declaration in favor of the public rights in
public resources which ownership does
not alienate. In the past two years history has been making along these lines,
and the various congresses for conservation and irrigation and the gatherings of
of states which have
governors
been
held in 1908.
have
developed
public
thought along the lines of the welcome
opinion of our Maine supreme court. I
am persuaded that the waste of public
equity, notably in our forests, makes it
Imperative that the present legislature,
should at least make a beginning in the
direction of state forest reserves
and
state water storage. From year to year.
the nation has gone on. hit or miss, our
rivers have shrunk, and our forests have
been invaded so that, from one end of
the country to the other, there is reasonable alarm. Exhaustion of natural resources. of water power and forests would
be a grave disaster to corporations as
well as to the people. Floods waste and
destroy In the spring, and in midsummer,
autumn and winter we go dry. Unless
we preserve the forests on our mountain
and hillsides the soli will be carried by
the heavy rains into the valleys and the
mountain slopes he
forever
desolate.
Thousands of acres in other countries
now
desert were made such by waste
and pillage of wild lands. To preserve
and cultivate the forests at our river
headwaters, seems to me to be our Immediate duty.
I recommend
that
the
Accordingly
legislature authorize and create a state
water
to
devise
commission,
supply
plans for the development of our water
power, under ultimate state ownership
and control, so far as is practicable. This
Is no new matter. Since July 12, 1907,
there has been such a law on the statute
books of New York state, operating under expert direction. The Empire State
a year ago owned 1,518,450 acres of public land, of which upwards of 95 percent
was in the Adirondacks. In his message
of Jan. 1, 1908. the governor of New York
recommended that the state of New York
extend Its purchases, at the same time
urging that any effort of private interests to invade the common
rights of
these lands should bo defeated.

Must Replant Forests.
Tender state direction the time is at
hand when we must replant forests carelessly destroy'd. The state can produce
pine and spruce trees for a very small
sum per thousand. A state water supply
commission naturally would co-operate
with the Forest and Came commission to
of forest trees.
establish
nurseries
The work which I commend and which
Is Justified in the state of New York,
should he given to men who have expert
knowledge of the subject. Skilled engineers. members of such shite water supply Commission, should supply exact information regarding water powers undeveloped and should equip us with infornmtion and advice promotlve of public
rights in harmony with vested rights.
The interests of existing
corporations
when
and the people are in harmony
properly understood. I agree with the
grant
governor of New York that “no
should be made of water power privileges without compensation, nor without
restriction that will properly protect the
rights of the public from whom the privileges are derived.”
It is noted that the science of forestry
is now invoked in 70 percent of the forests yet remaining in the hands of the
nation and of states, while in but one
percent of forests owned by corporations
forestry has been invoked. The excellent
record of public forests as distinguished
from corporate forests is due lo the fact
that forestry in public lands has been
conducted by experts devoted to scientific forestry. The opinion of the supreme
court, enforces the rights of the people
to regulate the cutting of logs as against
destruction of forests and I f'all to your
attention ihe power thus vested in you.
to be used judiciously for the preservation of your rights and those of your pos-

terity.
Our State Institutions.
I have vist^d nearly all the state instiI
tutions within the past few months.
satisfactory,
find their condition to be
and their management a general credit
to the state and to the officials.
Under the provisions of what is known
as the state care act. which becomes operative in mo. all of the Insane of the
in
large
state who are now supported
measure by municipalities are to be supthe
ported by the slate, expense for
lame to be paid from the state treasury.
About three hundred people will thus be20me wards of the state under this act,
and this legislature must make provision
for their support. To meet the requirements. I suggest that one more wing
with a capacity to care for one hundred
and fifty patients, be added to the EastBangor.
Maine Insane hospital at
ern
This will balance up this institution in
all its departments, and complete it in
accordance with its original design both
as to architecture and to capacity. This.
It seems to me. will meet the state's requirements for the coming two years.
Any subsequent addition to the insane

hospitals In Maine should be, for the
present, I believe, on what is known as
the “cottage plan.”
Under this plan,
buildings of loss expensive material van
be constructed In which harmless patients can be cared for in such a way as
t'' relieve the state of the enormous ini
ti*.a expense entailed in their care.
IJndor present conditions, bills for the support of insane patients are usually rendert.i to the town, a few private patients paying directly to the hospital A
large amount required for the maintenance of the insane, is collected from the
estates or the families thereof.
When
this new law goes into effect there wi t
be no available way of continuing these
collections according to the present method, and some other method must be devised by you.
Well Directed Philanthropy.
institutions rts the Naval
Military Orphan asylum at Bath,
Such

and
the
Maine Industrial School for Girls ut ITa.llowell, the School for the Deaf, and the
School for the Blind at Portland, and
the State School for Boys at South Portland. are excellent examples of well directed public philanthropy
and
merit
the outlay <?f money required from the
state for their proper support. Some of
these will require larger appropriations
this year, both for running expenses and
for needed improvements.
The
State
School for Boys at South Portland has
an
entire
the
undergone
change
past
ten years, and when the new stable is
completed, for which an
appropriation
will be asked at this session of the legislature, here Is one institution, at least,
that will be absolutely
complete, and
for which I can conceive of no further
requirement in the near future.
In connection with our philanthropic
work in Maine. I wish to call your attention to ihe Maine sanatorium at Hebron.
for the treatment of tuberculosis
of the lungs. Today,
this
sanatorium,
which is largely endowed by private philanthropy, is obliged to turn away many
patients for lack of room. The results
obtained there are surpassed In point of
the
recovery by no other institution In
country. I recommend the merits of this
Institution to your consideration in the
way of appropriation and with it, also,
a consideration
of the grave Issues of
tuberculosis as a matter of general legislation.'It may be that it rests with us
in this generation to stamp out this disease before it Is too late. I have no hesitancy in calling this subject and the
Maine Sanatorium at Hebron to your attention and to urge upon you a consideration of the same.
So far as a cursory examination of
the condition of the Maine State prison
can go, I find evidences of good management and a spirit of co-operation and
harmony among Its officials. A bill will
doubtless be presented to you providing
for the retirement on half pay of all
wardens and Inspectors who have actualI
as such.
ly served 25 years or more
heartily endorse such a bill. You will also
have for your consideration a proposal
for the building of a fireproof carriage
shop, harness shop and repository at an
expense not to exceed $15,000. There is
no question of the great need for such a

building.
Some Suggested Legislation.
May I suggest for your consideration
the advisability of some legislation looking to public aid for manual and techA proposition to
nical training schools?
meet the expenditure by towns and fifties for these purposes by an equal appropriation from the state within certain
is akin to laws in other states
are
schools
technical training
proving a blessing to the individual and
a spur to the growth of industry.
Recent developments in regard to impurity of milk offered for sale in some
of our communities and the presence of
bovine tuberculosis among dairy herds,
suggest faulty construction of our milk
inspection laws so far as provisions foi
the enforcement of the same by local inI suggest to you
spectors is concerned.
the need of legislation looking toward
The ex
the state inspection of milk.
pense, thus entailed upon the state, would
be lifted from the communities, but even
if the expense were not thus relieved,
the lives of little children and the safety of the whole people are not to be imperiled by false economy. The present
In many
laws are notoriously inefficient.
cities they operate practically to create
sinecures for political workers with not
even a pretense at the inspection of the
watered and doctored decoctions that
pass for milk.
The competitive system which has already been established in the state in
certain lines should be extended and other contracts entered into by the state.
Much of the legislative advertising of
hearings before committees of the legislature is waste. Your co-operation is desired toward a reform in this direction.
It is obviously extravagant to advertise
hearings upon local issues in newspapers which do not circulate in the loThe expense
cality interested therein.
of advertising a hearing for private legislation should be borne by the interested parties.
I suggest to your consideration a reform
While it is
in our corporation laws.
true that the state is receiving large
revenue from this source, it is also true
that, in a considerable measure, it is the
price of prostitution. Muc h of the scandal connected with corporations is made
possible by such loose corporation laws
I hope you will
us we have in Maine.
take steps to remodel them, along evident lines of reform, thus restoring to
Maine her self respect.
limits,
where

The Cattle Commissioners.
The laws governing the Board of Cattle Commissioners need some changes,
ns there are several.inconsistencies which
should be remedied. The Board of Cattle
Commissioners has been active in its
work and in sections where the testing
for bovine tuberculosis has been going
on for the past three years, the percentage of diseased cattle has dropped from
A report
six percent to two percent.
of this commission will be before you,
the
to
consider
have
will
qucsand you
tion of its finances, as well as of the
other questions suggested.
Some reform is necessary in our cauThe platforms of our politicus law.
cal parties are pledged to it and the
evils of our present Lick of system are
apparent to every voter. Either a system of primary elections or a law that
would provide for the holding of all caucuses the same day. to be fixed by statute law, or such other method as seems
wise and judicious to you. are within the
The questions
scope of my suggestion.
involved in this legist;*:tion* are of great
importance to the purity of the ballot
I urge
and to the 3afetv of the state.
you to work in harmony to enact a law
which shall meet the requirements of
I consider that there is no
this state.
issue of greater moment than a purification of our present loose and irregular
We
methods of procedure in caucus.
have the benefit of the experience of
have
which
states
enacted
thirty-two
primary election laws. We ought to be
Such a
able to profit by their wisdom.
law. I believe, would tend to elevate the
in
Maine.
of
suffrage
right
I heartily endorse a measure shortening the hours of labor for women and
children in our factories.
Upon this
question both of the leading political parSuch legislaties in Maine are united.
tion is humane and progressive in its
tendency, and the law proposed, which
limits the legal measure of the hours of
work for women and children in our factories ta fifty-eight hours a week is on a
level with those adopted by every other state in New Kngland.

State Elections In November.
I suggest to you also the consideration
of legislation leading to a change of the
date of holding our state elections to

November, mo as to conform with the
customs in other states of the Union, and
to bring our election in presidential years
on the flame day as that
»f the election
of presidential electors.
It is a waste
of time and money to hold two elections
where one can serve as well.
I hardly need call to your attention
the crowded condition of public departments and the lack of adequate committee rooms In this state house for it is
evident to you all.
Several departments
have been added within the past few
years, the housing of which greatly overcrowds the building, understanding fully
as you do that a limit must be set upon
our expenditures in any given year, you
must, nevertheless, no^e the serious condition that confronts us.
Valuable documents are stored here in hazard of fire.
You have Inadequate quarters for your
commktoe work.
There is every indication that the demand for room will increase greatly within the next two years.
If new departments are created the question of where to house them becomes
Various expractically unanswerable.
pedients have been suggested, such as the
erection of an office building or an extension to the state house.
I suggest an
early consideration of this by the committee on public buildings.
The School Question.

of 1906 that the governor may create th»
office of special attorney for the state to
enforce the law against the xnannfactu*
The quotations below give the range oi and sale of intoxicating liquors was
ciared unconstitutional by a
rescript
retail prices in Ellsworth.
handed down Thursday from the Main*
Country Produce.
law court. The rescript was written by
Batter.
Chief-Justice Emery, in the case of Statu
Creamery per ft.85«4C of Maine by information vs. Amos K. ButDairy.28 #35 ler.
Attorney Butler was appointed spe■tar*.
cial attorney in Somerset county by Gove*^
Fresh laid, per doc.30@35
nor Cobb J an. 4. 1906, and was recognised
Poultry.
by Judge Cornish of the supreme court
four days later when he presented hie
Chickens.18*28
Fowl..14@18 commission and a letter from the governor*
Hay.
Hon. Fred Atwood, capitalist, prominent
Best loose, per ton...1**18 citizen and in the public life of Maine for
Baled...
.lf@2Q half a century, died at his home ia WinterStraw.
port last Wednesday, aged seventy year**
Loose
8*1) He was one of the promoters of the BanIf gor & Aroostook railroad, and much interBaled.
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Vegetables.
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presidential elector in 1876, and served in
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the republican State committee with
James G. Blaine.
At his death he wai
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Several conferences have been held
recently between the governors and govemors-elect of the New England states,
the chief purposes of which have been
to promote, so far as possible, legislation along lines which the New England
states have in common.
I have been
privileged to attend some of these sessions, and it has occurred to me to suggest to you several topics which have
been generally agreed upon as worthy of
especial attention in order that so far
Porto Rico.
.50
as possible, we may fulfill our part of
Meats and Provisions.
the general plan to do all that is possible
ft:
Beef,
Pork, ft.
to increase the prestige of New England
Steak,
15480
Chop,
16*18
and to benefit the individual states.
In
'*J
Roasts.
10 «25
16 i8
Ham, per ft
this connection, I wish to call to your
Corned,
C8g,0
Shoulder,
logo
16
I ft 4*6
attention five recommendations relative
Tongues,
Bacon,
Veal:
Salt
10@ 3
to our common schools and high schools
29 823
Steak,
12 4 6
Lard,
In Maine, which are particularly essenRoasts,
loft.15
tial, it seems to me, to this state, if it Lamb
1a to keep In line with the rest of New
No matter how
it has been gray
Lamb,
10*25
u>
England in educational matters.
Tongues, each
or faded. Promote* a luxuriant
First: The requirements of a state
Fresh Fish.
of
its
certification of teachers with a view to
06 Clams, qt
25
God,
secure
better qualifications
from
the
08 Scallop* qt
40
Haddock,
draff.
soft
and
teachers and higher salaries
Halibut.
glossy. Be*
for
the
50
12*18 Oysters, qt
fuse all substitutes. 2times as
16
teachers.
The average salary in the Smelts, lb
in $1.00 as 50c. size.
schools of Maine is lower than any other
Floor, Grain and Food.
northern state, and few southern states Flour—per bbl—
Oats, bn
6C@65
flsaf Me. bottten.at erssslsto
have a lower average.
The result, of
9 5507 01 Shorts—bag—
to
Sr-xl 2c lor Im book “Tka Careol ttanttfe.'*
course, Is a constant drain of our teach- Corn.lOOftbag 140sI 45 Mlz.fesd.bag 150@l 60
Philo Hzj Spec. Co., Newark, N. J.
*
ing force to other lines of work and to Corn meal,bag 140@ 145 Middlings,bagi 50 a 100
other states. So great Is this drain upon Cracked corn, 140*145
rod,rough
us that even our normal schools, support«a«i*
Koepo akin fins and aeft. 25c. dnunriam,
LAW RBOARDING WBIGHTS AND MKASDRB8.
ed largely by the state, fall fully to
toad 2c lor boa book “Tbo Can rftba Sito."
serve us in the supply of teachers be- ;
A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
cause a large percentage of their gradpounds, and a bushel of Turk's Island salt shall
uates leave soon after graduation for
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
more remunerative fields of labor.
Money spent for the common school brings In good order an 1 fit for shipping, Is 60 pounds,
of apples, 44 pou nds.
highest possible returns in good citizenThe standard weight of a bushel of beans In
The school house is the poorest
ship.
good order and lit for shipping, Is 60 pounds;
place conceivable for the display of par- of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas, &
simony. The teacher is peculiarly wor- pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions 52,
»
is quickly absorbed.
thy of his hire, and I believe that if we pounds; of carrots, Fngl'sh turnips, rye and
Gives Relief at Once.
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;
are to maintain the
standard
of
our
of barley and buckwueat. 48 pounds; of oats
It cleanses, soothes,
schools on the basis of other New Eng32 pound*, or even measure as uv agreement.
heals and protects
land states, we must pay salaries which
shall be proportional to the salaries paid
•he diseased memthem
based
the
cost and standbrane resulting from
by
upon
K11TKRY TO CARIBOU.
ards of living In those states.
I have
Catarrh aud drives
no special suggestion as to definite legThe residence on State street, Bangor, away a Cold in the
islation covering this point, but it has
about
a
purchased
year ago from the Carr
Head
occurred to me that if the state take
estate by William D. Wing, and now in
stores the Senses of M%rk |
§
V 1*11
cognizance of the conditions and so pro- process of re-construction, was badly
Taste
and Smell. Full size 50 cts., at Drugceed as to assist in raising the standard
damaged by fire Sunday, the loss being
or
mail.
In
75
cents*
of the teacher in Maine by proper certifigists
by
form,
estimated at f15,000.
50 Warren Street, New York*
cation on the standards of teachers in
The law passed by the Maine legislature Ely Brothers,
other states, the remuneration will follow.
I believe that, today, we have as
fine a teaching force in Maine as can be
found in any other state in the Union,
but it is an unquestioned fact that every
year the difficulty of retaining our best
teachers is greater than before.
Second: I would be glad to see an
Bile causes no end of trouble. Sick headaches, bilious attacks,
increase In the minimum required school
and many
ailments arise from an excess
yea r.
of bile, or from obstruction of the bile duct.
occuThird: It has been suggested that a
and indiscretion in
and
are bile blunders that
change be made in the free high school
to
need
be
is
When
the
liver
disordered the best bile
law permitting the approval of a standguarded
correctives are
ard high school course of study for one,
two. three or four years, in place of the
arbitrary course of four years now re-
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distressing
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against.

BEECHAM’S PILLS

quired.
Fourth: I strongly urge upon you some
form of legislation to encourage medical
Inspection In our public schools.
Fifth: I suggest the fixing
of a mini-

because they relieve the overworked liver, and gently stimulate it when
it is sluggish. These pills control the flow of bile, restore its right con-

mum of standard schoolhouse construction and equipment in accordance
with
views
of
advanced
education—these
standards to meet both educational and
sanitary requirements.
Other New England states are building state roads on a general plan for the
development of New England, and I believe it will be necessary for Maine to
set about the construction of thoroughfares crossing the state from border to
border. A passage of uniform laws regarding the license and control of automobiles, uniformity in insurance laws
and the preservation and propagation of
shell fish are also subjects of common interest to New England. The presenvation
of shell fish is of more than ordinary

Prizc3 For Forest Growth.
I shall transmit to you later the proposition of a citizen of Maine to give to
the state of Maine to be its property forever, one thousand dollars, on condition
that in consideration of said gift t lie
state shall, once in IS years offer five
prizes for the five lots of young forest
growth, the same to be awarded by the
0tate forestry commissioner, subject to
the approval of the governor on Jan. 21,
1927, and once in 18 years thereafter forin accordance with certain rules
ever,
laid down by the
donor, said forestry
prizes to be known by the name of the
donor. The details of the'proposition will
be submitted to you In connection with
the offer. Inasmuch as the gift entails
the obligation upon the state for all
time to give a similar prize once in 18
years by state appropriation, the matter properly comes before you for your

consideration.

(Continued

on

page 7.)
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Regulate the Liver
Boxe» 10c. and

25cH with lull directions
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Cholera Morbus

legislative question at
it is being so seriously
New England states,
the rapid depletion of
unscientific |
the shell fish beds through

tigation.

|

and work for the immediate and lasting benefit of the stomach,
bowels and blood. Whenever a furred tongue, dull, yellowish eyes,
nausea, or headache indicate bilious conditions, use Beecham’s Pills at
once, to correct the bile and

sistency,

importance as a
this time, because
agitated in other
where they note

Massachusetts proposes to
treatment.
lease the unproductive tide water lands
to private parties tor the cultivation of
shell fish, especially clams ami quahaugs.
The chairman of the Massachusetts Fish
the
and Game commission estimates
prospective value of the clam industry
alone in that state to be from $6,000,000
in place of
the
to $7.000,00<> annually,
present income of about $700,000. Maine’s
interest in a similar industry may easily surpass that of Massachusetts if we
take steps to prevent further extermination of our beds and to cultivate them
in places where they have already disappeared. 1 am aware that the state has
in
taken cognizance of this situation
previous legislatures, but much remains
to be done,
especially in the- determination of some law by which tills valuable
industry may be safeguarded and fostered.
Whether additional legislation is required or is possible touching riparian
rights. I leave to your honorable body,
but 1 recommend an inquiry into this
subject. There is a provision in some of
no
our states th.tt
municipal or public
corporation or public board or other Interest engaged in supplying any village
or city with water, should acquire lands
for additional sources of water
supply
the
state
save
authority
approves.
Whether the beds of our rivers and the
shores thereof can be alienated in such a
way as to prevent competition in the
storage of ice. and in other uses regarded to be for the public well-being, seems
to me to be a proper subject for inves-

Inactivity, sedentary
drinking

feeding

Green

or over-ripe fruit will cause it
—Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment will cure
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sure

relieve the

in curing

sore

bronchitis, tonsilitis, and
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An infallible remedy for all
similar disorders—cramps, colic, diarrhoea, etc. A few half-teaspoonful doses
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severe cases.

It's just
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Guaranteed under Food and Drugs Act.
June 50, 1906. Serial Number 513.
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most

throat, coughs, colds, grip,

kindred respiratory troubles.
^ you have a cut, a burn, a bruise or other externa/
ac"e or
pain/ a free application of the liniment will
reduce the inflammation and drive out the pain
quicker than anything else. Keep a bottle in
y°ur medicine chest for emergencies.
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\ 25c and 50c a bottle
i. s. Johnson & co.,
Boston,

NOW IS THE TIME
to

have that furnace

put in. Be sure that it
is a Kineo, and then
you will be

sure

of

good results, great
heating efficiency,
economy in fuel and

durability.

F. B. AIKEN, Agt.,
ELLSWORTH, ME.

Noyes & Nutter Mfg. Co.,
Bangor, Me.
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Raise Potatoes.
are being made for a
farmers’ institute to be held in ElisWorth In March, when CommissionerOf-Agriculture A. W. Gilman and some
practical potato-grower from Aroostook county, will address the farmers

Arrangements

regard

of this section in

to

potato-

raising.
The institute will be devoted solely
to this topic, with the view of instructing and interesting the farmers
of Hancock county in the potato industry on a large scale. The matter
was set on foot by H. F. Maddocks, of
North Ellsworth, and is being promoted by the Ellsworth board of
Wade.
There Is no reason why potatoes
eannot be raised here as successfully
as

in Aroostook

ready

been

county. This has aldemonstrated, and farm-

in many sections of Hancock
eounty have during recent years gone
more extensively into potato raising.
ers

At North

Ellsworth this year more
raised than ever before,
and that section this fall shipped its
first car-load of potatoes.

potatoes

were

There is no trouble in finding a
market. A prominent Ellsworth business concern

stands

ready

to erect

a

potato house and buy and ship potatoes as soon as the product of this
section will warrant it.

Commissioner Gilman, himself

a

successful

is

no

potato-grower, says there
reason why the farmers of this

section should not reap some of the
golden harvest which for years has
been flowing into Aroostook county as
returns from its potato crop.
Lincoln’s Birthday.
There ought to be, and doubtless
will be, a hearty response to the request of Wm. H. H. Kice post, G. A.

B.,

that all citizens join in the observof the one-hundredth anniversary of the birth of Abraham Lincoln

ance

on

Feb. 12.

It is

proposed

to have

public exercises in Hancock hall in
the evening, to consist of music and
short addresses by local speakers and
any other features that may be
deemed appropriate.
A
general
meeting for the purpose of appointing
suitable committees to have charge
of the affair is called for next Monday
evening, Jan. 18, at Grand Army hall.
The announcement was made Mon-

day of the merging of two Maine
■porting journals—the Maine Woods,
published at Phillips, and the Maine
Sportsman, published at Bangor, the
latter journal having been purchased
by Fis’; and Game Commissioner
James ft. Brackett, publisher of the
Maine

Woods.

The

name

Detective Frederick L. Odlin, of
Lewiston, well known in Hancock couuty,
where his professional duties had frequently called him, died last Wednesday
night, aged fifty-nine years. Detective
State

Maine

Woods will be retained. Herbert W.
Rowe, publisher of the Sportsman,

Will remain with the paper in an editorial capacity.

Odlin

w’as

prominent

in the

investigation

Warren

EngDeer

She

in the 109th year of her age.
Death came very suddenly, while she
Mrs. Sellers had
was eating her supper.
been in poor health the past year, but had
really been ill only since Christmas, with
v. as

and

attorney-general. For assessor, M. E.
Johnstone, of Brownville, defeated L. C.

Well Known Bar Harbor Contractor
Passes Away.
John E. Clark, on« of Bar Harbor’s most
prominent citizens, and well known
thoughout the county, died Tuesday evening, Jan. 5, after a long illness.
Mr. Clark was born at Surry, where he
obtained a public school education, and
worked with his father at the carpenter’s
trade. He came to Ellsworth at an early
age, and began business for himself. He
continued his business here twelve years,
and went to Bar Harbor in 1880. Since
that time he had been one of the largest
contractors and had completed several
notable and difficult building and moving

~~

loot.

bftwf7iT5^a7i777?^

On Monday,
and Central street, .hopping bay X*
Uinlng para* and papers. Will tinder n].^
P'*»H
return to C. L. Morang's store?

BAO—

Jonriti.
7321
D^^ORY^NeapJack's^Ledge^ 'id'rift?ha.JTiJ
ch,^“*
dory 13 feet long. Owner
proving property and

by

can

TEE

_

failed.

On all sides the

respondent hears praise
who for

Commercial corSenator Hale

for

long a time has occopied such
a distinguished position in the national
councils. One ot the younger members of
the upper branch of the Maine legislature
said to the Commercial: “lam not at all
influenced by the hostility which a few
people are show ing towards S.-nnt r Hale,
evidently from personal motives. These
attacks are not in the least doing harm to

of
E.
for
the past four years.
Col. Hamlin has
been one of the hardest worked and
most conscientious officials who ever
served the State, and he takes with
him to private life a record of which
he may well be proud.

so

Senator Hale.

Dr. C. C. Morrison,
Bar Harbor.
March 13,1883. lu May of the same
year he eonnneueed the practice of medicine in Bar Harbor, and continued until
ated

Gov. Fernald’s Message.
North Penobscot, Jan. 11,1909. September, 1897, when he went abroad
and studied
in the hospitals of Paris,
To the Editor of The American:
I want to commend the high and ad- Vienna, Berlin and London, returning to
Bar Harbor in the spring to resume
mirable tone of Gov. Fernald’s message.
He stands on solid ground who places his practice.
Dr. Morrison now owns as a country
convictions of public duty above tbe dehome the

large farm on which he was
party expediency and stretches
born. His father settled on it as a
his policy along the lines of universal I
boy
ninety-seven years ago this month. He
progress.
has added much to the
and
buildings
We have had too much grovelling in the
dost of political servitude among high land, but still keeps it similar to what
it was in his boyhood
days. It contains
officials and too little of that lofty patriotabout 600 acres, with two miles of
ism which has made men in the past
frontage
on Union river.
It has a large orchard,
greater than their parties, and given vivarious fruit trees and a
maple orchard
tality and tone to the political fibre of the where
he now makes maple
syrup as in
J. M. Hutchins.
nation.
yea'i ago.

Dr. Morrison has always been a
republiJudge Bindley, of Colorado, where can,
representing the town of Kden in the
woman suffrage has been in operation for
legislatures of 1908 and 1906. He belongs
twelve yean, says that in that state any
to many secret orders, and Is a
thirtyproposition to revoke the right bestowed second degree Mason.
be
■pon women would
defeated.

assessor

per-

_

Philbrook,
Waterville, succeeding Col. H.
Hamlin, who has held the office

mands of

two contests—those tor

and Robbins murder

C.

forttBponStnce.

course,

only

New

paying
^
Morse, of Liberty, and for attorney-genManuel Rooees, Horrento. Me.
what appeared to be little more than a
cases.
eral, Judge Warren C. Philbrook, of cold.
34cIP IZlantrti.
Waterville, won by a vote of 78 to 41 from
Mrs. Sellers was born October 15, 1800,
The Bar Harbor board of trade has
Scott W’ilson, of Portland. The situation in the southeastern part of Deer Isle, the
Around
30 to look after our
p, fund to
to
raise
novel
method
a
adopted
MANin this county. Special
the
induremSf !
continue advertising Bar Harbor as a sum- in the latter case was much simplified by place of her birth being now within
jobs.
C. R. Burr a
tbis month, permanent.
limits of Stonington. Her parents, Ed■»
Each taxpayer is being sent a
mer resort.
One of his first building jobs at Bar Nurserymen. Manchester, Conn.
the withdrawal Tuesday of the third canstatement of the work, and a request to didate
Harbor was the West End hotel. Among
in the attorney-general
tight—
OSLintct).
contribute to the funds of the board an Bertram L. Smith, of Patten. The nominother buildings he designed and built the
amount equal to one mill for each dollar i ation of Judge Philbrook was made
Rodiek and St. Sauveur hotels, and the
by
BLB BAW MILL,^ «eco7777^
for his assessment for taxes.
Mt. Desert and Grant blocks. He built PORTA
Senator Deasy.
good order. W. J. Oorr, North Brook!
Arthur I. Brown, of Belfast, was nomiupwards of 900 cottages, among them lin. Me.
want delivered at our factoryT^TumT
Gurnee, Walley, Moss ley Hall, Stanwood,
The Hancock county agricultural soci- nated for secretary of state, Pascal C.
winter. 400 toOOO corrisof whitesnd
and the Turrets. He also designed
the WE tug
maple and beech bolts, four foot
ety, of Bluehill, is the first to announce Gilmore, of Bucksport, for state treasurer,
yellow birch,
In length. For particulars address or inquirs
Seaside inn, at Seal Harbor.
the dates of its fair in 1909—Sept. 7, 8 and and A. W. Gilman, of Foxcroft, for comat our factory office.
Ellsworth Hardwoob
Mr. Clark was a member of several Company.
9. Among the many attractions this year missioner of agriculture, all by acclafraternal orders, and a veteran of the Civil
the society is offering a special premium mation.
war.
He leaves a widow, one son—Edof $10 for the best pair of steer calves
LEGISLATURE CONVENES.
Special Rotices*
ward 8. Clark, and two daughters—Mrs.
^
shown at the fair. The North Ellsworth
At the opening session of the Senate
j
^^^^noticeT
Millie
of
Bar
and
Mrs.
evena
at
Mason,
farmers’ club,
Harbor,
meeting Saturday
Wednesday morning, Senator Deasy was ;
TEET wife, Ialra B. Claire, having left
Grace Robinson, of Brewer.
elected president. In taking the chair he
ing, voted to hold its fair Sept. 16 and 16.
31 bed and board without lust caui f
Funeral
services
were
held at the Con- hereby forbid all persons harboring or trait.
said:
her on my account, as I shall pay bo Mila
Ing
Bar
gregational church.
Harbor, Friday contracted
Fellow Senators—I am deeply sensible of
P. G. Wooster, of Pasadena, Cal., sends
by her after this dots.
Bocks port, Dec. 1». 1900. fwo B. Claus.
forenoon, Jlev. Angus Macdonald officiatof that the honor you have conferred upon me to |
The American a copy of the
^ar,
The
remains
were
Ellsing.
brought to
preside over your deliberations. In the perELLSWORTH LOAN AND ROILDUfg
city, containing reports of the annual rose
worth for interment, being met here by a
formance of my duties 1 shall need, I shall
ASSOCIATION.
tournament there on New Year’s Day.
ask, I shall confidently expect, yonr forbeardelegation from the masonic lodges, and
Share holders1 Meeting.
The state of Maine float was awarded third ance and
your assistance.
by Ellsworth friends who accompanied
annual meeting oflbe Ellsworth Lou
prize in the class for historical or repreIt has been eighty-eight years aince the
and Building Associate will he heldoa
the body to Woodbine cemetery.
The
sentative floats, of whioh there were many first Maine legislature convened. Since that
it, ISM, at 7M o’clock
as., at ths
January
Ellsworth pall-bearers were! J. F. Knowl- office of the Association In the _p.
First Nations]
in line.
The Star describee the Maine time there have been seventy-three legislaBank
Building.
Ellsworth, Maine, for thsfol.
James A. McGown, David Friend and
ton,
tures.
This
is
the
and
of
a
farmer
float as follows: “Figures
seventy-fourth. Most of
lowing purposes:
H. W. Dunn. At the cemetery prayers
1. For the election of a board of seven i|.
aailor upholding a big pine tree, the whole the splendid names that have made Maine's
were said by Rev. R. B. Mathews, of the rectors.
illustrious
are found on the roster of
history
of
that State,
taken from the coat of arms
1 For ths election of an auditor,
t For the transaction of any other basins*
membership of this body. Most of the great mund and Deborah (Cushman) Sylvester, Ellsworth Congregational church.
was Maine’s offering. The wheels of the
that may properly oom# before estd meeting.
men that Maine has sent out into the oouncils
O. W. Tommy, Secretary.
wagon were concealed under branches of of the nation have, at one time or another, came there from Marshfield, Mass. Their
Col. Hole In the field.
Ellsworth, Maine, January S, 1109.
was a log cabin, one of the first dwelcypress and the body of the wagon heaped served here. I need not mention the names. home
on
the
island.
They had eight chilhigh with mimic snow drifts. ‘Dirigo,’ These walls which have echoed their voices lings
(Portland cor. Bangor Commercial.)
*4gu noun*.
the motto of the State, was worked out in are eloquent with their memories. Ws can- dren—six sons and two daughters. The
As
soon m the announcement was made
sons
were
Crowell, Joseph, Abial, Edred carnations at the base of the tree and not promise to add new lustre to Maine’s legTo >11 penoa, latmaUd In -lth-r at th« »
islative history, but we can promise, aad, as mund, Avery,and one who died in infancy; that Hon. Amos L. Allen will not ask for
tatefl hereinafter named.
on front and back of the float, with the
At a probate court held at Ellsworth. in sad
word ‘Maine’ in geraniums on either side.” presiding officer. I assume to promise, that we the daughters were Ruth, wife ofGept* a renomination at the end of his coming
for the county of Hancock, on the fifth dsy
will not tarnish that lustre.
We cannot William
term
there
was
a
getting (together of the
Rynes, and Salome.
day of January, a. d. 1909.
conrt comparison with the men of mighty
“Aunt Salome,” as she had been known politician* and then there was a general fTlHE following matters having been prs*
X tented for the action thereupon hereia*
Capt. George H. Barbour, of Brewer, is mould who. in years long gone by, have oc- ! ever since the
“Where
is
Col. Halef” because after indicated, It it hereby ordered that atpresent generation can re- queetion:
behind the project to have a steamboat line cupiel the places that we new occupy; but
member, was the only survivor of the fam- there seemed tolbe a general feeling that tics thereof be given to all persona Interested,
we may, as they did, bring to and lay
next season, between Bangor and Manset.
upon
by causing a copy of this order to be
his
Candidacy would be very promptly an- lished three weeks successively in the pat*
the shrine of our beloved State our best gifts. ily. She married Joseph Sellers on Dec.
Kile*
A company has already beeu formed, and
worth American, a newspaper published si
1830. They nad six children—William R., nounced.
other
officers of the Senate
Among
in said county, that they may sp*
Ellsworth,
Capt. Barbour is interviewing Bangor ousiHe was on his way home from Washingpear at a probate court to be held at Ells*
elected was Albert W. Buck, of Orland, Lydia L., Avery F., Mial C., Albert and
ness men as to the amount of support they
|
Charles. Of these William is the only ton when the news reached here that worth, in said county, on the second dsy
as postmaster.
Edward E. Chase, jr., of
can be depended upon to give the new line.
of February, a. d. 1909, at ten of the clock
Uncle Amos had decided to withdraw In tbe forenoon, and be heard thereon if
survivor.
they
In addition to making the usual Penob- Bluehiil, was appointed one of the pages.
“Aunt Salome” was a most remarkable from Congress. He ssid nothing by the see cause
The first bill in the Senate was presented
scot river landings, it proposed to make
Juliet M. Livingston, late of Eden. In said
woman, retaining her senses perfectly, way of retiring from politics, but as soon county, deceased. A certain instrument par*
stops at Castine, Islesboro, Hughes Point, Wednesday by Senator Staples, of Knox and
to be a duly exemplified copy of tbe
ss he reached here and came down to his
conversing in the most
porting
last will and testament of said deceased, toSargentville, Deer l9le, Sedgwick, Mc- county, for the repeal of ihe Sturgis law. manner with friends w’bo calledinteresting
to see her office his candidacy was announced, but gether with petition for probate thereor. preIn the House George G. Weeks, of FairKinley and Manset. A line embracing
up to within the last few months of her ! not until there was a gathering of noted sented by Philip Livingston, the executor
these points would be a success, in the field, was elected speaker.
therein named.
workers to meet him. He only made the
life.
Marla T. Scammons, late of Franklin, ia
At joint convention Thursday the oath
opinion of Capt. Barbour. In case Bangor
A certain instrument
She remembered the episode of the pri- formal announcement and said that at the said county, deceased.
merchants make the line possible, Capt. j of office was administrated to Gov. Bert
to be the last will and testament
purporting
vateer fight at Small’s cove, and used to proper time he should communicate fur- of said
deceased, together with petition for
Barbour said a steamer would be put on j M. Fernald, who then delivered his mesprobate thereof, presented by Alice H. Scott,
give vivid descriptions of it. She also ther with the people of the district.
the river the first thing in the spring, and sage, which is printed in full in this issue.
tbe executrix therein named.
He was the first in the field, and there
used to tell of anoth.r privateer whose
Hugh McMillan, late of Detroit, in the
Both Senate and House adjourned Thursthat it would probably make three round
of Wayne, slate of Michigan, decrew was in search of
smuggled goods. are many who are of the opinion that he is county
ceased. First and final account of the Union
trips a week, leaving Bangor Tuesdays, day until this morning.
She remembered that it was early on a practically assured in advance of the nomi- Trust
of said Detroit, executor,
Company,
and
Saturdays.
THE
Thursdays
COMMITTEES.
for settlement.
Sunday morning when some of the pri- ; nation. When be came here people won- filed
Lavinla H. Leland. late of Eden, tnsaid
The joint standing committees of the vateer's crew came to her father’s for a dered what sent him away from bis own
First and final acccttRi? <*r
county, deceased.
DR. C. C. MORRISON.
Y. Leland, executor, filed for settleSenate and House and the House com- pilot to take them to Isle au
Haut, and her j section of the State, but he soon showed Eivin
ment.
mittees were announced Thursday.
father and bsother went with them. They them that be was not to be kept out of ] James Broderick, late of Winter Harbor, ia
Bar Harbor Man Klected Member of
Senator Walker is on the joint comfound a lot of flour and took possession of politics even by the old guard of this i said county, deceased. First account of HarGovernor’s Council.
ry K. Hooper, administrator, filed for settlemittees on education, military affairs, it. Smuggling goods to the British was county.
ment.
The republican members of the Hancock shore
Frank C. Farnham, late of Penobscot, ia
fisheries, State prisons and libraries. quite common in those days.
Col. Hale has been and is a forceful persaid county, deceased.
First account of
county delegation nominated for a posiPeters, of Ellsworth, has the coveted
She was one of the first members of the sonality here. He has had more to do Charles
E. Gibbs, administrator, filed for settion as member of the governor’s council
position on the joint judiciary committee. Martha Washington society at Sunset, the with politics and w’ith the real work of j tlement.
from the Hancock district, Dr. Charles C.
Dyer P. Jordan; late of Ellsworth, in said
j Joy, of Eden, is on the joint committee oldest temperance organization in Maine, many campaigns than almost any other 1 couuiy.
deceased. First account of Charles
Morrison, of Bar Harbor, who received on
P.
Dorr, administrator de bonit non, filed for
and
financial
is
affairs.
which
still in active existence.
appropreations
man, and he is to-day closely identified !
settlement.
four votes to three for Hon. Albert R.
of
is
on
the joint
Harmon,
Stonington,
Among “Aunt Salome’s’’ most cherished with public institutions of a benevolent j Frances A. Gordon, minor, of Eden, in said
of Orland. Dr. Morrison
was
Buck,
committee on federal relations and the possessions was a pair of brass candle- ! nature. He is a very busy man, and it bad county. First and final accouut of Melvin F.
Emerson, guardian, filed for settlement.
elected at the joint convention Thursday. House
committee on leave of absence.
sticks w hich she bought with her “surplus been long understood that he would make
Agnes t. Harding, a person of unsound
Dr. Morrison was born in Mariaville
Havey, of Sullivan, is on the joint com- money” distributed in Jackson’s time. a light for the succession whenever Mr. mind, of Danfortb, county of Washington
of Hancock, In tbe county of Han(formerly
July 12,1856. He was educated in com- mittee on education.
She said some wanted to lay their
First account of Alice D. Goluinf,
cock).
money] Allen retired.
mon schools, Maine C.ntral institute and
Jones, of Bucksport, is on the joint com- out in finery, but she told them she was ]
There are a number of candidates, in- guardian, filed for settlement.
Hahnemann medical college of Phila- mittee
Noah Brooks, late of Casttne, in said counon railroads and expresses, and the
going to have something to keep to re- ! cluding Walter C. Emerson and Richard tv, deceased. Third account of Charles C.
delphia, Pa., from which he was gradu- House committee on elections.
member it by. She also kept her snuffer! Webb, of this city, but Col. Hale is not Uphani. trustee, filed for settlement.
Emma B. Uuunewell and Hernion
HunMerrill, of Bluehiil, is on the joint com- tray and the flax wheel on which she used ! only first in the field, but good politicians newell, minors, of Lamoine, in said C.couuty.
Petition filed by Electa Roper (formerly
mittee on telegraphs aud telephones, the to spi.i the very nicest of
yarn and the j say that his advance pledges of support
Electa Hunnewell), guardian, for license to
joint committee on counties and tne worsted combs.
make it reasonable to believe that, as a sell certain real estate of said
minors, as deHouse committee on engrossed bills.
“Aunt Salome's days even up to the last politician said Friday: “He will succeed scribed in said petition.
Stover P. Gros**, late of Bucksport. in said
Silsby, of Aurora, is on the joint com- year or two of her life, were never idle. Mr. Allen as easily as be did Mr. Heed.” county, deceased. Petition filed by Raymond
mittee on inland fisheries and game and She emitted and sewed
administrator, for license to pell cerbusily, and the Time tests all things, but the able and Fellows,
real estate of said deceased as described
the House committee on county estimates. amount of work she turned out was re- adroit young politician has many things tain
in said petition.
Bowley, of Swan’s Island, is on the joint markable. She made the old-fashioned in his favor, not the least being that he j K1 um tia 11. Brewer, late of Pasadena, Los
Aogeles county, state of California, deceased.
committee on shore fisheries and the “peg mittens ', the
making of which is will be in a position to solicit in advance : Petition ri'ed by Alvaro R. McFarland, adminjoint committee on mines and mining.
now
almost a lost art. She also made the support of many men, and the very i-tr&tor with the will annext d *>f the estate of
said deceased, that the amount of collateral
patchwork quills, for which she found a fact that he is in the field and that the inheritance tax upon said estate be deterCan’t Discredit Senator Ilaie,
ready sale among the summer people, other candidates are uot, that his candi- mined by the judged probate.
E. CHASE, Judge of said Court.
;i were frequent callers on
many of w h
dacy has been already and frankly avowed A EDWARD
truecopy of the original.
{.iuguhta car. Bnii'jor Commercial.)
the old lady, and who bought pieces of while they are debating what to do and
F. Mahoney. Register.
_Attest:—'!’.
The efforts of some cd the
when to do it, may give him a long lead
republican her handiwork as curiosities.
Notice of Flr»t Meetlt'i; of Creditors.
The portrait printed herewith is from a
ahead.
party to discredit Senator Hale w ith the
In the District Court or the United States for
rank and file of the party has
the Hancock District of Maine.
utterly photograph taken by The American reof the Sarah Ware

The contest for the attorney-general
ship of Maine has been settled by
the election
of Assistant-attorney

general

Legislative News of Interest to Han- Mrs. Seilers, Oldest Person In
cock County Readers.
England, Dies at Deer Isle.
“Aunt Salome” Sellers, the oldest
At the joint republican caucus Wednesday evening, at which, of course, the State son in Maine and probably in New
officers are really chosen, as their election land, died at ner home at Sunset,
Isle, Saturday evening at 6 o’clock.
follows as a matter of
there were

^

lot Sal*.

JOHN E. CLARK DEAD.

“AUNT SALOME” DEAD.

STATE SOLONS.

GOSSIP.

COUNTY

overwhelmingly

H. Fremont Mnddooka, of
EUssrorth,
honored by being nsmsdas tbs unanimous
choice
of
the
democrats
for memA woman should never marry a man to
reform him until she can make a satis- ber of tbs governor's ooandl from Hanfactory omelet oat at bad eggs.
cock county.
was

that

The

the

politi

ian who thinks
element of the party

younger
does not keep in touch with
much mistaken.

affairs is very-

“1 think that 1 can say that I represent
the younger element of the
party, and
those with whom 1 talk agree with me
that it would be a calamity if
anything
should happen to retire Senator Hale from
public life. It is well known that no man
in Congiess exerts a more
powerful influence than does he, and it is
equally as
well known that his influence is used in
the interests ol good government. He is

only able
servative, but
not

and

experienced and conhe is an honest man, and no

scandal has attached to bis name
during
the long time which he has been in
public

porter when “Aunt Salome" was 102 years
old.
Mrs. Sellers, by her own
suggestion, walked fn il! her own room to the
dining-room adjoining, where there was
better light. The photograph itself tells
tha remarkable vitality of this old lady at
that time.

A

necessary in
there is not a

ten-second

ukiut^the
waver

of

a

exposure

was

photograph, yet
line in the

by movement. Mrs.
iter long life and good

pic-

ture caused

Sellers

attributed

health

abstemious habits. She said people
nowadays ate the wrong kind of food.
Wbe
The Am:.Rican reporter tock
leave of her at this visit, he said be hoped
to come to see htr again next year. Aunt
Salome said she did not dare look so far
ahead as that, but that she “supposed the
to her

Lord

had

some

reason

for

keeping

her

UNION SERVICE.

Cutter Androscoggin.
Notice has been received by the collector of customs at Ellsworth that the
regular cruising district of the V. S. revenue
cutter Androscoggin will extend
from Cape Ann to Eastport, particular attention being given to outside waters.
The Audroscoggin will be kept

To

the

matter

of

Paaacorr,
Bankrupt.

>

[ In
)

Bankruptcy.

creditors of John H. Piescott, of Bar

Harbor, in the count) of Hancock and Jit*
Wednesday evening, Methodist church,
trict afores’, d, a bankrupt:
Rev. R. B. Mathews; Thursday evening,
E is hereby iriven that on the 2d
I
Baptist vestry. Rev. J. D. Prigmore; Fri- John
day of anuary. a. d. 1909. the said
H. Prescott was duly adjudicated bankday evening, Baptist vestry. Rev. W. F. I rupt: and tlia' the lira: meet ins of hiscredl*
Emery; Sunday evening, Congregational tors will be held at my office, at 39 Main street,
in Ellsworth. M iine,on the23d day of January,
church, Rev. P. A. A. Killam.
a. d. 1909, at 2 o'clock in the afternoon, at
which time the said creditor* may attend,
METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
prove their claims, appoint s trustee, examine
the bankrupt and transact such other bufi*
Rev. IV. F. Emery, pastor.
ness as may properly come before said meet*
Sunday, Jan. 17
Morning service at

>TOTIl

—

,UK-

10.30.

Sunday school at 11.45.
Junior
league at 3. Union evening service at Congregational church.
BAPTIST.
f'er. /*. .4. A. Killam,

pastor.

Sunday, Jan. 17
Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by pastor.
Sunday school
—

here; that there must be some work yet for at 11.45. Christian Endeavor meeting at
her to do, but w hen her time came she 7.
Union evening service at
Congregaw as
tional church.
ready to go”.
Revenue

In the
John If.

CHURCH NOTES.

CONGREGATIONAL.
Rev. R. B. Mathews, pastor.
Sunday, Jan. 17
Morning service at
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45.
Union
evening service at 7.30. Rev. P. A. A. Killam.
—

William H. Whiting.

Referee in Bankruptcy.
Ellsworth, Me., Jau. 12, 19U9.
HPHE subscribers, Robert Bacon, of the CityX County, and State of New York, and
Charles L. Hayward, of Boston, iu the Stale
of Massachusetts, hereby give notice that
they have been duly appointed executors of
the last and will and testament of
WILLIAM B. BACON, late;of FALMOUTH,
in the county of Barnstable, said state of
Massachusetts, deceased, and given bonds sa
the law directs, and that tney have appointed
Hannibal E. Hamlin, of Ellsworth, in the
Countyinof Hancock and State of Maine, their
agent
said state of Maine as required by
law. All persons having demands against the
estate
of
said deceased
desired t°
are
present the same for settlement, and all in*
debted thereto
are requested to make p*y*
ment immediately.
Rohkht Bacon.
Chahlkh L. Haywood.
January 5, A. D., 1909.
___

THE subscriber bereoy gives notice th**
CONO’L, ELLSWORTH FALLS.
X she has been duly appointed executrix
life.
Rev. J. D. Prigmore, pastor.
of the last will and testament of
“If be came up for a re-election
ROBERT P. TRIM, late of ORLAND.
Jan.
by the
17
Sunday,
actively
Morning service at
present Maine legislature he would receive cruising over this district until
the county of Hancock, deceased, no bond*
April 1 10.30. Sunday school at 11.45. Union in
being required by the terms of said willthe endorsement of his party, with whom next, to extend relief to crews of
vessels evening service at Congregational church. All persons having demands
against the esbe was never more popular than at the in
tate of said deceased sre desired to preset)*
distress, destroy or remove derelicts,
the same for settlement, and all indebted
present time. I trust it may be so that wreckage, etc. The headquarters station
How's This?
thereto are requested to make payment imSenator Hale will be able to come to of the Androscoggin is
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward
Bbtsy Tan*.
Portland, and the
for mediately.
case of Catarrh that cannot be
Orland, Jan. 6, 1909.
Augusta daring the session of the present collector of customs at that port will com- any
cured by
7
Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
legislators. He wyll receive a right hearty municate to the veaael all information of
F. J. CHENEY A CO.,
Toledo. O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
flWinHwimuM.
welcome, and will have the fact impressed marine disasters or need of assistance in
for the last 15 years, and believe
Cheney
him
upon hit mind that he has the esteem and the Androscoggin’s district.
honorable
in
perfectly
all bnsineaa transacthe confidence of Maine republicans.”
The cotter will make frequent calls at «km* ??d flna“ci*By able to carry out any
CUT WOOD PICTURE
7
obligations made by his firm.
This sentiment voluntarily given by one Gloucester,
Maas., Portsmouth, N. H.,
Latest Craze. Elegant side line.
Waldino, Kinnan A Makvim,
of the young men is re-echoed by
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo. O.
Sample, mailed on receipt ol to
others, Portland, Boothbay, Rockland, Castine,
cents,
dalesmen and Agents
not only by members of the
internally, actI,SfUrrl1
i*
legislators, Southwest Harbor and Eastport to ascer- ing directly
wanted.
upon the blood and muoous sarhot by many others who work in the tain news or receive
faces of the system. Testimonials
sent
free
for
requests
assistance Frtc«78c- per bottle. Sold
rsnka of the party.
by all Druggists.
In any particular locality.
TICHNOR BROS., INC.
Take Hall s Family Fills for
I
const!potion.
4MB North Market St..
Boetoo, Mask
UNION

—

IpUZZLE

ltf

DELEGATION.

HANCOCK

AND REPRESENTA*
TIVE8 IN LEGISLATURE.

SENATORS

sheriff four years, chief tire warden Hancock county four years.
Frank P. Merrill, Rluehill; republican;

Baptist;

merchant;

married;

age

fifty*

V

DEA8Y, OF BAR HARBOR,
CHOSEN PRESIDENT OF THE
B.

LUEBE

SENATE.

[From the Kennebec Journal.i

in athletics,

both in baseball and foot-

ball, being captain of the former

Student at thfe law school of the University of Maine. He is superintendent of
schools and one of the board of selectmen
of his native town, where he has organized
and graded tin s 'bools. He is a Knight
Templar and Shriner, Red Man, Knight
of Pythias and granger. Member of last
House.
Oliver Bowley, Swan’s Island, republi-

ANNUAL MEETING HELD

RAISING TO

BE

F. E. Cooke is arranging for the play,
“Mrs. Briggs of the Poultry Yard,” which
will be presented in the vestry the latter
part of February. The play is a good one,
and will be ably presented under Mr.
Cooke’s management.

ENCOURAGED

IN THIS VICINITY—OTHER BUSINESS
CONSIDERED.
The annual meeting of the Ellsworth
board of trade was held at the aldermen’s
room in Hancock hall Monday evening,
with about twenty-five members in attendance. President J. O. Whitney presided and Secretary O. W. Tapley recorded.
In calling the meeting to order the

no religious
preference reported;
Ashman; married; age forty-three. Born

can;

SENATORS.

A. E. Flood returned Saturday from
where he has been for a week’s
visit with his daughter, Mrs. T. S. Tapley
and family.

Tremont,

MON-

DAY EVENING.
POTATO

Lnere B. Deasy, o( Bar Harbor, republiattorney at law; married;
cnn; Unitarian;
Born in Gouldsboro; oduage forty-nine.

Union services

were held in the vestry
Tuesday evening, and a fair sized audience attended, notwithstanding the severe storm.
Rev. Messrs. Emery, Killam
and Prigmore conducted the service, which
proved an interesting one.

here

president spoke briefly of the past year’s
inactivity of the board, but urged the
keeping together of the organization and
an awakening of interest.
The secretary reported the year’s receipts from dues as $37, and the expenditures from the general fund $23.86. The
expenditures from the special advertising
fund were $265.32.
Treasurer Frank S. Lord reported a balance on hand in the general fund of $29.95,
and in the advertising fund of $856.49.

Miss Florence (

-nm is here from the
visiting friends and relatives.
Hhe is a daughter of Eiiakim Haslam and
wife. Miss Haslam came in August and
expects to return home in the spring. She
has learned of the death of her grandmother, Mrs. Frank Smith, which occurred
the first of the month. Mrs. Smith wras a
former resident here, and her many friends
here will regret to hear of her death.
Mr. Smith is living.

Pacific coast

POTATO-RAISING.

Judge John

G. Raymond Joy,
Eden.

three.

Born in Bluebill

and

educated in

public school*, lias held the otfic-s
of selectman, town treasurer, trial justice,
trustee Bluehill academy.
One of the
tbe

Aurora.

B. Dkabt,

Orland; educated in the common and
Moved to Swan’s Island
high schools.
in

from West Sullivan twenty years ago.
Selectman and assessor thirteen years,
for several years chairman of the board,
lias been for several years chairman of re-

cated at the Eastern State normal school.
Has been for several yearn president of the
Bar Harbor Banking dt Trust Co. A democrat until 1898. Member of last Senate.
William A. Walker, Castine, republican;
summer hotel proprie-

Congrcgationalist;
tor

Mrs. Clara Pierce is suffering 'from
vere cold.

and registered apothecary; married;

definitely

of

President for past fourteen
Hancock County agricultural

society.
G. Raymond Joy, Eden, republican; no
religious preference; merchant; married;
age thirty-two, born in Winter Harbor;

DEER ISLE.

The smooth ice on the mill pond has
brought out a fine fleet of ice boats.
Deputy-Sheriff Paul Scott started in-Saturday by seizing two lotB of liquor at
Stonington.
Marine lodge, F. and A. M.j held its
annual meeting Tuesday, and re-elected
the following officers: E. W. Hastceil, W.
M.; Dr. H. W. Small, S. W.; Emery W.
Pickering, J. W.; A. O. Gross, treasurer;
M. D. Joyce, secretary; C. A. Pressey, S.
D.; Charles Carman, J. D.
Pine Tree chapter, R. A. M., had a private installation Friday evening, P. H. P.
Elmer P. Spofford being the installing
officer. An installation ball was given the

possible.
Respectfully yours,

evening at the town hall to all the
their ladies, in this town and
Stonington. The Stonington band fursame

Masons and

Jan. 11.

which

liite
from

H. Jones,

was

set

on

foot last year.

Bucksport.

OF OFFICERS.

A committee on nomination for officers,
composed of F. W. Hollins, H. M. Hall
and F. F. Simonton, reported the same

educated in Rockland and Boston. SelectMember of the
man of Eden in 1901-2.

list of officers

unanimously

house; always a republican.
James H. Jones, Bucksport, republican;
Universalist; traveling salesman; married;
age forty-two. Born in Brooksville; educlast

ated in the coinxon schools and at Dirigo
business college. President of Bucksport
board of trade.
West
Andrew P. Havey,
Sullivan,

Oliver

Bowley,

Swan’s Island.

student,

school in Alt. Desert; has been in
the lobster and motor boat business eight
term of

On

years.

superintending

school

com-

mitfcee in Tremont three years; selectman
one year in Stonington.
Belongs to the
masonic fraternity.

Rex.

;

1

bert.]

MILLS—At Stonington, Jan 2, to Mr and Mrs
Sumner P Mills, a daughter.
PERRY—At Stonington, Jan 1, to Mr and Mrs
Ernest Perry, a son.

last year, and these were
Presielected as follows:

as

dent. John C). Whitney; vice-presidents,
John A. Peters, Charles L. Morang, Joseph
M. Higgins; secretary, Omar W. Tapley;
8.
Frank
treasurer.
Lord; directors,
Arthur W. Greeley, Austin M. Foster,
Bernard 8. Jellison, Henry M. Hall, Albert
F. 8took bridge.
The president announced that the same
committees as last year would stand, with
or rea few vacancies caused by death
moval to be tilled by appointment.
In regard to meetings and a meeting
place during the coming year,- Mayor
Simonton thought that if the board wished
to hold frequent meetings, the city would
tit up the banquet hall in Hancock hall for
the purpose. The matter was referred to
the
committee appointed at a previous
to secure a meeting place.

meeting

Adjourned.

MARRIED.
CONDON-TAPLEY—At Penobscot, Jan 3, by
Rev VV H Grenon, Miss Olive Belle Condon to
Warren F Tapley, both of Brooksville.
GROSS
BILLINGS
At North Penobscot,
Jan 7, by Rev W H Grenon, Miss Edith Wood
Gross, of Orland, to Raymond Dayton Billings, of Penobscot.
HUNTLEY—FLETCHER -At East Machias,
Jan 2, by Rev S R Belyea, Miss Dorothy A
Huntley, of East Machias, to Howard C
Fletcher, jr. of Ellsworth.
MAGNO—DE ANGELIS—At Stonington..Jan2,
by Sumner P Mills, esq, MissCarmela Magno
to Erminio De Augelis, both of Stonington.
POWERS —M'LEAN—At Seal Cove. Jan 7. by
Rev J A Thoms, Miss Myra Hunter Powers,
of Seal Cove, to Ernest Llewellyn McLean,
of Augu sta.
—

the head of

at

All

Another feature

1908*°rttl

Ch*-**’

the characters

in the

birds, and there
running through it.

John A. Peters, Ellsworth; republican;
rotestant; lawyer; married; age forty““r.
Born in Ellsworth; graduate of
“owdoin college, class ot ’86, judge of the
mao*c*P®^ court from 1898 to
T. Silsby, Aurora, republican;
0
religious preferences; president and
sroeral manager Union Uiver
Telephone
•; married; age
forty-two. Born in
®duc*^eH at Buclcsport seminary,
“airman selectmen eleven years, SuperUndent of sohoola nine years, inland
■•uand game warden tlx years, deputy

see

exceptionally strong

form of

REPRESENTATIVES.

Herbert

an

OAK

bill the latest of the Lasky productions,
a musical
spectacle called ‘‘Birdland”.

\v'

Andrew P. Havey,
Sullivan.

f

new

is

to

piece take the
a pretty story
a

sketch called “Awake at the Switch”, by
Sowell Collins. The action of the piece
takes place in a hotel lobby, and the telephone operator is the heroine.
The same week will see the return of
Air. Hymack with his wonderful change
Still another feature
of wearing apparel.
will be the first appearance in vaudeville
of the Byrne brothers. Their original
acrobatic comedy, “Eight Bells,” has been
condensed to the limits of a vaudeville
aet, and in doing this only the best features have been retained. Others on the
bill are Howard and North in a new
sketch; the Nichols sisters in their southern specialties; Wilbur Mack & Co., the
Reed brothers; Frank Whitman and other

married; age twenty-aeven. He fitted for
college at Kent’s Hill and graduated
from Bowdoin, president of the class of
1903. While in college he was prominent strong

acts.

Charles Sargent is home from Bar Harbor.
Theodora Pomroy is visiting relatives at Bar Harbor.

W. T. BliUBAKER. Manager.
Midway between IIroad St. Station
atul Reading Terminal on Filbert St

RANDALL-TAINTER-At Brookliu. Jan 9.
by Rev A B Carter. Mrs Fannie M Randall,
to Wallace E. Tainter, both of Brookliu.
RICH—BARTER—At Rockland, Jan 2, by Rev
John H Quint, Miss Clara E Rich to Guy E
Barter, both of Isle au Huut.
ROSEBROOKS—RICE
At Cranberry Isles,
Jan 9, by Rev C B Bolles, Miss Nellie M
Rosebrooks to Leslie M Rice, both of Cranberry Isles.
STINSON-HARRINGTON
At Stonington,
Dec 30, by Sumner P Mills, esq, Miss Alice
Vesta Stinson to George Herbert Harrington,
both of Stonington.
—

David Marshall and wife
F. L. Murch and wife.

Bracy,

who

are

has been

guests of

employed

the yacht Wissahickon, is with K. L.
Murch.
Ralph Leland has taken a load of wood
to Northeast Harbor. From there he will
go to Oriand for bricks.
on

Ralph Haynes, who has been visiting
relatives here through the holidays, has
returned to Waltham, Mass.
Jan. 11.

Plutarch,

SOUTH BLUEHILL.
Miss Mattie Grindle, of Surry, has been
visiting Miss Beulah Eaton.
Miss Maggie Duffy and Harry Duffy, of
Seaville, have been visiting Abram Duffy
and wife.
Miss Beulah Eaton has gone to Castine
to attend normal school. She was accompanied by Miss Mattie Grindle.
Jan. 11.
C.

and up.

1

B
K

PHILADELPHIA^^|
THE—

CLARION.
Whether it’s a

range or a fur-

nace—if it is a

“Clarion”, it is

sure

to meet every

requirement.

by the Wood Bisliop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by

Made

J. P.

ELDRIDGE,
Ellsworth.

Main Street.
REED

ROCKER
FREB
with a $5.00 aidar,
goods conxint of Flavoring
Extracts. Soaps. Toilet Preparations
und household necessities, WE SEND
Our

CLARK—At Bar Harbor, Jan 5, John E Clark.
OLMSTEAD—At North Reading. Mass, jan 9.
Louise, daughter of Mr and Mrs William I
O’instead, aged 6 years.
SELLERS—At Deer Isle, Jan 9. Mrs Salome
Sellers, aged 108 years, 2 months, 24 days.
WOOD—At Bar Harbor, Jan 9. Eliza, widow
of Parker Wood, formerly of Ellsworth.

Iflcrctjanta.

Please Take Notice!
We sell Potatoes for $7 a
car; Apples for $10. References: R. G. Dun & Co.,
United National Bank of
our city and 100 growers
and shippers of Aroostook.

Providence Brokerage Co.,
niOVIDMtl,

B

™

The only moderate rriced hotel of reputation and consequence in

DIED.

(Tommisaton

I

European, $1 per day and up. I
American, $2.50 per day I

Miss

Frank

Boston will be

POINT.

WINDSOR HOTEL I
j

—

—

Keith’s Theatre, Boston.
The week of Jan. 18 at Keith’s will

town committee.
of
Superintendent
"hoots in Castine tor
many
years;
President Castine Gas Co.; Manager Acadia Hotel
Co.; member Masouic fratern*el*0W8’ grange and A. O. C.

Send for booklet.
STORER F. CRAFTS, Manager.

COUSINS—At Trenton, Jan 11, to Mr and Mrs
L Cousins, a son.
GRAY—At Sedgwick, Jan 3, to Mr and Mrs
Caleb A Gray, a daughter.
JUDKINS—At Stonington, Dec 25, to Mr and
Frank Judkins, a son. [David.|
KELLEY—At Stonington. Dec 25, to Mr and
Mrs William Henry Kelley, a son.
M’RAE—At Ayr, North Dakota, Dec 30. to Mr
and Mrs D A McRae, a sou. [Charles Al-

price for any definite proposition
a large user of power.
ELECTION

Ellsworth.

Equipped with its own Sanitary Vacuum cleaning plant.
Long distance telephone in every room.
Strictly a Temperance Hotel.

MANSET.

FACTORY WASTED.

H. Cushman, of the Bar Harbor &
Union River Power Co., said he understood it had been stated that the board of
trade could not get a price to quote for
electrical power from the power company.
He said the company was charging three
cents per kilowatt hour for general service,
and was ready at any time to make a deti-

John A. Peters,

day and up, which

Hopkins went to the Maine
general hospital last week for treatment.
V. L. King, of Saddleback light station,
is spending his vacation with his family

L.

law’

rooms

per

use or

Sewall

appointed special
Higgins
correspond with Senator Hale
and Congressman Burleigh in regard to
the project for dredging Union river,

democrat; Congregationalist;

with hot and cold water for
includes free
baths. Nothingto
shower
public
equal tnis in New England. Rooms witk
private baths for fl.50 per day and npf
suites of two rooms and hath for |4.00 per
day and up.
Dining room and cafe Urst-class. Euro*
pean Plan.
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
Stone Floors, nothing wood but the doors.
Offers

fl.00

nished music.

mittee to

forty-three.

Ja31 L..-3

a

shoe

Born in Vinalhaven;
educated at Nichols Latin school, Lewiston, Bates college and Tofts college, class
of ’87.
Trustee State normal schools;
director Security Trust Co., RocEland;
member republican
committee second
congressional district; member republican
county committee; chairman republican
age

Opposite State House,
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS.

C. L. Morang brought up the matter of a
here.
factory in Ellsworth. He had been
Mrs. Edgar Robbins spent several days
Stonington.
in communication with large manufactur- last week with her
parents, B. T. Dolliver
and wife.
ers and jobbers, and suggested the advisaOrrin
Fernald
of
in
shoe
leaves
trade
to-day for the
advertising
jourpublican town committee; director in bility
Maine general hospital, Portland, for surSwan’s Island Telephone Co.
Member of nals of the advantages Ellsworth offered gical treatment.
for a shoe manufacturer.
orders of Masons, Odd Fellows and Red
B. H. Mayo is soon to commence a
On motion of M. Gallert, C. L. Morang
Men.
thorough renovation of the buildings at
were appointed a speand
J.
A.
McGown
his
fish plant here.
Joseph Cummings Harmon, Stonington,
Jan. 11.
Mad.
democrat; Methodist; in the lobster and cial committee, with power to expend the
motor boat business; married; age thirty- necessary money in advertising in the efbornT
some
shoe
manufacturer to
seven.
Born in Southwest Harbor; edu- fort to induce
cated in the common schools and at East locate here.
AMES—At Orland, Jan 10, to Mr and Mrs
OTHER BUSINES8.
Frederick I Ames, a son.
Maine conference seminary. Manager of
BELL—At Sedgwick, Dec 30, to Mr and Mrs
B. T. Sowle, F. S. Lord and Capt. Joseph
clothing store eight years; taught one
William A Bell, a son. [Edwin William.]
were
a
comM.
Joseph C. Harmon,

William A. Walker,
Castine.

Commonwealth Hotel

Yernon Small, who has been employed
in the western part of the State packing
apples, is at home.

Fred R. Greene arrived home from New
London Monday, for the winter.'

as soon as

SHOE

Thorold, Ont.

O. E. Sylvester, who has spent several
weeks at home, left last week for Boston.

.Tan .11

It has been proven that this secadapted to the raising of potatoes. Others spoke along the same lines.
The matter was referred to a special
! committee consisting of F. W. Rollins, J.
A. Peters and Mayor F. F. Simonton, to
consult with Mr. Maddocks, procure the
use of Hancock hall for the institute, arrange date and advertise the institute.
Mayor Simonton thought there was no
doubt the city would grant ihe free use of
the hall for the institute.

academy.

a se-

Byron Tracy, who has spent several
months at home, left Thursday for Janesville, Wis., where he has employment.

here.

years

If yon have indigestion, your food
ferments in the stomach and bowels.
It does more; it decays, and the nutritious matter which should go to
make pew blood decays with it, and
this leads to an impoverished condition of the*blood, to nervousness, billiousness, constipation, sick headache,
which
bad breath
disgusts your
friends, and other disagreeable and
unpleasant conditions.
And all this trouble is caused by the
food that doesn’t digest, but fermente
and of times rots in the stomach.
And fermentation is caused by the1
stomach not being strong enough andenergetic enough to thoroughly mix
the food with the digestive juices.
Ml-O-NA is responsible for tens of
thousands of cures. In fact, it is such
a positive cure for indigestion and all
stomach troubles that it is guaranteed
by G. A. Parcher to cure or money
The price of a large box of
back.
Mi-o-na tablets is 50 cents, and they
are
sure to
promptly relieve the"
worst case of indigestion or gastritis.
them.
Try

a

his old home in

tion is well

ens

FOR INDIGESTION

Angeline Robbins is at S. P. Mills’, CURES CATARRH, ASTHMA;
Stonington, for a few weeks.
Bronchitis, Croup, Coughs and Colds, esAnthony Bye left on Thursday to visit mooey back. Sold ana guaranteed fag

A. W. Gilman.

P. Merrill,
Bluehill.

POSITIVE CUR E

Carman left Thursday for Boston
short stay.
Jessie Seekins, who has been ill with
diphtheria, is better.

Judge Peters thought the board should
give its endorsement and assistance to the
encouragement of the potato industry

Fran«,

A

Capt.

for

Augusta, Jan. 7,1909.
F. Maddocks, North Ellsworth, Me.
My Dear Sir: I have received your letter of
Jan. 7, 1909, and note your desire that the department of agriculture shall hold a farmers'
institute with you during the early part of
the month of March. As you have suggested,
the subject that you feel coufident your people will be interested in, I shall be only too
glad to meet you and the people of your city
to discuss the important question that you
mention—the raising of potatoes. We note
your desire that the whole meeting shall be
given to this subject, and that we shall bring
one practical, successful man from that great
section of the State which has been so successful in this work. I shall at an early op| portuuity address some of the successful potato growers of Aroostook aud extend an invitation to them to join us, and I have no
doubt but that I shall find some one who will
accept. We shall treat this subject from the
selection of the seed until the harvest, in all
its phases. At this writing I cannot set the
day, but I will take steps to settle the time

Herbert T. 9:lsby,

Bar Harbor.

A.

Mr. H.

executive committee Bluehill-Geo. Stev-

LUKKE

SOUTH DEER ISLE.

Peters presented a letter
from Commissioner of Agriculture A. W.
Oilman to H. F. Maddocks, of North Ellsworth, in regard to a farmers’ institute to
be held here in March, to be devoted to
potato culture. The letter follows:

-I

I

SttJberftaramfcs

KLLS WORTH FALLS.

BOARD OF TRADE.

team.

H. I.

GOODS PREPAID AND ALLOW
YOl CREDIT
IF CASH IS SEIfT
WITH
OKpKH
WE
PREPAY
BOTH GOOi.S ANl> PREMIUM.

Write for

goods to-day.

FRIEND SOAP CO. Dept. JK
Boston, Mass.

ELECTRICAL SSSw“
Full Lines of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
AND FIXTURES.
|.n Wiring end ISsprlio Cfccrrfnllr Urn.
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Mata St., (under Dtrigo Club)
Ellsworth,

Estlwntes

ELLSWORTH

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
“MO

PAT■ MO WASHHH.”

°f.

work done at
Ooodn called tor and delivered.

short noon*.

M. B. E8TEY A CO.,
aunroais mm

wan aao amu*a.

subscribers at 101
p* tht 111 post-offices in Hancock county.
AT the other papers in the County combined do not reach so many. The American 4a not the only paper printed in
Battcock county, and hat never claimed to
to, out it is the only paper that can propthe
frly be called a County paper; all
tost are merely local papers. The circulaThe American, barring the Bar
tion
American has

Barbor Record’s summer list, is larger
Otar, that 0/ all the other papers printed
to Hancock county.

COUNTY NEWS.
other

W

additional County Nev>*.

+

pages

see

FRANKLIN.
John Abbott, who has been confined to
the house several weeks, is able to be oat
mid about his work.

Mrs. A. B. Fernald and daughter Miss
Vera returned from an extended visit in
Massachusetts last week.
It is with sincere regret that the many
friends of Oran L. Fernald learn of his
illnes? from

planning

other

That in him we have lost a loyal
member and a cherished brother, and our sinforth to his
cere, heartfelt sympathy goe<*
it
family in this, their hour of bereavement;
is further
Resolved, that a copy of these resolutions
be placed upon our records and a copy sent
to his family.
Charles J. Watson,
Eugenk S. Bunker,
Frank C. Blaisdkll,
Committee.
the
Xarraguagus Tent, No. 116, Knights of
Maccabees.

Ice houses

winter with her

spend the

B.

Crabtree and wife.

parents,

The program was a good one, and the
rendering of the selections showed thorough preparation and rehearsing. A fe■sale sacred quartet, “The Auctioneer”
find “The Fortune Teller”, by mixed quartets, the duet, “Sam aDd Tildy’s Courtship,” solos by Howard W. Dunn, jr., of
Ellsworth, Miss Julia Macomber and Mrs.
Alice Havey were especially well given.
The choir expresses its thanks to Mr.
Dunn for his valuable assistance, and to
Mrs. Crabtree, of Hancock, for three readings given in her usual pleasing manner.
As there have been numerous requests
for a repetition of the concert, it is

planned to repeat it, with some changes
•nd additions, at an early date. The choir

JHrtiral.

They Never Fail.
That is Wliat They Say About
and It

Is, Therefore, Reliable.
evidence, Ellsworth
long

list ot local

endorse the old Quaker

edy, Doan’s Kidney Pills.

rem-

Head this

con-

vincing endorsement of that remarkable
•

preparation:

R. T. Young,

farmer, Partridge

Hoad, Ellsworth, Me.,

Cove

“Before 1

says:

used Doan’s Kidney Pills in
1902, 1 had
aueh a severe attack oi backache that I
could

scarcely

trouble

was

move

caused

contracted.

about.

by

I heard

a

I think the

cold

so

which I had

many

favorable

reports about Doan’s Kidney Pills that
concluded to

try them, and procured

at Moore’s drug store.

pamapt relief,
with

increasing benefit.

recommended Doan’s

a

They brought

and I continued

I

using

I

box
me

them

have since

Kidney Pills

tc

many of my friends and know ot several
who have derived the same beneficial

re-

amts from their use.
For sale by all dealers.

Price GO cents

Foster-Mil born Co., Buffalo, New York
aole agents lor the Halted States.

.Remember the name—Doan’s—and take
M other.

upon such an occasion.
benefits that go with
kind, and is a lasting

This is

one

are

being put in shape for the
At present there are

ice harvest.

of the

meeting of this
benefit to all who
have the pleasure of attending such a
meeting. Toe ocs: wishes of all the guests

extended to the order for a long life
prosperity to all its members.

C.

and most attractive outside.

Letters from members of the summer
colony say they often think of their Sutton homes. From all indications, next
summer will be the banner season here.

A.

a

Jan. 11.

cock.

who

Tax Collector Edward J. Stanley was
this week, and reports taxes collected
up to this time above the average.

here

side

to

and

PLEASING CONCERT.

people

Ixibster fishermen have all their pots on
and some are getting ready to
boat fish the rest of the winter.
the banks

coming

were

A concert was given recently in the town
ball by the Baptist choir, for the benefit
ef the church piano fund. The concert
consisted of solos, vocal and instrumental
duets, male and female quartets and
readings by Mrs. Lula Crabtree, of Han-

more

William A.

damage is quite heavy.
Charles C. Watson and wife, of North
Sullivan, are spending a few months with
Leslie R. Bunker and wife.

Deputy John R. Stratton, Henry W.
Johnson and Herbert Young went to
Franklin Saturday evening and raised the
chiefs of Snyctic tribe.

B.

to swell the

Black and

both had pigs killed last week.
William Freeman’s sloop came ashore in
the southwest breeze Wednesday, and the

Mrs. Harold Foss is home from Boston

was.

Another proof,

Capt.

P.

Freeman

hereby
Resolved,

U. of M.

before to the rear, and near the kerosene
barrel. It was burning into the floor and
would doubtless have blazed into a bad
fire had it not been discovered just as it

testimony

the

Charles

The oldest person on the island, Mrs.
Caroline M. Rice, is enjoying the winter
Mrs.
at the home of her son Wilbert.
Rice is not enjoying the best of health, but
all find her in good spirits, with a kind

everybody.

word for

Miss Mabel S. Grant, teacher of the
school here, was taken ill last week and
had to return to her home in Harrington.
This was Miss Grant’s second term here.
She is a very successful teacher and a
charming young lady.
Ail were much surprised last week
to receive a call from two of our summer
Mann and
visitors—Horace
wife, of
Jamaica Plain, Maas. Mr. Mann has been

coming here to spend his summers for a
good many years, and all hope he will
keep on coming.
M. L. B.

Jan. 7.
STON1NGTON.

John L. Thurlow has gone in hisjvessel
on a

!

business

trip

to

Bncksport.

Simonton

has

improved in health since
Maynard Webber, who

last

Mrs. J.

P.

very much
week.

visiting
friends at North Brooklin, is home.
A

grain

has been

!is discharging
flour for T. S. Geyer A Co.

three-master
and

incorrect. Mrs. Tolman has given
her
np the lease of the shop and moved
goods into a room m the hotel.
here is

A home drama was presented at Trehall one evening last week, under

mont

Lewis Rice and family have moved into
Caroline Rice house for the winter.

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

His inWtiereas, Our Supreme Ruler, in
finite wisdom, has seen fit to take from us our
is
beloved brother, Hollis C. Leighton, it

•f Court of Foresters at Waltham, Saturday
WARRIORS ENTERTAIN.
•vening, Jan. 2, was at Salisbury Cove
The members of Elinee council were
installation
for
Thursday evening, Jan. 7,
royally entertained by Omaha tribe at
there.
their wigwam Friday evening, Jan. 8, at
Miss Mildred Wooster, who has spent the raising of the chiefs.
The meeting was called to order by
• few weeks in Bangor, is at home for a
short time before leaving for Cariboo, Sachem Leroy B. Crabtree, and Mishisewa
Where she will visit her brother Harry Arthur L. Young escorted Deputy John R.
Stratton and Great Chiefs H. W. Johnson,
•nd wife.
The embroidery dab which was de- A. B. Crabtree, A. I. Foss, Charles AnderFoss and William McCauley inlightfully entertained by Miss Bernice son, A. B.
Dunn at its last meeting, voted to change to the tepee.
The chiefs raised to their respective
Its initial appellation to X. E. C., which
stumps for the coming six moons are:
la algebraic, to say the least.
B. Crabtree; sachem, OrMiss Charlotte Macomber, who with Prophet, Leroy
lando W. Foss; senior sagamore, David
Mrs. Knowles, of Calais, sailed from New |
Percy Walker;
York on the steamer San Juan Dec. 18 for Springer; junior sagamore,
K. of R., John R. Stratton; K. of W.,
Ponce, Porto Rico, arrived there on ChristGalen Young; C. of W., Charles Wooster;
mas morning, after a trip which proved
H. W. Johnson, Hervej ScamSannaps,
pleasant.
Very
mon; warriors, Benton Merchant, George
of
Quite a delegation from the order
j Moon, Greenleaf Martin, Fred Stratton;
Maccabees occupied seats at the Methobraves, Gleason Foss, Frank Foss, Wildic church Sunday. Pastor M. F. Macorn- liam
Ball, W. H. Grass; guards, William
ber’s address was intently listened to, takGeorge Googinn.
McCauley,
ing the hearers back to the original MacThe following program was rendered:
cabees. It was interesting and instructive
W. Foss; prophecy, A. B.
O.
Welcome,
•s well. The selections by the choir were
Crabtree,
song, Charles Chester; story,
|
enjoyed. Mrs. Ck J. Watson was soloist. H. W. Johnson; song, Galen Young. The
When Frank B. Blaisdell entered his guests were then invited to the banquet
•tore Tuesday morning he was confronted hall, where a delicious supper was served.
Taken altogether it was one of the best
by a dense smoke. Doors were opened,
and when the smoke had subsided, in- sappers and general good times that has
tire
in
revealed
a
smouldering
The remembrances
vestigation
ever taken place here.
a box of sawdust, which served as a cuspi- that cling to a man reach back after years
and
which
had
been
moved
the
at
nig
have
dor,
elapsed to the pleasure enjoyed

Ellsworth,

HUTTON.

_

Byron Page is quite ill with grip. seven inches of ice, with prospects of a
Mrs. Wilbur Smith, of Ellsworth, was good average cut.
the guest of Mrs. A. I. Foss Saturday.
The extensive repairs on the home of
Chester Stratton went to Orono last Leslie R. Bunker are about completed,
week to enter the agricultural department, and make the house very convenient in-

Jan. 18.
The ladies’ aid society is planning a
anique social and entertainment for the
•vening of Jan. 22. “Illustrated pictures
•nd moving songs” will be the attraction.
Dr. S. S. DeBeck*. who installed officers

Them in

other pager

tee

Mrs.

The Linns and their educated dogs,
Moving pictures and illustrated songs are
billed here for three nights, commencing

Jan. 11.

.Veter,

Fot Additional

HANCOCK.

growth.

cancerous

a

news.
county
County

entertainments in
the near fnfu*e, with the assistance of
other local talent.
SPEC.
Jan. 11.
is also

hay,

the

auspices of

who has been in

are

winter.

Arey has returned to Colby college after spending the holidays with his
parents.
The teachers of tbe high and other
schools attended a teachers’ convention at
Florian

Deer Isle Jan. 8.

Stewart, of Swan’s Island, being on
list, Mrs. Fronie Spofford is taking charge of the school.
Miss Ida Simpson is taking a two-weeks’
vacation from Philip Crockett’s store and
Miss

W. Smith

was

in

Ellsworth last week.

the sick

present,
by all.

Miss Dorcas M. Allen has gone to Allston, Mass., to spend the winter as usual
with her brother.
C. C. Hatchings is so far on the road to
recovery as to be able to dispense with the
services of his trained nurse.
MEXOBUL RESOLUTIONS.

The Great Spirit has again spoken, and in
obedience to His call our beloved sister, Mrs. !
Caddie Young, has left our midst.
1
Resolved, That by her departure Winnetka
council, Dlfcf P., 1. O. &. Mm haa lost a worthy
member, one who will be sadly missed
Resolved, That we extend our heartfelt
sympathy to the family in this their great
sorrow.

Resolved, That our charter be draped in
mourning thirty days, a copy of these resolutions be spread upon our records, a copy sent
to the family and a copy sent to The Ellsworth American for publication.
Myra A. Higgins.
Sabah B. Haeeiman.
Susie W. Workman.
Committee.

SULLIVAN HARBOR.
Mr. Bastard, of Brewer,
last week.

was

in

town

W. O. Emery, A. T. Wilson and Stan
Wilson spent Sunday at Tunk.

Harry Meynell and Walworth Simpson
left tar Boston Saturday to resume their
studies.
On account of the lecture last Thursday
M. C. L. postponed its meeting until
Wednesday of this week.

Warren

8treet, New York.

There is no case on record of a
cough, cold
la crrippe developing into pneumonia after
Foley 8 Honey and Tar has been taken, as it
cures the mort obstinate,
deep-seated coughs
Why Uke »“**““*
G. A.
or

PaacHsn?

stricken with a severe pain in my kidneys and
was confined to bed eight
days, unable to get
up without assistance. My urine contained a
thick, white sediment and I passed same frequently day and night. I commenced taking
Foley’s Kidney Remedy, and the pain gradually abated and finally ceased and my urine
became normal.
I cheerfully recommend
Foley’s Kidney Remedy. G. A. Paaoaaa.

was

numljr
enjoyed

_

and

visitors

with

regular
a good

from

attendance,
Highland
and Arbutus granges present. The treasurer-elect having declined her office, a
new ballot was ordered, and John Farnham was elected treasurer for the
ensuing
officers
All
except
year.
assistant
steward, Ceres and Flora were installed by
Past Master John Farnham, he being installed by Sister Bertha Dorr. At recess
the brothers served a bountiful supper. A
short program was presented.
MOCNTAIX VIEW, WEST EDEX.
At

the

Mrs.

Stan

Wilson

and

HANCOCK POINT.

Mrs.

Mrs. Lester Blake and

son

Hobart

The perfect system

at the great Ansted C®> Burk
Mills guarantees this perfect

flour.
It is tested every half hour day and
most exacting scientific tests. This insures absolute satisfaction in baking
all the time.

night by the

ANSTED A BURK COMPANY. MiBtr
SpripgfieM, Ok»

rFor Sale at

Jan. 11.

_

G.

“Suffered day and night the torment of
itching piles. Nothing helped me until I
used Doan’s Ointment.

nently.’*—Hon. John
Gtr*rd, Al».-Advt.

Your Grocer’i

Wnitcomb, Haynes & Co.,
ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME.

HIGH GRADE WATCHES

a

SEND

PAY

$1.00
WITH

BALANCE
21.09

ORDER

WEEK

are

visiting in New* York.
Odd Fellows and Rebekahs installations
N»«ai Catarrh, an inflamation of the tleliCapt. Jesse Gray and Murray Veague
are set
cate membrane lining the
for Wednesday, Jan. 13, with
air-passages, is not
went to Bangor Friday.
cured by any mixture taken into the
stomach. chicken supper.
Don't waste time on them. Take
Rev. Daniel Gray, of Bar Harbor, is holdEly’s Cream
The correspondent has learned since last
Balm through the nostrils, so
that the fe- week that the
ing services at the Creek.
statement
that
Landlord
vered, swollen tissues are reached at once.
Tolman and wife were to give up business
Raymond Gray, of Boston, is visiting
Never mind how long you have suffered
nor
his mother, Mrs. Mary Gray.
how often you have been
disappointed, we
A Religious Author’s Statement
know Ely’s Cream Balm is the
Mrs. Curtis, of Swanville, visited her
remedy you
For several years I was afflicted with kidshould use. All druggists, 50c. Mailed
Mrs. Thurston Blake, last week.
daughter,
by Ely ney trouble, and last winter I was
suddenly
56
Bros.,

time

meeting Saturday evening,

Bottle it toe House.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

good

—

Always Keejs

g

a

ALAMOOSOOK, EAST ORLAXD.
Alamoosook grange held its

_

Jan. 11.

and

the regular meeting of Mountain
View grange Friday evening, Jan. 8, there
were 131 patrons present, including about
forty visitors from Bay View grange.
After the regular business, the fourth
degree was conferred on nine candidates.
After a short recess. Sister Lona Rich installed the officers in a very impressive
manner. A harvest-feast was served. During the lecturer’s hour there were remarks
by Bro. Julian Emery, stories by A. H.
Leland and a recitation by S. S. Rich, all
ol Bay View grange.
The newly-elected officers are as follows: George W. Mayo, master; M. W.
Hamor, overseer; Mrs. Ida M. Rich, lecturer; Charles 8. Thomas, steward; Chester M. Rich, assistant steward; Mrs. Delia
J. Tripp, chaplain; Dorenxo Mayo, treasurer; Mrs. Dnella M. Sargent, secretary;
Elmer E. Sargent, gatekeeper; Ida L.
to Install the officers in the I. O. O. F.
Mayo, Ceres; Edith E. Hall, Pomona;
lodges at the same places.
Gerty Clark, Flora; Florence A. Rich, lady
The tenter Harbor Kebekah and Brook
assistant steward.
lin.I. O.O. P. lodges held a joint public
The ntw grange ball is fast taking
installation at I. O. O. F. hall, Monday
shape. It is op and boarded, ready for
evening, Jan. 4. The officers were inshingling. Quite a number have takes
stalled as follows in the 1.0. O. F.: Emery
stock. It is hoped to have it ready for ocBrgcy, M. G.; A. H. Mayo, V. G.; 8. E. Mccupancy by Jane.
Farland, recording secretary; H. M. Pease,
financial secretary; Alfred Joyce, treasBCHOODIC. WINTER HARBOR.
urer; F. A. Bowden, warden; B. H.
Sc hoodie grange held ita regular meetBridges, conductor; E. E. Lurvey, chap- ing Thursday evening. After some matlain; Lewis Smith, R. 8. 8.; Warren Ford, ters of business were disposed of, resoluL.8.S.; Maynard BiaisdeU, R. 8. N. G.; tions of respect were read on the death of
R. E. Bent, L. S. N. G.; John Carter, R. 8.
Sister Nellie Cowperthwaite. It was deV. G.; Charles Tyler, L. 8. V. G.; G. F.
cided to }>ave a private installation Jan.
P.
G.
E.
H.
N.
D.
inGott,
Bridges,
D.,
21, Bro. D. G. Hall installing master.
stalled the officers, with Dr. F. S. Herrick
Voted to have a lunch of cake, pie, and
as grand marshal.
The installation was
coffee. Members present, forty-one; visifollowed by short speeches, after which a
tors present from Cushman grange.
bountiful supper was served. Then came
the installation of officers of the Rebekahs,
“Yes,” said Henpeck, “I married her
installed by Mrs. Alice Stanley, G. D. P.,
because 1 thought her the most even-temand Mrs. Belle C. Blake, grand marshal, as
pered woman I ever met.” “And now
follows: Mrs. Rose G. W. Allen, N. G.; you know that sheN isn’t?” queried his
She is
“Well-er-not exactly.
Mrs. Lizzie McFarland, V. G.; Miss Alice friend.
even-tempered—always mad about
Herrick, secretary; Mrs. Rachel Herrick, very
something.”
treasurer; Mrs. Anna Herrick, L. 9. N. G.;
If you wish success in life make perMrs. Alice Stanley, R. S. N. G.; Mrs. Lin- severance
your bosom friend, experience
nie Gott, R. S. V. G.; Mrs. E. Idella Hill, your wise counselor, caution your elder
and
brother
hope your guardian genius.
L. 9. V. Q.; Mrs. Neva Bridges, I. G.;
Webster.
Warren Ford, O. G.; Mrs. Carrie Griffin,
warden; Mrs. Hattie Joyce, conductress;
H&urtUsnntntft.
Mrs. Belle C. Blake, chaplain.
Jan. 11.
Une Femme.

Mrs. Wood, of Brewer, visited Mrs. C.
George
Noyes are matrons for Sorosis Friday. F. Chester last week.
Miss MabelR Allen will return to Bar
There will be a program.
Bernard Small has gone to Cherryfleld
Harbor this week.
The lecture on Yellowstone park by to attend the academy.
John Stalford has a crew of men digging
Rev. C. A. Purdy Thursday evening was
Schuyler Penney and wife, of Bangor,
trees in this vicinity.
is visiting relatives in Camden.
much enjoyed by those present. The picspent Sunday with their parents.
on
Crotch
house
who
has
been
The
old
boarding
Harry Leland,
employed
tures were exceptionally tine.
Charles Chester is at home on a visit. He
at Seal Harbor, has returned home.
island, formerly owned by Paris G. MerMrs. R. A. Black was called home to has employment iu Panama, and this is
Cause
was
burned
evening.
Saturday
Everett Leland and family have moved rill,
sudden
Connecticut last week by the
his first visit home in two years.
home from Bar Harbor, where they have of fire unknown.
death of her mother. She has the symW. H. Phillips and wife have gone to
resided the past three years. All are glad
Mr**. Jennie L. Stewart, P. G. M., inpathy of the community.
Cherryfleld for a few weeks. Livonia
to welcome them back.
stalled officers of Juanita chapter, O. E.
Jan.
11._H.
Phillips is boarding at William Gallison’g.
Mrs. Gertrude
The Social Ten gave a party at Eden S., Thursday evening.
E.
Jan. 11.
Refreshas grand marshal.
Wallace
acted
SURRY.
hall
Jan.
agricultural
Thursday evening,
7. Games and music were enjoyed, and ments were served.
Mrs. Harry Wood is ill with erysipelas
NORTH FRANKLIN.
Nihil.
Jan. 11.
refreshments were served.
About forty
in her face.
Sunday school has been closed until
were present.
All report a jolly time.
Miss Bessie Treworgy is working at spring.
WINTER HARBOR.
A sewing circle has been organized here
E. E. Swett’s.
Mrs. W. F. Cousins, who was seriously
Miss Madge Tracy, of Steuben, is visitfor the purpose of obtaining an organ to
Miss Frances Curtis, who, with her ill last week, is a little better.
relatives here.
be used at maetings in the Central school- ing
Mrs. E. N. Osgood, spent
Mrs. Sadia Jellison has gone to Clair, N.
Capt. F. R. Bunker is at the Eastern grandmother,in
house. The officers are Mrs. Lena HodgLowell. Mass., is home.
the holidays
B., where her husband is employed. Her
kins, president; Mrs. Augusta Thomas, general hospital for treatment.
Miss Clara Dunham closed a successful brother, Dallus Tracey, accompanied her
Mrs. Aldane Frazier, who lias been visvice-president; Mrs. Eifle Reea, secretary,
term oi school at West rfurry Jail. 9.
to Bangor.
Mrs. Edna Burns, treasurer.
iting relatives in Boston and Ellsworth, is
Pupils perfect in attendance:^ Arthur
While skating on George's pond SatThe officers of the Eden agricultural home.
Cunningham, Flora Blaisdell, George
Karl Caler broke through
society for 19J9 are as follows: Aaron
Ralph Moore came home from Waltham, Conary, Hazel Cunningham and El well urday evening,
the ice near Bog island. He was rescued
Bunker, president; P. R. Leland, vice- Mass., Saturday, called here by the seri- Leach.
bj' Aldis Williams.
president ; Harold Jellison, secretary; VV. ! ous illness of his wife.
Jan. 11.
T.
In the storm last week the ice all went
L. Alley, treasurer; P. R. Leland, C. F.
Hermon Morrison, who recently underout of the bay. The fishermen had to
King, E. Alley, F. L. Andrews, George H. went an operation for appendicitis at the
NORTH
ORLAND.
take ail their tents ashore, but Thursday
King, W. B. Richards, trustees; C. F. Bangor hospital, came home Saturday.
Warren Moore is working for Fred
and Friday nights made ice euough so
King, P. R. Leland, finance committee;
Mrs. Bernice Moore, who recently re- they got on again and got some large Clair.
Mrs. J. L. Hodgkins, librarian.
turned from Waltham, Mass., on account catches of smelts. Some got os high as
There was a quilting bee at A. H. Gray’s
Jan. 11.
V.
of illness, was operated upon Thursday 125
Friday afternoon, and a party in the evenpounds.
night. At present writing her condition
S.
Jan. 11.
ing at Dan Rogers’.
NORTHEAST HARBOR.
is favorable. Dr. Simmons, of Bangor,
Lester Crockett hus moved his family
Albert McBride is ill with pleuro-pneuLAMOINE.
performed the operation, assisted by Drs.
into Mr. Rogers' house to be mar his
monia.
Small ana Phelps.
F. L. Hodgkins arrived home Friday.
work, as he is employed at the mill.
Agues McKeuney is on the list of conA public installation of the officers of
Jan. 11.
R.
Capt. Jefferson Smith is at home for the
valescents.
Grindstone lodge, I. O. O. F., was held at winter.
Merritt Obt-r, who has been in
Boston^ the town hall Friday evening, Jan. 8. E.
■ISumu'.n'UTUi.Roy Jenkin* has returned to his school
has returned home.
F. Whitmore, of Bar Harbor, was installat Charleston.
Lorin Kimball, wife and little son, who ing officer. The officers installed were:
The C. E. sociable Friday evening was
have been ill, are around again.
N. G.. George T. Childs; V. G., Irvin Wilenjoyed.
greatly
F.
E.
F.
A.
E.
Little Mary Foster, who has been ill ley; secretary,
Weston;
S.,
Howe smith is at home from Bar Harbor
with the prevailing epidemic, is about the Small; conductor, Bert Rand; warden, H.
for a few weeks.
H. Hanson; R. S. N. G., Ralph Crane; L.
house again.
8. N. G., William E. Coombs; chaplain, C.
Mrs. N. B. Coolidge, who is very ill, is a
Mrs. F. G. Bartlett, who has been ill the
H. Paris; K. S. V. G., George Bickford; L. little better at present.
past three weeks, is now able to be up
S. V. G.t John Hammond: R. S. S., B. W.
“About ten days before Christinas I got
around the house.
Mary Covey is home from Bangor, where
Hancock; L. S. S., E. W. Smith; I. G F. she has been employed the past year.
my hand hurt so badly that I had to stop
Mrs. Adelma F. Joy was appointed S.
work right in the busy time of the year,”
Young; O. G., H. G. Tracy. The concert
The pupils of the high school enjoyed a
chaplain and a member of the associate and bail which followed was
says Mr. Milton Wheeler, 2100 Morris
largely at- skating
councils of the National Society of United
party at Blunt’s pond Monday.
tended. Music by Kelley’s orchestra, of
Ave., Birmingham, Ala.
“At first I
S.
States Daughters of 3812, that held its
Jan. 11.
Bar Harbor.
thought I would have to have my hand
annual meeting at the Waldorf-Astoria
! Jan. 11.
E.
taken off, but someone told me to get a
HARBORSIDE.
New York,
Friday, Jan. 8.
bottle of Sloan’s Liniment and that would
EDEN.

gram was postponed for the installation of
officers. The installing officer was Vara L
Haslem. Tnere was quite a large

_

Bangor,

Reuben Cousins
occupyfamily
ing Joseph C. Harmon’s house^for the
and

BROOK LIN.
R.

GRANGERS.’

(Continued from page 2.)

oifoyrr

Frank Staples returned to Rockland
Thursday.
Clifton Stanley, who has been on a tugis at home.
has been organized by Superintendent boat,
Mrs. K. H. Baker and brother returned
Norwood, and bids fair to prove an inter- j
esting and instructive society, taking up to Boston Thursday.
for discussion important questions relat- j
Harvey Wells arrived from Washington,
ing to school matters. The officers are: D. C., Saturday, with his bride.
President, Principal Gordon Edwards;
Henry Flye and wife left for Florida
vice-president, Mrs. Maud E. Trask; sec re- j Thursday, to be gone two months.
tary, Miss Laura Mayo; treasurer. Miss j
Mr. Goodwilley, of Cambridge, Mass., is
Jewett. At the second meeting, Friday j
visiting his son Harold at the Center Harevening of last week, the subject for dis- ; bor house.
cussion was civil government. The meetMiss Liva Tibbetts, of New York, is
iugs, which so far have been held in j
Mr. Norwood’s
office, will be semi- spending a few- weeks with her father,
Capt. J. M. Tibbetts.
monthly.
Spray.
Russell Morgarge and wife left for CasJan. ll.
firs. Morgarge was
tine Wednesday,
HARBOR.
PROSPECT
formerly Miss Agne.i McFarland, of this
Ralph Kingsley and wife and Mrs. S. L. j place.
Kingsley, of Bar Harbor, were here to atMasonic installation will be held at Matend the funeral of Capt. S. O. Moore.
sonic hall, Wednesday evening, Jan. 20.
and
Bickford
Genevieve Cole, Gertrude
A public installation will be held. The
Clarke Blance, who were home during t he
church aid society will furnish supper.
holidays, have returned to their schools.
The church aid society met in the chapel
Miss Ella Mitchell received a telegram Wednesday and elected officers as follows:
Saturday telling of the death of her Mrs. E. ldella Hill, president; Mrs. Abbie
brother, Henry Mitchell, at the soldiers* j Herrick, treasurer; Mrs. Alena Flye, secreMuch sympathy is felt tary. The meetings will be held Wedneshome at Togus.
Mrs days in the ladies’ parlor.
for Miss Mitchell and her sister,
j
William Smith.
;
Mrs. Alice H. Stanley, G. D. P., and
t
The Misses Moore, who arrived Monday Mrs. Belie C. Blake, G. M., went to Bluewith their father’s remains, returned to j hill Thursday to install the officers in the
Ellsworth Friday to spend a few days Uebekab lodge, going on to Ellsworth the
with their brother, L. M. Moore, before next day to perform the same office at
returning to Brooklyn, N. Y., for the that place. E. H. Bridges, D. D., and
winter.
Emary Bracy, G. M., accompanied them

Samuel Hubbard is loading
stone at the Settlement quarry for New
York.

George Avery,

chapter.

Eastern Star

mo

uiAUttmai Oowwrj,

Good weather and a full house added a
goodly sum to the treasury.
The Southwest Harbor teachers’ club

Schooner

is home.

the

AMONG THE

COUNTY NEWS.

It cured me permaR.
Garrett, Mayor,

do the work. The Linimeut cured my
band and I gladly recommend it to everyone.”
Mr. J. E. Matthews, proprietor of St.
James Hotel, Corning, Ark., says: “My
finger was greatly inflamed from a fish
sting and doctora pronounced it blood
I used several applications
poisoning.
of Sloan’s Liniment and it cured me all
right. I will always keep a bottle of
Sloan’s Liniment In my house.”
Mr. J. P. Evsns, of Mt. Airy, Qa., says:
“After being afflicted for three years with
rheumatism, I used Sloan’s Liniment and
was cured, sound and
well, and am glad
to say I haven’t been troubled with rheumatism since. My leg waa badly swollen
from my hip to my knee. One-half a bottle took the pain and swelling out.”

$

16 25^^85iP"$16-25

ts
17 Jeweled Waltham or Elgin movement,
and cold in solid (sterling) silver binged case lik<
above cut or plain polished.
Guaranteed by makers t«
be a durable, accurate and reliable timepiece. Wil
last a lifetime and give perfect satisfaction. As good si
any man need own.
SEND *1.00 TODAY «nj wc will etjrni t!u
watch to you subject to examination; if not exactly *
represented and the best value you ever saw for the
return it at oar expense aad we will send your dollar back
bp return mail. The balance of $ 15.»5 can be paid us »
the rat cot
week. Other watches on easy term

beat

adjusted

monej

only ft per
Xall prices. Sead for complete WATCH, DIAMOND
■ad JEWELRY Catalog No. tf of high grade goods os
aar easy payment plan. DO IT NOW.
PRUDENTIAL SUPPLY COMPANY
(I Brsmftsld Sc., Boston, Mass.
(Oar rd.abUity Is touched tor by this paper.)

Rock port

news.

COUNTY

Fraternity.
Elisha Perkins,

reek-

has been a great
sufferer for the past two months with a
broken hip, is able to sit np a lif tie while
;ach day.
All hope that he will be able

Merrill, representative, came home
to attend to business hero
roin Augusta

William Patterson has bought out the
stock of the F. E. Lewis store, ar.d started
in Monday.
Mr. Patterson was in the
?mploy of Mr. Lewis several years. All
wish him success.
Jan. 11.
G.

^

bluehill.
been ill the past
j. H. Mors® has

E. Chase was in Augusta last
Judge E.
reekAbbie Partridge is visiting her
Miss
”
Mrs. D. W. Bunker,

_

at Bar

Harbor.

1>

and 9’

an. 8

ol Taunton, Mass., has
Joseph Grindle,
a few week* w ith his sister,
gpending
and Ira Urindle.
brother, Miss Ruth
1
roll-call and business mcctThe annual

church waa held
o( the Congregational
were in attendance
i Thirty membera
Irorn many non-resiletters were read
dent members.
of Colby and U. of M. reThe students
work last week,
turned to their college
of Mias Marion Dodge,
•ith the exception
to rcaume her studies on
was not able
t

,Jd

who

ill health.
ol the Ute William Paris
By the will
church and
Tennev, the Congregational

account of

library

ladies'social

are

to receive

p,000

memorial windowB coateach,
to be placed in the Con*i urn each are
After all bequests
rregationat church.
la to be
the residue of hia estate
and three

paid,

are

P0,000,
kept iu trust until
to be known as
when a library building,
is to be erected.
the Tenney library,
the double
Thursday evening, January 7,
Bluehill lodge of
installations of the
Kebekah lodge
1 o. O. F. and Mountain
officers of the former were
were held. The
and
installed by Dis.rict Deputy Bridges
both of Brooklin,
Grand Marshal Hracy,
B. Bettel, N. U.; A. K. Saunas follows: J.
K. 8. and F. 8.;
ders, V. G.; F. P. Greene,
it amounts to

e’

Morse, chaplain;
Stanley, T.J
1
A. M. Herrick, conHorace Herrick, W.;
1. U.; E. Fullerductor; Alonzo Witham,
Frank Stover,
ton, O. G.; WardWeacott,
Frank Mason, Charles
K. and L. S. N. G.;
Austin L.
Wescott, K. anil L. 8. V. U.;
FolR. and L. 8. 8.
Parker, Orman Gray,
of the Odd FeUowa,
lowing the installation
Kebekah lodge
came that ol Mountain
with Mrs. Alice Stanley as D. D. and Mrs.
Belle Blake, G. M., both of Brooklin. The
officers installed were: Mrs. Elixa Herrick,
jj. 0.; Miss Sadie Snow, 8.; Mrs. Addie
Miss
Gray, I S.; Mrs. Susie Abbott, T.;
Lizzie Grindle, conductress; Mrs. Etta
O. U.; Mrs.
Stover, I.U.; A. M. Herrick,
llaiuiau •■aarg.-ut ami Airs. Alina Parker, h.
and L. S. ol N. G.; -Mrs. Nettie bettel and
ilrs. Malrel Webster, R. and L. 8. 8.; Mrs.
M. E. Mayo, trustee. Several of the oflicers-eleet were absent on account ot

to be out

bountiful supper

A

the banquet hall.
Jan. 11._

was

served

in

I

M.
_

CASTHiE.

At

regular mseting of Rising Star
lodge, F. and A. M., held in Masonic
hall, Penobscot, Wednesday evening, Jan.
5, the following resolutions were adopted:
a

Whereas, The Grand Master of the universe, having been pleased to call from
earthly labor to eternal refreshments, on
Dec. 22, 1908, oar beloved brother, John L.
Wardwell, who was a charter member and for
years a faithful officer in oar lodge, and who
so endeared himself to us by his courtesy and
Affability that his memory will ever be cherished in

hearts; therefore be it

our

Resolved, That in this bereavement this
lodge is deprived of an active, zealous and
faithfnl member, who was thoroughly Imbued
with the precepts and principles of our order,
who evinced in a life marked by integrity and
uprightness the cardinal masonic virtues,and
who presented not only to his brethren but
to the community, an example and inspira-

Supper

was

j

j

publication.
B. H. Cushman,
W. M. Wardwell,
Andrew J. Staples.
Committee on resolutions.

Capt. J. Burke Sellers has returned from
Portland, where be has been the past !
week

on

business.

Mrs. Colon Leach and Mrs. Willard
Bowden are in Oriand caring for their sister, Mrs. Jane Eldridge, who is very ill.

Alpheus Blaisdell, who has
cally ill, is slowly improving.

been

criti-

Mrs. Ida Wardwell has gone to Bluehill,
she has employment as nurse.

where

Congratulations are extended to Ralph
Emerson and wife, of Bluehill, upon the
birth of a son, Thursday Jan. 7. Mrs.
Emerson was Miss Harriet Wardwell, of
this place.
meeting

A stated

of

Penobscot

chapter,

8., will be held at Masonic hall
Saturday evening, Jan. 16. It is.especially
requested that all new officers be present,
as the degrees will be confered for pracO.

E.

Woodlock.

Jan. 11.

NORTH BROOK LIN.
Mrs. May Bridges is recovering from
her illness.

Hawley
a

valuable

Dow had the misfortune to lose

Thursday night.
and former pupils

cow

The friends

of

Agnes

E. 11. Carpenter, who spent the holidays
wltb bis people iu Boston, returned home

McFarland

Thursday.

her marriage.

left last week
for Boston for the remainder of the winter

a surprise party at George
Friday evening. All shared in
a general good time.
Rev. E. Sanderson, of Sedgwick, walking through the mud, surprised the people
here Wednesday evening by coming to

Deacon Adams and wife

and

spring.

Miss Fay Devereux is home for a few
days. She will leave Monday to teach in

Bueksport.
Arthur Wood, daughter of

Mrs.

Perkins,

is

here for several

days’

with.her father.

i,

Mr.
visit
.*.

The schooner C. 11. Chester, of Boston,
is[at the Devereux wharf unloading tar
for E. H. Carpenter.

Tuesday evening, at the home of B. D.
Perkins, Miss Alice Parker and James
Coombs

were

married.

Raymond Warren is home for a while,
called here by the illness of his father,
Hon. George M. Warren.
The
given at Emerson hall by the
supper
ladies’of
the three societies, was a great
success.
Supper was served to more than
Another basket ball game was played
last week at Emerson hall between the

If people could
only understand that
Catarrh is an internal scrofula that noth-

ing applied externally does much good
they would not need to be warned so often
—

about this fatal
disease, which, when neglected, invariably ends up in Consumption, at the cost of millions of lives every
year. Yet Catarrh is
easily cured if the
trea meat is

Catarrh is
which

employed.

caused by germs in the blood
circulate throughout the entire system. External remedies
give but tempottry ease.
Although the effects are often
*een in the form
of pimples, rash, eczema
or
dry scaly skin, the trouble is internal,
and can never be cured
by external remedies.
The only
way to cure Catarrh is by employing a medicine which is absorbed and
carried by the blood to all
parts of the system, so that the mucous membrane or
internal lining of the body is thoroughly
medicated, soothed, disinfected of germ

matter,
^

e

and the soreness healed.

have

remedy orepared from the
a physician who for thirty
j^Ption
Udiedand ,nade Catarrh a specialty,
and
a

of

evp.

Inu-Zj

RpvIii
that 11!
fop.
Drom8’

060

record of success was a cure in
ca8e u'bere his treatment was fol“ Pre8<*ribed.
That remedy is

Mucu-Tone.

We are so positive
cure Catarrh in all its various
* bether acute
or chronic, that we
return every penny paid us for
th«
u^dicine in every case where it fails
to„
I°r any reason does not satisfy
tjje

o^ewant
Wen

dn

S3

you to

was

the prayer meeting service.
Frank Leighton, in attempting to cross
Thurston’s meadow early
Wednesday
morning broke through the ice and succeeded in getting out again with much
lead

difficulty, nearly exhaust d.
Beautiful spring-like weather prevailed
Butterflies,
caterpillars, and even spiders were observed crawling in the woods, but they
had a,serious surprise Thursday morning
with the thermometer registering below
here the lirst

of the

try Rexall Mucu-Tone

fe£OIn,nendation
here

and guarantee,
where you live, and you

contract any obligation or risk
wh«.«
Kexall Mucu-Tone on our
guanu,^0U trYWe
have Rexall Mucu-Tone
in J3!1**6.*
0 8,zes.
The prices are 50c. and SI.
Yp-„
®
50c.
size effects a cure. Of
conjl0' Tronic
Jbe cases
a longer treatment
in „8e’in
The average in Buch instanrie-8SfP
Unce is three
bottles.
E. G. Moore,
fl
opp. postoffice.

week.

zero.

Xenophon.

jau. 11.
SEDGWICK.

out his house-

selling
preparatory to going vVost.
is

Miss Aboie Snow, who has been in the
has returned to Ells-

telephone office,
worth.

Miss Laura Means, of Boston, has been
MeanB and
visiting her purentB, W. N.
wife.
came from

Boston Satur-

Milton Good
L. W. Gupday to visit his grandparents,
till and wife.
The men who are engaged in smelting
full nets
having good success, with

are

every

night.

Miss Abbie Sanderson

Waterville,

where she will

has

gone

to

attend Coburn

classical institute.
Jan. U. ___

U-

BLUEHILL FALLS.
are
Alden, Harry and Lester Conary
cutting stave wood.
was here
Charles Friend, of Camden,
last week to

see

his

mother,

who is very

ill.

Gardie is reCapt. Austin Chatto’s sloop
sank at her mooring in Bluehill

ported

harbor.
weeks

Alvin Friend, who spent two
has
With hia daughter in East Blnebill,
returned home.
of
Schooner Pilgrim, Capt. Robbins,
loading lumStoningtou, is at the landing
ber for Allen Bros., North Sedgwiek.
who has been to

Capt. Medbury Eaton,
Kate L. Pray,
Portland in his vessel, the
blast Bluehill Saturpassed up the bay to
day with a load of freight,

f
Jan.

,,

11.

Crumbs.
___

Kill LA GRIPPE
SIMPLE REMEDY
develop
K'lt'kimr la grippe coughs that niay

QS&SdtSr&Si
low

In view of the Impending consideration
you of the report filed with the
governor and council by a taxation commission appointed by CJoverT.or Cobb, in
accordance with the provisions of Chapter 108, public laws of Maine of 1907, I
shall not discuss in detail those issues
of taxation which otherwise would have
had a place herein. I refrain from this
discussion because the commission
has
placed before you, as the law making
branch of the government, for your determination, such questions as the larger taxation of certaJn public service corporations, a more equitable taxation of
the wild lands, and the creation of a
utilities 'commission—questions
public
our
that, whatever may be
personal
views, must now be met. Through the
tax commissioners’ report these subjects
are explicltily before you.
You do not
need to be told how grave are to be the
ultimate conclusions thereof, or how diverse and complex are the problems they
present. Certainly, I have no desire to
add to their complexity through the imwhich
personal
position of
opinions,
might be construed to carry with them
the weight of official approval or disapproval in advance of your own candid
deliberations. Later, I shall not hesitate
to address you on any of these issues if,
in my judgment, it seems to me that the
demands of justice and equity are not
attained.
on

me

general proposition

packages. U.

A. Fabchbk.

or

ine

iormu-

to

a

power

which

as

yet

he

I’nder this, there can be small
complaint at inability, either to sound
public sentimept or to participate in
general legislation.
And now. gentlemen, members of the
seventy-fourth Maine legislature, in your
I proffer
care these issues are placed.
them not in a spirit of self assertion,
but as issues which I believe demand
your attention, if Maine is to keep up in
the procession of her neighboring states.
The people will forgive honest mistakes,
but they never can and never should for1 do not stickle for
give wilful misrule.
I hut plead for measures, deepmethods.
I do not
laid In justice and in right.
ask you to follow absolutely In my way.
but i ask you to follow in some way that
leads into avenues of progress and reform.
1 do not ask you to do violence to
your party or your affiliations, but I do
ask you to remember that higher than
you or your party or your friendships, is
your duty to the state and. in the fear
of (lod and in respect of that duty, must
you bear ever in mind when you cast
your vote that you legislate great eonsequences into being, potent for good or
111. to Maine.
God has given great blessings to our
He lias made her. as we believe,
state.
He
fairer and richer than her sisters.
has lifted her hills, and cupped the harbors and the bays between the rugged
Our nabarriers to the restless seas.
tural beauties, the inestimable wealth of
our
our forests and our water powers,
incomparable climate, the purity of our
moral
and
strength
livers, the intellectual
of our people, these also, are our heritage, and these must be kept intact for
I doubt the sinour children s children.
cerity of purpose of no man or interest,
self
but
seeking frequently clothes Itself in a garb that bears the name of progress, forgetting the claims of the future in its desire for the reward of the
present. Be cautious and on your guard:
remember that we are servants, not rulthe talents committed to
ers. and that
our keeping for a time must be husbdfcded against that day when our Master,
who is the People, shall call upon us for

[

Easy Money Begets Easy Morals.

Taxes.

for
a
While I speak thus
system
which shall be inclusive, I heartily approve of the general suggestion of the
for relief from
tax commission’s report
excessive taxes on real estate and tangible property in general, and the placing
of a larger proportionate share of property reached by special taxation. In Maine,
we have relied too much on direct property tax. The burdens have been inequitable. 1 think it is generally agreed that
«ome of our public service corporations
in
and the largely appreciated values
wild lands should pay a larger relative
hitherto, and I hope that tlie
tax than
eglslature will meet no serious opposition in the determination of a fairer levy
which
upon the same. The method by
this is to be done is for you to determine. I hope it may be Simple, as far removed as possible from manipulations by
interested parties, equitable and feasible. The method in Maine long has been
to
tax railroads on gross receipts; 1
have always believed in this method as
scientific, practical, and especially easy
of application, since it is absolutely unBy
der the control of the legislature.
increased
means of it wo show a greatly
revenue from public service corporations
in the past six years, and without the
addition of extra machinery, we have it
in our power to secure additional revenue.
You will have before you. a statement of the varying plans for the taxation of railroads and other public service
corporations. I commend to you a study
of the same.
taxaThe direct inheritance tax. the
tion of savings banks deposits in nationautomobile
the
tax,
al banks,
graduated
tax on foreign corporations
an annual
license
fee
on
in
a
Maine,
doing business
foreign corporations, new laws governing the taxation of steamboats and an
apportionoriginal suggestion for the
ment of state tax wholly on land values,
thereby more nearly equalizing the burdens upon land in unincorporated and in
incorporated towns -all these are proposed by this report and will come to
you presumably from the legislature asj.
matters for your determination. May I
ask every member of this
legislature,
carefully to read the report of the tax
commission, or should I not rather assume that every rfiember of these deliberative bodies here assembled has already
read it? You owe it to the state, at least,
to appreciate the gravity of some of its
suggestions, before you enter upon the
consideration of these subjects, some of
them implying a radical departure from
the customs and policies of nearly a cenLet every personal consideration
tury.
Let
be set aside In your deliberations.
public good over-balance private greed.
Let us do nothing In haste that we shall

voter

he tested.

I am aware that it Is frequently urged
that revenue is the sole consideration,
but permit me to any. that in my opinion where the money from taxes flows in
a
golden stream into a state treasury
the
from sources seemingly apart from
people, extravagance and corruption may
ensue in the administration of public affairs. Easy money begets easy morals.
And. in the final analysis, the people always pay the bills. It Is better, therefore.
In my opinion to have every community
pays its share of the state taxes in some
form of direct levy, that a responsibility
may rest upon the state to make a proper showing of how the same was expended. and that every citizen may keep
his eye upon the state. I believe that this
is a wise course, for it is more and more
the disposition and the duty of the modern state to take over to systematic control those public functions hitherto relegated to towns and cities in the building and care of public highways and
bridges, the care of the poor and the
insane, and the aid to public and quasipublic philanthropies which never will attain their proper usefulness until they
become the care and consideration of the
whole people of the state.
Excessive

the

hardly appreciates, and which yet has to

an

|
I

t

THE SLEEPING SICKNESS
WHICH MEANS DEATH
How many readers have heard of this
terrible disease? It prevails in that

far-away
country—Africa—especially
the Congo district.
It is caused
by
the bite of the tsetse fly.
When it
a
the
bites
person,
sleeping symptoms
begin and Anally the sufferer sleeps

|

j

iv»u

long years, three
generations,

southeast

him been the stand-by of the
American family.
It will enrich YOUR blood
and assist nature in expelling all Impurities from your
“°ay*

KiflraaB* mb Stemtbasta.

Commencing, Oct. 5, 1908.
BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.
AM

PM

PM

45 9 15
20
50
20 10 05
27 10 12
30 10 15
Hancock.Jll 4«»
39 10 25
Franklin Road.|ll 48
47 -10 45
Wash’gt’n June. 11 00 llg57
55 10 52
ELLSWORTH. 11 07 12 05
6 02 clO 57
Ellsworth Falls.
11 12 I2gl0
Nicolin. ill 25 12g23 J6 15 ell 10
Green Lake. 11 88 12g31
6 24 ell 19
Phillips Lake. ill 42 12g39 |6 31.
Holden.
11 5U 12g46
6 39 ell 34
Brewer June.
12 09
6 59 11 53
1 05
BANGOR, MC. 12 16 1 10 7 06 11 59
..

Portland.

PM
4 50

PM

5 40
9 05

8
4
4
5
5
5
15
15
5

AM
12 50

AM
4 50

5 30

8 25

PUBLIC NOTICE.
rilHE Castine Water Company hereby give*
JL public notice that in order to carry out
the provisions of its charter granted in 1895.
PM
J A M ! A M
it is necessary that it should take, hold and
9 00 use as ft public purposes the following deBoston. 10 00 .W 8 00
AM1 M
scribed tract or parcel of land in said Castine,
Portland.
1 20 .1 11 00, 12 40 to wit:
P M
AM
A M I P M
Beginning on the northwest side of Hight
e 00 10 ao!
3 35|
5 00 street at land of Tnomas E. Hale; thence
BANGOR.
8 07 10 37i
3 41 j 5 06
Brewer June.
westerly along said street about eight hunHolden. 18 29 10 59, 14 00 15 25 dred and seventy-five feet to land of the late
Phillips Lake. J6 38 Jll 07 *4 08 J5 32 I Geo. H. Witherle; thence at nearly right
Green Lake.
8 44! 11 15 4 13 15 40 ! angles along said Witherle line northerly
Nicolin. Jfl 53 11 25 Ji 21 J5 49 about two hundred and tweniy-'ferce feel to
6 02 stake and stones: thence northeasterly along?
Ellsworth Falls.
7 0fl! 11 40! 4 31
4 39,
6 08
ELLSWORTH.
7 13 11 47
line of land of said Witherle and land of M.
7 25< 11 K7j
4 45 J6 14 J. Abbott about five hundred and seventy one
Wash’gt’n June.
6 22
Franklin Road. t7 33 12 00.
feet to stake and stones on land of said Hale;
6 30 thence southerly on line of Siid Hale about
Hancock. ;7 41 12 15
S 33
7 44 12 181.
nineteen feet to stake and stones; thence
Waukeag, 8 Fv.
6 40
MfcDesert Ferry.
7 50 12 25 -'
easterly along said Hale’s land about two
Sullivan...
8 20 .f.'.
hundred and forty five feet to stnke r.nd
Sorrento.
8 45
1 05..
stenes; thence along said Hale's land southBAR HARBOR
40
1
25
8
7
erly about four hundred and thirty-nine feet
to place of beginning, the above described
being known as the “Collins
Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a m and 4.39 premises and said
swamp”,
company has taken said
and
at
Ellsworth
a
10.52
11.07
m,
p m,
arriving
tract or parcel of land for said purposes acp. m. connect with Washington Co R R.
cording to plan filed in the registry of deeds
for the county of Hancock, and in the office
J Stops on signal to conductor,
of the town clerk for the town of Castine, toc Stops to leave but not to take passengers
gether with this statement and description of
g Stops only to leave passengers from points
said land, and for said premises the said Caseast of Washington Junction.
tine Water Company is willing to pay the
These trains connectat Bangor with through sum of five hundred dollars as damages to
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland, whoever is the owner thereof.
Boston and St John.
The Castine Water Co.
By Geo. M. Warren, its attorney.
Passengers are earnestly requestly to proDated Jan. 1, 1909.
cure tickets before entering the trains, and
especially Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to
Ellsworth.
STATE OF MAINE.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pass. Agent,
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
MORRIS M’DONALD,
Ellsworth, in and for the county of Hancock,
on the fiftii day of January, in the year of
Vice-Pres. and Gen’l Manager.
our Lord one
thousand nine hundred and
General office, Portland, Me.
nine.
That from and after this day,
and until otherwise ordered, the Courts
of Probate in and for said county of Hancock
j shall be held at Ellsworth, on the first Tuesday of each month.
EDWARD E. CHASE. Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest: T. F. Mahoney, Register.

Boston.|

7 55

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

;

40j.j

ORDERED,

Mount Desert and Blnehill Division

FIRST

Between Bar Harbor ami Boston

|

$3.00.
Steamer Catherine leaves Bar Harbor at
8 a m, Monday and Thursday for Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor,
StonlMgton North Haven and Rockland, connecting with steamer lor Boston.
Steamer Juliette leaves Bluehlll at 8 a m,
Mondays and Thursdays for South Bluehlll,
WestTremont Brooklln, Sedgwick, Deer Isle,
SargentvllV-, South Brookr-vllle. I»«rk Harbor
and Rockland, connecting with steamer for Boston.

RETURNING
Steamer leaves Boston at 5 p m,
and Fridays for Rockland.

Tuesdays

Leave Rockland at 5.30 a m. or on arrival of
from Boston, Wednesday and Saturday
Harbor, Bluehlll, and intermediate

steamer

for Bar

landings.
All freight, except live stock, via steamers of
this company. Is lnaured against tire
rine risk.
E.

S.

and

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed executor
of the last will and testament of
LUCY J. JONES, late of BROOKS rCLLE,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no b nds
being required by the terms of said will. Ill
persons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
Fred D. Jones.
Belfast, Jan. 6, 1909.

THE

CLASS FARE

ma-

J. Morsb. Agent, Bar Harbor.

'A&ttmiscmmtft.

LEWISTON
EVENING

subscriber

notice that

hereby gives
he has been duly appointed adminisTHE
trator with the will annexed of the estate of

JEREMIAH JONES, late of BROOKSVILLH,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto a»e requested to make payment immediately.
Fred D Tones.
Belfast, Jan. 6, 1909.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
JOHN H. GRINDLE, late of BLUEHILL,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
AH pergiven bonds as the law directs.
sons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased ere desired to presou'. the
same for settlement, and all indebted thereto
are requested to make payment
immediately.
Bluehill, Jan. 6, 19o9. Austin T. Stevens.

THE

subscriber

notice that
adminis-

hereby gives
he has been duly appointed
THE
trator of the estate of

MAUD L. HIGGINS, late of BUCK,SPORT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All pergiven bonds as the law directs.
sons having
demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to mate nayment im*
mediatelv.
Geo. F. Higgins.
December 28, 1908.

JOURNAL
The

Banking.

people of Maine will watch with

Legislature

In order to follow the discussions of the important questions that will be acted upon, a
subscription to the LEWISTON EVENING
JOURNAL is a necessity. Our special representative, by extensive use of the telephone,
will give our readers every evening the proceedings of the same day, with interesting descriptions of everything doing at the capitol.
Price.

Only $1.50

for the Session

until death occurs.
the peaceful, By use of the new trolley line the LEWISTON
Contrast this with
balmy sleep of health. Is there any- EVENING JOURNAL will reach the Kenthing more wearing than to lie awake nebec towns from 5 to 6 o’clock, nearly two
Do not fail to
hours before any other paper.
at night, tossing about, nervous, with
order at once.
cold feet, hot head and mercy knows I
what else? Short of letting the tsetse
fly bite us we would do Almost anyHow can we pre- For
thing for relief.
persons not favored with a daily paper,
vent
it?
Mr.
George Hayes, of the WEEKLY JOURNAL is an indispensable visitor. It presents in its ample columns
“I had lost a full
Union City, Pa., writes:
report of all events iu Maine, as well as
a digest of every important event throughout
my appetite, was all run-down, could
the world. The management is always on the
not sleep nights. I had tried every- lookout for
improvement, with intention of
thing without relief. Vlnol was rec- makiug every number more complete than
any predecessor. The universal testimony is
ommended, and to my surprise, it that it realizes its ideal in all respects.
helped me at once; gave me a splendid
Send a postal lor sample of either issue.
appetite, and now I sleep soundly.”
LEWISTON JOURNAL COMPANY.
What Vlnol did for Mr. Hayes, it will
do for every run-down, nervous and
overworked person who cannot sleep.
AMERICAN ADS

I VINOL Is snlil in Ellsworth.
| 1'archer. Druggist.

land formerlv of John

Eoint

50c.
$1.00
85c.
EXPELS ALL WORMS

AM

of

alf of the wharf on said lot and on John
Whitmore’s shore reserving to said Whitmore and bis heirs and assigns a right off
way over the road as now travelled betweek
the county road and the river, and the use of
two rods of the shore next said. Whitmore’s
land for fishing purposes.
Also one other lot on easterly side of the
said county road described as follows, to wits
Beginning at the northwest corner of said lot
on the road at land formerly of Joshua Abbott and running by said Abbott's land easterly ninety-seven rods to center line of tka
island; thence southerly by center line fiftyseven
and one-half rods; thence westerly
parallel to firBt line eighty-one rods to
Also
county road the point of beginning.
one other lot of land in said Verona, beginning at the northwest corner of land formerly of Joshua and John Whitmore on tha
bank of Penobscot river; thence northerly <m
■afd bank fifty-six rods to a birch tree; thenoa
8. 8683° E. sixty-four rods to the county road;
thence by said road 8. 10° E. fifty-seven roda
to a poplar marked 3 X; thence N. 86%° W.
sixty-three rods to fiist bounds, reserving to
Joshua Abbott’s heirs the right to a landing
on the bank of said river ana to pass and repass thereto and also reserving herefrom part
of lot conveyed by me (said Harrison Heath),
to John Whitmore by deed recorded in said
registry of deeds, book 151, page 80. Also onethird undivided of the Eaton lot so called.
fourteen acres; and whereas the conditions off
said mortgage have beeu broken, now. therefore by reason of the breach of the conditions
thereof. I claim a foreclosure of said mortBucksport Loan and
gage.
Building Association,
By O. P. Cunningham, its atty.
March 14,1908.

ALWAYS THE BEST.

BAR HARBOR. 10 40
Sorrento.
Sullivan.
MfcDesert Ferry. 11 80
Waukeag 8 Fy. 11 87

corner

Whitmore; thence running N. 86%u W. by said
Whitmore's lot 63 tods to the river; thence
southerly by the river to a point which a lino
running N. 8683° W. from a large conical rock
will intersect; thence south $683° K. to said
rock three rods; thence on same coarse thirteen rods; thence southerly parallel witk
said road four and one-hall rods; thence 0*
8683° E. by John Whitmore's land to the road
aforesaid, thirty-seven rods; thence northerly
by said road fifty and one-half rods to the
of starting, together with one undivided

TRUE’S ELIXIR

Next Maine

|

book

great interest the work of the

&Ubcrtiscmnitft*

I

county*
registry of deeds for Hancock
287, page 125, conveyed to the Bucksport Loan and Building Association, a certain
parcel of real estate situate in Verona, Hancock county, Maine, on the westerly side off
tliv uuuutj
tbHu«u|k tLtOa*ii »ue nunai
Verona, and bbunded and described as follows. to wit: Beginning on said road at thd
tne

For 87

accounting.

th
Stubb—What’s the matter with
writer’s husband? He looks angry enough
to chew tacks. Penn—And he is. She
dedicated her latest book to him. Stubb—
Gracious! I should consider that a compliment. Penn—Not if you knew the title
of the book. It is “Wild Animals 1 have
met.”

ON THIS

►

OF iFOKECXOSUBlt.
Harrison Heath, of Vsroakr*

WHEREAS
by bis mortgage deed dated the twen
ty-second day of May, l«M, and recorded is

TRADE MARK

am

Initiative and Referendum.
During the year just passed, we have
adopted the initiative- and referendum
by the vote of the people. This secures

pended.

Relief From

Miss Belle Smith has returned to Hebron to resume her studies.
Arthur Sanderson fell from a scaffold
one day last week breaking his wrist.
hold effects

The Awful Toll Collected
by Consumption.

on

Herrick’s

George Harding

MILLIONS OF LIVES LOST.

right

There

Morgrage congratulate her

Report of the Tax Commission
a Prospective Tax System.

lation of the tax system I will, however,
enter an appeal that you make It, as far
ns possible, complete and durable. Let it
be a system, not a subterfuge; let it
To my
follow a policy, not a pretence.
mind that system is best which is inclusive of all interests in fair measure,
and easy of modification so as to meet
needs
of
the
succeeding generations
without tearing down the whole structime
is
ture. The
ripe for the development of a fixed policy and the determination of how to enforce it.
To depend
exclusively on one source of revenue is
n >t wise. There is an ethical, as well as
an economical side to this question; for
you must not lose sight of the fact that
a tax system that is broadly inclusive of
every Interest in the state is hereby also
broadly Inclusive of a watchful care by
funds
those interests to see that the
thus taken by the state are properly ex-

I

able but if you look to me for
devises
I
new
or
have
expedients
to offer.
none
Your duty and mine
fixed
constitution—mine
are
the
by
to
to
execute,
legislate, but
yours
and mine are fixed by the constitution—
mine to execute, yours to legislate, but
I shall not hesitate to exercise every
and
constitutional obligation
privilege
belonging to pay office, to redeem the
solemn pledges that we have made for
enforcement.
Today, we have prohibition In the constitution. state enforcement in the statutes, and resubmission in the limbos.
If you will be content to let them remain there, with such legislation as you
may devise to simplify their operations
and equalize their burdens and responsibilities, and will turn your attention to
graver things, such as the conservation
of the
of the great natural
resources
state, the determination of the pressing
Issues of taxation; to legislation in keeping with the national spirit of moral and
the
economic reform, you will pursue
wiser course.
Here I would leave the discussion, were
It not for the fact that a fourth element enters Into the situation, a spirit
rises
which
of so-called nullification,
like a menace or stalks behind like an
I believe that
evil thing in the night.
neither you as legislators, nor I as executive, ^ill be doing our duty, if we fail
to oppose every step that tends to proenosen
The people
have not
mote it.
us In the full understanding of those issues to come here and hoodwink the law
or stultify ourselves. It is not my purI shall
pose to threaten or to cajole.
not declare here and now what I shall
do in this juncture or in that, but I do
say, that whatever you do in regard to
must
not
you
temperance legislation,
legislate state enforcement out of the
The issue rests with you. but
statutes.
I repeat what I have said, that if I see
in the deliberations of this legislature a
need of further and more explicit decla-.
rations from me, I shall not hesitate to
make them and in such time and place
as I think will he the most emphatic and
will do the most good for public welfare.
1 believe the prohibitory law to be wisp,
judicious and salutary. I should consider it a disaster to the general cause of
public morals throughout the land should
they pass away from Maine.
as

INSIST

|

And now, as we draw near the close,
permit me to say a word concerning the
laws prohibiting the sale of Intoxicating
In
beverages and their enforcement.
the first place,
I
urge upon you the
thought with which I opened thisaddress,
namely, that the burden is upon you and
I
not upon me to formulate legislation.
am glad to fulfill my duties which
are
far
to suggest, admonish, or Inform, so

by

j

NOTICE

Temperance and Prohibition.

and

sincerely, deeply and
affectionately sympathize with the members
of his afflicted family in their sorrow, reminding them that He who tempers the wind looks
down with infinite compassion upon them in
the honr of their desolation.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions'
be sent to the family of our deceased brother,
and spread in fall upon our records, and a
copy sent to Tnz Ellsworth American for

served

at 6.30

The

tion of better deeds.
Resolved, That we

tice.

relief corps held its installation

The

I desire also to rail to your attention
and
the matter of pollution of rivers
lakes, which are now or may become
sources of supply for domestic purposes,
and to the determination of the powers
of the state board
of health, under all
is
circumstances where public health
menaced. The evils arising from the discharge of raw sewage into rtreams and
lakes are enormous.
It is pointed out
that sanitary science prescribes definite
and effective methods of sewage disposal.
When you consider the fearful mortality
from this source throughout the country,
which in 1900 was estimated by the census to be over thirty-five thousand lives,
it Is plain that there is a material waste
as well as a disregard of human life in
present crude methods observed in the
disposal of sewage.
Protection of our forests from fire will
require your attention in some measure
at this session, and it is suggested first
of all that the governor be empowered
to extend close season in years of extreme drought, such as we
have
just
passed through. Other and possibly better methods than this will be presented
to you. I trust, and I hope every possible means will be taken by you to afford
precautions fTiat will diminish the danger from this source.

PENOBSCOT.

J. M. Vogell and wife are spending a
few days at their camp iu Orland.
The Masons held their installation
Tuesday. Refreshments were served.

Thursday evening.

(Continued from page S.)

who

1

Eegal yptitti,

9tobfrt«srmtnt*.

haye to repent at leisure, but let up not
be afraid to go ahead. While the beet
of tax systems is bound to be faulty,
that system is absolutely vicious and unspeakably evil that is fashioned In favoritism or conceived in a spirit of reprisal.
The current questions of taxation can
never be settled right, even for this gento
eration until they dispense justice
rich or poor, end so for as
averv man
possible dispose the burdens cf public
tax in Just proportion to every interest,
great, or small.

GOVERNOR’S MESSAGE.

soon.

U. A.

illness.

!

M. U. A., and the Castine
The Rockport team won.

Lewiston

C»eo.

A.

Weekly

Journal

PAY BEST

is what your money will
invested in shares of the

earn

if

Ellsworth Loaiuutl BbMiAss’b.
NEW SERIES

A
is

now

opeu.

WHY

Shares, SI each; monthly payments, SI per share.

PAY

when

RENT

you

can

borrow

on

your

shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthly
payments ana interest together

will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and in about ten years you
will

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
For

particulars Inquire of
O. W. Tapley, 8ec’y.
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.
A. W. King, Preskflent.

Sbbrrttsruunts.

Pauper Notice?""
contracted

with the City of Ellsworth
HAVING
for those who
support and
need assistance
to

care

may
during the next five
years and are legal residents of ElUw rth. I
forbid all persons trusting them on my acas
there is plenty of room an' rmi nicount,
modatious to care for them at the CUv Farm
house.
M. J. n«<

Subscribe

for

The

American

+

«

J But I
seem

institution. Law has established
Its rights and abuses are defined not
by the Church but by law. Man was led

to

life than there is

now.

I

believe di-

A human

ried

it.

is very necessary to society; and, too,
I believe that divorced persons must be
allowed to marry again if they so desire,

to institute marriage as
because of his desire to

we

have it

vorce

to-day

for, however undesirable this may seem,
especially to the Church, I think surely
that this is less dangerous than the floating
among us of a large number of divorced

establish families,
to have heirs, and to give society a semblance of stability, to lead it out of the
chaotic state formerly existing. For these
reasons men continue to use marriage
without question. The institution is accepted as a rightful, lawful one. Having
established marriage, the question is, shall
we perpetuate it? Shall we make “what
God hath joined together let no man put

asunder,”

a

rule of law

as

well

as

Church? That is the question which
to con front

of the

persons who know they can never again
This. I think, would be a social

marry.

calamity.
EAST MAINE CONFERENCE.

j

oi

rrograni

ior

session

in

Ellsworth.

seems

The sixty-second annual session of the
East Maine Methodist conference will be

not

on

account of the

Wilson
Sacrament
10.00 a m. Business session
2.00 p m. Sermon, Rev C Garland, of Bar
Harbor
3.30. Preachers* wives’ association, Mrs C
Garland, acting president
Address. Mrs Wilson, of Bangor
Business session
4.00 p m. Reception to preachers* wives at
the residence of Rev W F Emery
7.15 p m. Popular lecture by Dr John. Subject: Did Man Make God, or Did
God Make Man?
Thut sday
8.00 am. Address by Dr John. Subject: A
Glimpse of God in Instinct
9.00 a m. Conference session
1.30 pm. W F M S anniversary, Mrs H G

children, but 1

them;

not

only better, but less hurtful. And I say
these things in the light of honest experience.

Church preaches patience and it is
very proper that the Church and all interested should preach patience; but the
law treats of things that are and conditions as they are found and fixed by evidence. It is of the things that are of which
l speak. 1 am not considering what ought
to be. I have heard humdreds and hundreds of divorce cases, and I am convinced
that in the great majority of cases it is
better for the man or woman, far better,
that the divorce be granted.
The divorce remedy is abused as other
remedies are. Opiates and certain stimulants are sometimes good remedies, but in
many cases they are used too soon and too
often. So with divorce. It is resorted to
The

too

m.

7.30 p

m.

in very many cases, too early,
often where it is not necessary at

lawyers are not as principled
might be. Evidence is perhaps

as

they

concocted

the occasion. But there is the evidence

presented; what can we do? We may
have our suspicions, but we cannot allow'
our suspicions to weigh against the evi-

'as

dence.
It is a remarkable fact that most of the
women
libelants are young and very
pretty. For some reason the plain women

Home Mission and Church Extension, Rev Robert Forbes, D D,

Philadelphia
Foreign Missionary anniversary.
Rev Homer Stuantz, D D, New

often;

and very
all. Divorce is a remedy, but it is supposed to be used only as a last resort, in
the extremity of the case, after all else has
been tried. Unfortunately, in scores upon
scores of cases it is resorted to in the very
beginning of the trouble, too often
probably only a petty trouble.
Divorce is often used for unlawful purposes. A man may bring one about solely
for the purpose and w ith the intention of
marrying another woman, and rice versa
Or a man and wife may enter into collusion and obtain a divorce. Where we can
And these things ont we refuse to grant
the divorce, but w*e are often deceived
abont the matter.
In this State divorce was formerly
granted at the discretion of the judge. He
‘was not confined to specific causes. If he
thought it to be for the interest of the
man or woman, lor humanity or the peace
of society, he granted the divorce. But
the judge often found himself in a very
embarrassing position. It was hard, sometimes, to refuse the petition of the pretty
little woman who pled hard for her cause.
The system rapidly grew to be an evil one,
and a change was found necessary.
In Maine now the law specifies causes
for divorce. They are adultery, cruel and
abusive treatment, three years utter desertion, gross and confirmed habits of intoxication, gross and wanton refusal of
support. I do not think a single one of us
would strike out one of these. If proof of
any one of them is presented, I think we
can all agree that a divorce should be
granted. Of course we are here again
often deceived. The lawyers have our
guage; they know what they have to prove
to obtain a divorce, and of course some

for

3.00 p

McLaughlin, president
Deaconess’ anniversary, Rev Fred
Palladino, president

Some

I

9.00 a m.
1.15 pm.
3.00

p

m.

7.15 p

m.

8.30 p

m.

8.00

j

am.

am.

9.00 a
1.30 p

m.

7.30 p

m.

9.00
10.30
11.30

a

m.

m.

a m.
a m.

bishop, district superintendents
assisting
2.00 p
2.30 p

a

a m.

m.

born

was

and wife

to Grover

Lilli?!
trea*mJ?

Saturday, Jan. 2.

Rt*ss Conner, w’ho has beer, very ill
pest week, is improving.
Arthur P. Guilford came from Owl’s
Head Monday fora brief visit.
Mrs.

the

Ned Coombs is preparing to move into
the woods at his camp to the westward.

his

of

an

R. F. D.

^

SEAL COVE.

1’OW£h8-M’LKAN.
high noon, Thursday, Jan. 7,
Hunter Powers, of Seal Cove, and
Llewellyn McLean, of Augusta, wenAt

V.rne*

Marks, of West Penobscot, vi-ited
sister, Mrs. Marie Conner, last week.

Will

this section
try for it will

for

Norman

and

Conner

has

including

wife.

SWAN’S ISLAND.
Albee has put his boat into
winter quarters here.
Miss Beatrice Smith is making an extended visit in Portland and Boston.

John Eaton, of Sedgwick, is employed
at Sargent’s stable.
Mrs. Charles

L.

spending
Eggemoggin.

Bahson

is

L.

Capt. Otis

Mrs. Frank P. Billings is visiting her
sister at Bluehill Falls.

EAST ORLAND.
Mrs. E. C. Mason is ill.
W. L. Wentworth and wife

Mrs. Enna Prock returned to Portland
Monday after spending the holidays here.

a

gor

Miss

Helen

Charleston

Higgins

where

has returned

she is

attending

where he

to

Mrs. Hannah Bowden, who has been
visiting her brother, Francis Dunham, has
returned to Bluehili.

rcnchboro,

winter term of

Reports from Mrs. Alice White,
hospital at Bangor, are very

in the

Higgins classical institute.
Mrs. A. M. Newman, of Minturn, went
George W. Grindal and son Albert left to Portland Monday. She was accompaWednesday for Portland, where Albert nied by her son as far as Bath, where he
will spend a few weeks, while Mr. Grindal has employ men. for the w inter.
will go to Lynn, Mass., to return with
On the 17th sun, cold moon, Hockamock
his wife, who has been away for a few
tribe, 1. O. R. M., and Nunonie council
months.

favor-

for her recovery.
Frank Gray, of Verona, who is a member of the grange, came over Saturday to
attend the annual installation of officers.
Mrs. Lucia Dorr and son Vernon drove
Bar Harbor Saturday for a short
visit with her parents, John Paruham and
from

wife, returning home Sunday.
A surprise party was given T. F. Mason
and wife Thursday night. The party conTRENTON.
one years old.
The guests present were
sisted of G. H. Snow and wife, Arthur
Mrs. Mary A. Sargent, aged eighty-five,
Harry Davis was in Bangor a few days Dunbar and wife, Charles Gibbs and wife,
Mrs. Mary Milliken, aged eighty-two and last week on business.
Harvey Snow and wife, Misses Dora and
Mrs. J. N. Sargent, aged eighty.
Mrs. Briekett, after spending
Warren
two Alberta Dunbar, Ernest Snow,
Jan. 11.
Sim.
months with friends in Bangor, has re- Dunbar, Miss Seeds and Boyd Dunbar.
entertained

j

who is

able

will trail to the Methodist church, w here
the pastor, Rev. Mr. Burlington, w ill ad-

Wednesday, Jan. 6, Mi9s Mary Milliken
a party of “young” people at
her home in honor of the birthday of her
unele, Capt. J. N. Sargent, who is eighty-

in Ban-

Harold Burrill, of Dedham, visited at
Mrs. Flora Dorr’s Saturday and Sunday.
Mrs. Berfiice Calden, of Bucksport, ia
the guest of her cousin, Mrs. J. E. Gross*

school.

the

were

Thursday.

F. W. Wentworth has recovered from
his recent illness.

fevr days with her son al
i
Basil Stinson and Harold Smith have reMark H. Gray and wife are at the home turned to Yarmouth
academy to resume
of Mr. Gray’s parents at Little Deer Isle.
their Btudies.
Mrs. Vilette Sargent has gone to MassaMrs. I. W. Stinson and Mrs. Alvah Barchusetts for ihe remainder of the winter. bour
spent Friday and Saturday in RockGeorge Leighton has closed his bakery land with friends.
here for the season, and is now in VVinMr. Brown, of Island Falls, was here
throp, Mass.
last week on his
to I
way
will teach the

mar.

ried at the home of the bride at this
Forty guests were present,
George R. Fuller and wife, Dr.
Georg*
Meal, Messrs. Luntand Rumill and wive*.
Mr. and Mrs. Ober, Mr. and Mrs.
Hodg.
don, Mrs. Freeman and Mrs. Lawton, and
many more from Trcmont, Mt. Desert and
Southwest Harbor. The Episcopal marriage sorvice was used in an impressive
manner by the officating clergyman.
ReV
James Alexander Thoms, B. D., Ph. D.
after
the
close
of
Immediately
the recent ion that followed the
ceremony, jfo
and Mrs. McLean left, amid a shower
0f
old shoes and rice, and with warm conto
catch
the
gratulalions,
afternoon express from Bar Harbor.
The bride is the only daughter of the
late Capt. Powers, for many years a merchant of Mt. Desert island, and Angelin*
Ober Powers, at present postmistress *t
Seal Cove. Miss Powers finished her edncation at the Baptist schools in Waterville, and is an accomplished and talented
The bridegroom is a
teacher.
rising
young lawyer at the State capital, dealing
with the corporation department of the
law firm’s business. They will be at home
in Augusta after Feb. 1.

to

Jan. 11.

8ARGENTVILLE.
Hon. Henry W. Sargent is in Augusta
on business.

”n“‘i

(Lt™!

C. William

hospital for treatment. An operation
Miss Posey Wardwell, of Castine, spent
performed, and at last accounts Sunday with her parents, Fred F. Wardthe patient was improving.
well and wife.
Rev. Mr. Chase is instructing a large
Isaac Dunbar, who has been engaged in
class in band music.
The class has preherring fishing with Horatio Crie at Cassented Mr. Chase with an overcoat and
tine, has returned home, and will begin
cap suitable for the coldest of weather.
scallop fishing this week.
It is reported that the black hand is
Capt. Maurice Perkins and crew have
showing itself in this county. A certain arrived from Gloucester, Mass., where he
well-known citizen has received letters,
has hauled up his schooner, the Carrie A.
so says the report, demanding |5,000.
If
Bucknam, for the winter.
is
the money
not forthcoming in a given
Dana Hall baB started up his mill since
time, fire and dynamite are to be used in
the recent rains, and is manufacturing
destructible quantities.
a large quantity
of
lumber from logs
Jan. 11.
Ch’k’er.
hauled during the fine sledding.

dress them.

Jan. 11.

trouble,

has

bad

a

pond

gone to Tunk

Spec.

throat
for

a

'

j

while.

Joseph Anderson
week, after a few

returned
months’

home
absence

Jan. 11.
_

Mrs. Henry Tracy and daughter Hilvisted relatives in South Gouldsboro

■

PROSPECT HARBOR.
IN MEMORIAM.

death

now seat*

(w

first-class

are

F. W. Lunt and wife, and L. W. Kumill
wife attended the marriage of Miss
Myra H. Powers and Ernest McLean at
Seal Cove Thursday.

under the aupices of the ladies'
circle, Wednesday evening, Jau.
20, withthe following cast of characters:
Kate Bell, the school ma'am. .Olive Hodgkins
Mrs Grump, the complaining parent,
Mrs ET Leland
Mrs Undertow.Mrs R FCopp
Minnie Trueblcod.Maryanna Marshall
Marley Undertow.Althea Marshall
Undertow 1
( Frank Dunbar
Cypher
[ directors. : Woodbury Leland
Trueblood )
(RF Copp’
Milt Harmon.Lewis Marshall
Johnnie Grump.Marden Dunbar
Jamie McWack, janitor.Will Young

They

and

sidewalk

Friday.

hall Saturday.

opera seats.

Trenton,

Miss Trask, of South Gouldsboro, spent
the week-end with Miss Pollard at Mrs.
E. S. Shaw’s.

TREMONT.

The K. of P.’s received the
their

May.

four-act
“The
School
drama,
Ma'am,'’ will be given at Evergreen hall,

Mrs. Ira Tracy, who has been caring for
mother, returned to her home in Steu-

Those from here who attended the publis installation and ball of the I. O. O. F.
in Winter Harbor last Friday evening
were James A. Hill and wife, S. G. Bunker and wife, Frank P. Noyes and wife,
Mrs. Lewis Bunker, Calvin Lawrence,
Miss Mildred Noyes and N. Noyes jr.
Jan. 10.
L.

in

The

her

Mrs. Hiram Dolliver, of Swan's Island
is visiting her parents, Thomas Martin
and wife, in the Pond district.

WEST

AMATEUR DRAMA.

last week.

M.

last

Massachusetts.

dred

ben

Jan. 11.

turned home.

WEST GOULDSBORO.
W. J. Merritt, who has

Subject: The
Silent Partner
Ordination of elders, by the bishop,
district superintendents assisting
Sunday school anniversary
Address, Rev David G Downey,
D D, LL D, Chicago, 111
Monday
Address, Dr John.
Subject:
Glimpse of God Without Eyes

A

be held at the achoolhouse Jan. 13.
Tkamp.
Jan. 11.

F. H. Macomber went to Ellsworth Saturday to spend Sunday with his wife.
Mrs. Addie Clement has returned to
Portland, where she will meet her daughter, Miss Edith Clement.
Jan. 11.
elvina.

___M

Conference session
Reading of the appointments

BUCKSPORT.

Adjournment
of

News has beenureceived here of the death
Albert Thomas, an engraver, of

j

NORTH LAMOINE.
Bert Austin, of Portland,
is visiting relatives
here.

dent,

Capt.

A.

a

former resiand friends

B. Holt and family, who have

spent several weeks at the Elms, have
turned to Bar Harbor.
Mrs. William Brooks and family
cently spent several days here with
parents, Charles Brown and wife.
Jan. 11.

re-

re-

her

and wife are keeping
K. W. Lunt and wife, who have
been in Ellawortb since Thursday, and
will start on their winter trip this week.

Ashbury Lopaus

bouse tor

Capt. Charles P. Lunt, who came home
lro m Boston, where bis vessel,
Harlow, is hauled up for the
winter, is confined to the house with a bad

Thursday
the J. M.
1

cold.
Jan. 11.

Thelma.
MAK1AVILLE.

Emery Morrison and wife have commenced housekeeping.
Frank Jordan and Joseph Frost hsve
gone to Milo for the winter, with teams.
George Gilbert, of Brewer, was in town
Monday, a guest at the home of G. A.

on

Mrs. Elva Hall will entertain the sewing
circle Thursday afternoon, Jan. 14.
The ladies’ church aid society will hold
sociable Tuesday evening, Jan. 19, for
the benefit of the church, at Town Hill

a

hall.

The Sunday school has elected the same
board of officers, as follows: Superintendent, D. G. Hall; assistant-superinten*
dent, Luella Sargent; secretary, Lelia
Tripp; treasurer, Mildred Mayo; organist.

Jan. 11.

Ti

e

Anon.

Curing

ol Drunkards

the Dr. Leslie E. Keeley system is so well and so permanently established by their works that there are
no competitors in the field (having
long since retired because of their

through

relapses).
Keeley Cure in Portland, Maine,
opened day and night to receive applicants for treatm-ut.
numerous

The

is

alibntiMmcnts.

Y.

Roxbury, Mass., on Saturday, Jan. 2,
BAH HARBOR.
BROOKS VILLE.
while returning from the company’s office
Mrs. Parker Wood died
Mrs. Eunice Saunders is gaining slowly.
Saturday, Jan. 9, after receiving h is wages of |60. He was
at the home of her
brother, James George. found unconscious on the sidewalk, and
Miss Mary Grindle is employed at F. H.
Mrs. Wood had been in feeble health for a there is a
suspicion that he was murdered Billings’.
and robbed. When found he had marks
Reveral years, and some
years ago she on his
MisB Olive Condon, the popular school
neck and a large bruise on his
was the victim of a
paralytic shock from temple. Later at the hospital
it was found teacher, and Warren Tapley, of South
which she never folly recovered. She had his skull was crushed.
He died Monday,
were married Sunday, Jan. 3,
been confined to her bed for the
Jan. 5. Mr. Thomas married the daughter Brooksville,
past year.
at South Penobscot. Congratulations are
She leaves two brothers—James and John of Edward Harrigan, formerly a resident of
this town, but who has resided in Boston extended.
George, both of Bar Harbor.
about fifteen years.
Jan. 11.
A.
*

The

Oscar

SOUTH SURRY.

this week.

Miss Vivian Ravey has returned to her
home at Sound.

9.00

son

has been

Irving Clement shipped 22,000 pounds of

Memoirs

8.00

ill,

H. C. Perry and Arno Perkins left Monday for a business trip to Rockland.

Highways and Byways of Pacific Coast,

Sermon, Dr John.

m.

A

Mrs. Jennie Smith has gone to the Port-

R M Stuart

m.

7.30 p

here.

been

land

Sophie May
France,
King
Mary
Waddington
Hugh Black

m.

m.

prevalent

who has

again.

Kineo,
gone
are in the air.
where he will be employed engineering.
Probfcbly a
be made.
Harry and Raymond Wardwcll are reLarmon Treworgy, who has been work- covering from injuries sustained while
ing in the woods for 8. S. Scammon, left coasting.
for Bluehill Monday, accompanied by his
Ralph Snow, who is employed in Belfast,
w'ife.
recently visited his parents, John S. Snow

naru

fish

3.30 p

is

ore.*:..

V. I. society held its annual
meet,
ing Thursday evening, Jan. 7. The (olio
ing offleers were elected: President,
(;„
A. Fogg; tlrst
vice-president,
second
Clerk;
vice-president,
Humor; secretary. Agnes Mavo;
George W. Mayo. It waa voted t0 tak’
**
|50 in stock of Mt. View grange hall.
Jan. 11.

NORTH CA8T1NE.

Capt. M. W. Urindle,

making

auUtant

The

from

Cliftnn Jnhnunn

8.00

measles

o<\er pa</t»

*#«

January 1, of Capt. Samuel
a sketch of whose life was
Moore,
Friday
printed in The American last week, cast
Harding of 8fc Timothy,
Charles Hall, ol Hrooklin, is at Oatley
Address. Dr John.
Subject: A
Frost.
over this, his native place and home, a
Arthur Stan wood Pier
of
God
in
the Human
Glimpse
Ellen Terry Gray’s.
Story of My Life,
gloom which will not soon pass away. I Laura Frost, who has been attending
Body
In Viking Laud,
W S Munroe
Mrs. Laura Colby, of Mt. Desert Ferry, Here he was known
intimately by alias school at Bar Harbor, is at the home of
Conference session
of Oliver Otis Howard
who has been spending a week with her friend and
W H M S anniversary, Mrs BW Autobiography
neighbor, and one w hose place her mother, Matilda Frost, on a vacation.
E Lee the Southerner,
T N Page
returns
home
Rober^
tofather, Edgar Treworgy,
Russell, president
it will be impossible to fill.
Joaie Frost, who has been at home a few
Thomas Bailey Aldrich,
Ferris Greenslet
day.
Aggressive Evangelism, Rev H B
Capt. Moore was wonderfully well read, weeks with her mother, Mrs. Emma
Paul Leicester Ford
Many Sided Franklin,
Haskell, district superintendent
Work will be commenced upon the in- a witty conversationalist, and, having
Poems of Richard Watson Gilder
Black, returned to Bangor Tuesday, where
Education, Rev T Nicholson, New Reminiscences of
terior of the church this week. A new been a great traveller, was a most enjoy- she is
Lady Randolph Churchill
doing dressmaking.
York
Young People’s Story of Music,
steel ceiling is to be put in, the walls able raconteur. He was a man of faith,
Jan. 12.
S.
Freedman’s Aid anniversary, Rev
a
Ida Prentice Whitcomb
papered and some other repairs made. and there wras no uncertainty with which j
MCB Mason, D D
History of Socialism in U 8, Morris Hillquit The workmen hope to get the work fin- he held to the eternal verities. He beNORTH HANCOCK.
;
Saturday
C G D Roberta
History of Canada,
ished by Jan. 24, when the next church lieved in God as tbe Supreme Father. He
Address, Dr John. Subject:
A
Mrs. Emma Page is quite ill.
Introdnction to Study of Comparative
service will be held.
was at unity witb God, with himself and
Glimpse of God in Human ExEd. Googins, of Lewiston, visited relaFrank Byron Jerous
Religion,
perience
with his fellowmen. He has passed from j
True Tales of the Plains by “Buffalo Bill"
A goodly number of people, old and
tives here last week.
Conference session
A Motor Flight Through France,
life, not into death, but into life.
young, met at the achoolhouse a short
Friends ol Mrs. Nelson Steward are glad
Epworth League anniversary. Rev
Edith Wharton time
“It
is
but
with
a
bated
breath.
crossing
3 M Bowles, chairman
ago and organized a debating club.
to hear that abe is gaining in health.
A
white
set
face!
A
little
of
sea—
strip
Conference Claimants
The first regular meeting was held last
anniverTo find the loved ones waiting on the shore,
Ralph Bowley and daughter Ethlyn
SEAL HARBOR.
sary, Rev J B Hingely, D D, LL
Friday evening, when the question under More beautiful, more
wen week-end gneata of F. H. Stratton
precious than before."
D, Chicago, 111
Mrs. Everett Jordan is ill.
consideration was: “Resolved, that a
Jan.
C.
and wife.
Sunday
11._
Ed. Dow was home Saturday and Sun- wheelbarrow is of more use on a farm than
Conference love feast, Rev J P
Maynard Ford, who haa been visiting
WEST EDEN.
a woman.’’
After a rather lively disday.
Simonton, leader
his brother Wesley hen, has gone to
the decision was in favor of the
Mrs. Nettie Higgins has gone to Seal
Sermon, Bishop Wilson
Percy Billings is shipping rabbits to cussion,
Houlton, when he has employment.
woman—of course. The next meeting will Harbor for a few weeks.
Ordination of
deacons by the Boston.
York

j

crew

are

Rumors

Douglas Wig gin

Gift of Influence.
Adventures of Pirates and Sea Rovers
Archibald William
How it is Done,
A Woman’s Way Through Unknown
Labrador.
Mrs. Leonidas Hubbard, jr
Adventures on the High Seas, Richard Stead
House of Ruuuion,
Henry Van Dyke
Martha Baker Dunn
Sleeping Beauty,
Maude Howe
Sun and Shadow in Spain,
Sea Stories retold from St. Nicholas
Chas
of
Swinburne
Shakespeare, Algernon
Age
The whole Family,
Twelve Authors
Robert Hichens
Egypt and Its Monuments,
The Twentieth Century American,
H Perry Robinson
In the Land of Mosques and Minarets,
Francis Minturn
Art and Economy in House Decoration,
Mabel T Prestmau
Our West Indian Neighbors, Frederick A Ober
of
Natural
Art
Sleep,
Lyman P Powell
□Id Events and Modern Meanings,
Chas F Aked
Alps in Nature and History. W A B Coolidge
Geo and Alice Palmer
The Teacher,
Instinct and Health,
Woods Hutchinson
John P Jones
India, Its Life and Thought,
The Other Americans,
Arthur Ruhl
Romance of Modern Geology, Edwin S Grew
Famous Cavalry Leaders, Chas H L Johnston
Beginniugs of Industrial Education.
Paul H Hanns
Confessions of a Railroad Signalman,
John O Fagan
Chas S Minot
Age. Growth and Death,
Arts and Crafts in the Middle Ages.
Julia DeWolfe Addisou
Out of Doors in the Holy Land.
Henry Van Dyke
Rugs, Oriental and Occidental.
Rosa Belle Holt
Across Europe in a Motor Boat,
Henry C Rowland
History of Twenty-five Years,
Sir Spencer Walpole
Letters from a Working Man by an American Mechanic
Ella Higginson
Alaska,
English Voyages of Adventure and DisEdwin M Bacon
covery.
History of Scripture by Allan Marquand
Hungary and the Hungarians,
W B Foster Bovill
Buddism and Immortality,
W 8 Bigelow
William Morse Cole
Accounts,
Servia and the Servians, M Chedo Myatovick

small

Mrs. George F. Springer has returned
a visit to her daughter at Brewer.

Douglas Wiggin

nuiujiurcj1

a

quite lit wun it.
Miss Sadie Shuman, of Great Pond, is
visiin*g her broUwi, Lewis oiiuuian.
George B. Scammon cut his ankle badly
while working in the woods on No. 8.

Housekeepers,

.»ir»

additional County y**rt

is out

German

W W Jacobs
Salthaven.
8 Weir Mitchell
The Red City,
Justin H McCarthy
The Duke’s Motto.
Testing of Diana Mallory,
Kate
Tales of Laughter,
Story of Babette,
Pauline Wyman.
Chateau and Country Life in

other payer

hoops.

FAC Canfield
Kirk Munroe
Under the Great Bear,
John Fox, jr
Trail of the Lonesome Pine,
Four Boys on the Mississippi, E T Tomlinson
Gem Club Boys of Lakeport,
Edward Statemeyer
Boat Club Boys of Lakeport;
Edward Statemeyer
Baseball Club Boys of Lakeport,
Edward Statemeyer
Half-a-dozen

I need not call witnesses nor give evidence of any kind to lead any one of the held in Ellsworth next April, opening
and closing
gentlemen here assembled to accept as fact Tuesday evening, April 6,
the statement that much misery and Monday, April 12.
The conference will bring to Ellsworth
anguish very often result from marriage.
No part of this falls to the lot of the spin- a large number of people who will remain
session.
All the Methster or the man who remains unmarried throughout the
and district superintenNow, after a man decides to marry, in the odist ministers
eastern half of Maine will
event that he afterwards finds himself dents from the
bound to a faithless women, shall we not be present, and most of them will bring
members of their
give him a release; or shall we order him their wives or other
to remain the husband of the woman, tne families.
Some of the most eminent men in the
tie of wedlock forever unbroken while
denomination in this country
they live; shall we bind the good, whole- Methodist
will also be present.
Bishop Luther B.
hearted, faithful wife to the coarse,*
LL. D., will preside.
broken, drunken husband, or to the faith- Wilson, D. D.,
Kev. W. F. Emery, pastor of the Ellsless husband, or not? From the stand
announces the
point of the lawyer and from my experi- worth Methodist church,
following outline of the program for the
ence in the law, 1 say no, we shall not so
bind the man or the woman found to be in session:
Far better is it
bo unfortunate a position.
Tuesday, April 6.
9.00 a ra.
Itinerant institute—Examinations
to give them separation, to free them once
2.00 p m.
Examinations
continued
more, so that they can once more go on
4.00 p m.
Address to the classes. Rev D N
living a useful life. Otherwise they will
Beach, D D. principal Bangor
suffer and society will suffer.
theological seminary
To be sure, in a sense divorce may have
7.30 p m. Temperance address. Bishop Luthan ill effect on society. It would be better,
er B Wilson, D D, LL D, Philaof Course, if all marriages were ideal, but
delphia
Wednesday
they are not. We find these terrible con8.00 a m. Address by Dr J P D John, D D,
ditions. The remedy may be the choice of
LL D.
Subject: A Glimpse of
two evils, but 1 say that in choosing divGod in the Microscope
orce society has chosen the lesser.
1 have
9.00 a m. Opening of
conference, Bishop
beard it said that divorce should
be

granted

Young Alaskan,
Eagle Badge,
Kidnapped Campers.

*ee

.•'ir

WEST FRANKLIN.
John T. Clark has

Ralph Henry Barbous
Ralph Henry Barbous
Emerson Hough
Holman Day

Kate
outline

us.

maintain that it is better for

The Half-back,
Behind the Line,

County New*

for additional

Eleanor Kittredge;
Edith Hall.

COUNTY NEWS.

COUNTY NEWS.

NEW BOOKS.
get along with their husbands.
think that the pretty women are
attention before Recent Additions to Ellsworth’s ExJEecent Address Before Twentieth used to a good deal of
cellent Public Library.
they are married, and that if the husbands,
Century Club tit Bangor.
The following is a list of books recently
seem to slight
Chief-Justice L. A. Emery, of Ellsworth, in the struggle tor a living,
added to the Ellsworth public library:
the young wives, the latter are not slow
wae the guest of honor at a supper given
Warre.. Lee Goss
from whom it may be Jed,
by the Twentieth Century club, of Ban- to accept attention
husbands become jealous, Though Life Us Do Part.
gor, at the Bangor house Tuesday even- given. Thus the
Eiizakbelu Si>uAii> PLoips
and a jealous
ing, Jan. 5. The subject on which ne was often without proper cause,
T B Aldrich
Marjorie Caw,
naked to address the meeting was “Di- husband strikes out.
Zona Gale
Friendship Village,
be
divorce
no
that
I would suggest
vorce”. lie said in pert:
Marion Crawford
Diva's Ruby,
wife
have
and
Lewis Rand,
1 have, read a great deal and heard a granted until the husband
Mary Johnston
a certain period, perhaps
Reminiscences of Carl Schurz Vol IV
great deal of the “divorce evil”. It is not lived apart for
notices
Wonder
Tales,
or
the
Grandmother's
Russian
legal
a year; that all libels,
an evil, but rather a.remedy for evil. Like
Louise Seymour Houghton
two
other remedies for evil, it may and does of libels, be published, so that the
Helen A Clarke
under the Child's Guide to Mythology,
have attendant lesser evils, which we may understand that they are
and How to Understand Electrical Work
must seriously consider and eliminate if surveillance of relatives and friends;
John Kendrick Bangs
Andiron Tales.
an
that judges be given authority tc delay a
Anna Chapin Ray
possible; but in itself divorce is not
Teddy Books 6 Vols,
Divorces are
I.ina Beard
American Girls Handy Book,
evil, but a remedy. The evil precedes di- hoaring for a term or two.
but
And let granted with too great dispatch now;
Katharine Ruth Ellis
Wide Awake Girls.
vorce but comes after marriage.
a
demands
remarks I we cannot help it. The lawyer
Rosa N Carey
wx»
Sunny Side of the Hi’l,
say right here that in my
M A Taggatt
pf>«ii not consider the moral phase of hearing at once, and knows it is legally Six Girls and Bob,
M A Taggatt
the
Tea
Six
Girls
and
Rooms,
this great question. I must leave that for due him. This gives many the idea that
M A Taggatt
8ix
Girls
Older,
Growing
others probably better equipped for that a divorce is very easily and very speedly
Southern Stories retold from St Nicholas
woman
•ort of discussion. I am speaking from obtained. I remember once a
Little Colonel Stories
the legal standpoint alone in considering came into my room and said: “I live in Dandelion Cottage,
Carroll W Rankin
this remedy for many of the evils of so- the town of-, and while here to-day I Adopting of Rosa Marie,
Carroll W Rankin
heard the court was in sessoiu, and Anne of Green Gables,
L M Montgomery
ciety.
W D Howells
Marriage is a civil institution. It was thought I would run in and get a divorce.’> Roman Holidays and Others,
F Hopkinson Smith
Peter,
Divorce restrains more or less; if it were
established by statute for the benefit of
Winston Churchill
«MTi
it is not a sacrament. There is not for divorce I am of the opinion that Mr Crewe’s Career,
The Crimson Sweater, Ralph Henry Barbous
nothing divide about it, but it is purely there would be more disaffection in mar-

JUDGE EMERY ON DIVORCE.

GET RID OF THAT COLD

Don’t wait until it develops into Brunchitis or Consumption.
it is fresh. What you need is a good dose of the true

Stop

it

now

while

“L. F.” ATWOOD’S BITTERS

By acting on the bowels they relieve congestive conditions ol throat and head, and make and maintain
healthy conditions. Good, too, in smaller doses tor children. Nothing like them to avoid the grippe
and winter colds that result irom neglect.
C<t a bottls today from your dealer, 3

Sc._

i

